OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. * means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

### If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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Travelin’ Prayer; Piano Man; Ain’t No Crime; You’re My Home; The CD

the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Commotion; Suzie Q;

studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but

* Evening Boogie; Wine, Whiskey, Women; It Takes Time; Stranger

CD

Bound; April Come She Will; America; Bye

Green Leaves & Yellow Skies.

CD

CD

Europe; Luck of the Draw; I Remember You; When the Levees

Lynyrd Skynyrd. With these 12 tracks, you’ll

CD

No band embodies southern rock quite like Lynyrd Skynyrd. With these 12 tracks, you’ll remember why they remain a household name to this day. Includes Sweet Home Alabama; I Ain’t the One; Simple Man; That Smell; Swamp Woman; Saturday Night Special and more. PolyGram Records.

$6.95

CD 3887103 PRINCE: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles recordings of live FM broadcasts from 1970s through the 1990s. Disc one collects the entire Purple Rain album recorded live at various venues over the yoke. Disc two includes numerous television appearances by Prince across the decades. Finally, disc three concludes the set in style with a rare small club/aftershow party from 1986. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 4659406 LITTLE RIVER BAND: Icon. Contains 12 songs from the Australian rock band’s “A Long Way Through Man” album. Lonesome Lover; Lady; Cool Change; Happy Anniversary; Down on the Border; The Night Owls; Remembering; The Other Guy; Take It Easy on Me; Help; I’m on Its Way. Universal Music.

$6.95

CD 4659495 GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Transmission Impossible. From various live FM broadcasts and radio performances are collected these 45 tracks on three CDs. Mansion Blues; Got to Move; I Loved Another Woman; I’ll Dust My Room; Long Tall Sally; Dancing in the Street; Somebody; Rattlesnake Shake; I Loved Another Woman; Need Your Love So Bad; My Heart Beats Like a Hammer; Rollin’ Man; Man of the Hour; Nothing Inside of Me; Looking for the Lady; Somebody; Rattlesnake Shake; I Loved Another Woman; Need Your Love Tonight; Worried Man; and more. Columbia.

$11.95

CD 3768554 YES: Extended Versions. This British progressive group is presented in this 6-track collection. Includes Sibidian Khatan; America; Onward; Awaken; Roundabout; and Starship Trooper. BMG.

$3.95


CD 3932495 THE BEST OF PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Icon. This three-CD set compiles the early group’s earliest recordings. Includes Albasros; Black Magic Woman; Need Your Love So Bad; My Heart Beats Like a Hammer; Rollin’ Man; Man of the Hour; Nothing Inside of Me; Looking for the Lady; Somebody; Rattlesnake Shake; I Loved Another Woman; Need Your Love Tonight; Worried Man; and more. Columbia.

$7.95

CD 6795943 VAN HALEN: In the Club. This three-CD set compiles broadcast recordings at various venues in 1975 and 1976. The group tears through both covers and originals, including Rock ’n Roll All Nite; Beer Drinkers & Hell Raisers; Rois on for Nowhere; Runnin’ with the Devil; Some Like It Hot; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 4678192 FLEETWOOD MAC: 50 Years, Don’t Stop. A must have for any fan of this iconic rock band. The three-CD set collects 50 songs, including Don’t Stop; Dreams; Landslide; You Make Loving Fun; Little Lies; Shake Your Moneymaker; Monday Morning; Tender Kisses; Albatross; and many more. Warner Music Group.

$17.95

CD 2819902 THE DOORS: Shot to Pieces. On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for a one-night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include Whiskey, Mystics & Men; Petition the Lord with Prayer; The Soft Padret; Love Me Tender; Rock Is Dead; Woman is a Devil; and more. Sonic Boom.

$14.99

CD 6998950 STEVIE NICKS: House of Blues. A superb broadcast recorded at the House of Blues in Hollywood in 1994. This 11-song set is Stevie at her raunchiest, most passionate best. Songs include Outside the Rain; Dreams; Stand Back; More; What I Did for Love; I’d Rather Dance; and more. PDI. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3888619 ROBIN TROWER: Ebbets Field, 1973. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Ebbets Field, Denver, Colorado on August 6th, 1973 are collected these three tracks and a part interview with Robin Trower. Songs include These Eyes; Daydream; Singer’s Song. BMG.

$7.95
CD 4659376 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: Icon. All about for great 70s rock–n–roll songs that packed arenas worldwide. We’re an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Loco-Motion; Bad Time; Shinin’ On; Walk Like A Man; Footstompin’ Music; Mean Miserate (Live); Inside Looking Out; Rock & Roll Soul; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3866068 GENESIS: The Last Radio Recordings. Featuring twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nightride and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacyli; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Some songs include multiple versions. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3874826 DON HENLEY: The End of the Innocence. Ten songs are collected here, including The End of the Innocence; The Heart of the Matter; How Bad Do You Want It?; New York Minute; Gimme What You Got; and more. Geffen.

$6.95

Also includes a bonus Warner Bros. Records.

CD 3797813 PARI HILTON. On her debut album, Paris captures the sound of a mix–a mix of pop, rock, rap and reggae, of bangin’ beats, sexy lyrics and infectious melodies. Eleven songs include Turn It Up; Stars Are Blind; I Want You; Turn You On; Do Ya Think I’m Sexy; and more. DVD. Warner Bros. Records.

$5.95

CD 6857744 ROY ORBISON: The Complete Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956–61. This 2 CD set presents a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only The Lonely; Only The Lonely (Baby, Baby); Crying; Running Scared; Dream Sweet Dream, Lonely Lonely Lonely; Make Love, Take a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

CD 3866254 SANTANA: Warszawa. Collected here are eighteen tracks taken from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Poland on October 26, 1973. Ten bunny-drinking; Angels All Around Us; Yaye/Hanibal; Maggot Brain; Black Magic Woman; and more. Letfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 3982793 THE WHO: Magic Bus. The definitive recording of the 60s. Let the Who take you on a Magic Bus Tour. Presents eleven songs that relive an era. Includes Disguises; Run Run Run; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; I Can’t Reach You; Our Love Was, Is; Call Me Blue; I’m Waiting for the Rain; Pictures of Lily. MCA Records.

$16.95

CD 3875032 CHEAP TRICK: Raising Hell, the 1970s. Collects two classic radio broadcasts–October 8, 1977 from Rock Amory in Rockford, Illinois and June 16, 1979 from the International Amphitheater in Chicago. Thirty-seven tracks, including Hello There; Come On, Come On; Down on the Bay; I Know What I Want; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Four CDs. FM Concert Broadcasts. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 5970811 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981. All five original Beach Boys–joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston–give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as one of the greatest pop rock outfits of all time by performing 25 of their best: California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surlin’ USA; Barbara Ann; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 6715966 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive. Three live albums captured at a variety of venues capture the height of their powers in three early–70s shows: Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&R Studios: New York 26th August 1971. Over 30 tracks in all, with multiple live cuts of Statesboro Blues; Don’t Fail Me Baby; P Early Monday and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 3866246 ROBERT PLANT: Live Principles. Collects sixteen tracks on 2 CDs from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon. London, UK in December of 1968 including In the Mood, Pledge Pin; Messin’ with the Monster; Tell Him That Detroit; Treat Her Right; Slow Dancer; and much more. Unicom. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

and closer to Home (I’m Your Captain). Unicom.

CD 3988155 100 HITS: The Best Rock & Power Ballads. This live CD set collects 100 original artists, including Ball Out of My Head by Meat Loaf, The Final Countdown by Europe; Shade of Winter by the Bangles; Carry on Wayward Son by Kansas; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; and more. Sony. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

CD 3987713 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Broadcast Archive. Collects three CDs: Crosby, Stills Nash & Young: This One’s for Bill; Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young with Jackson Browne & J.D. Souther; and Crosby, Stills & Nash: She's a Woman. Thirty-seven tracks in all from FM broadcasts around the country between 1980 and 1991. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 2924415 YOU’RE KILLIN’ ME. Collects 25rockin’ hits by the original artists including Rockabilly Bungalow by George Morgan; We Built This World by Gene Vincent; His Blue Caps, You’re Killin’ Me by Milt Tiretter & His Solid Six; Do You Love Me by Edy Arnold & Jaye P Morgan; She Would Not Be Held by The Do-Ray-Me Trio; and more. Two CDs. Unicom.

$14.95


$11.95


$9.95

CD 3857040 CHEAP TRICK: Turn on the Radio, the 1980s. Two radio broadcasts–the KMET broadcast from Alpine Valley, East Troy, Wisconsin on July 3, 1982 and the full 93QW-FM broadcast from the Summerfest Festival, Milwaukee, Wisconsin on June 26, 1991. Features include Hello There; California Man; Big Eyes; Day Tripper; and more. Thirty five tracks on 2 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. FM Concert Broadcasts. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

CD 2903733 NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1973 come these songs. FM Concert Broadcasts. Pub. at $16.99

$11.95

CD 3870400 CHEAP TRICK: Turn on the Radio, the 1980s. Three live FM broadcasts–One of Our Girls in the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Man; Let’s Go; and more. Twenty four tracks on 2 CDs: Unicom. Pub. at $19.99

$12.95

CD 3988786 FRANK ZAPPA: Austin. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Austin City Limits Headquarters, Austin, Texas on October 26, 1973. Ten tracks, including Cosmik Debris; Inca Roads; The Idiot Bastard Son; Zabbe. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 3870400 CHEAP TRICK: Turn on the Radio, the 1980s. Three live FM broadcasts–One of Our Girls in the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Man; Let’s Go; and more. Twenty four tracks on 2 CDs: Unicom. Pub. at $19.99

$12.95

CD 3957780 AIR SUPPLY: It Was 30 Years Ago Today. Some 15 tracks present the entire reunion concert recorded live at Casino Rama, Ontario, Canada on August 13, 2004. Includes Now & Forever; Shadow of the Sun/Sweet Dreams; Even the Nights Are Better; Here I Am, Chances; Everytime; One Last Kiss; The One That You Love; Lost in Love; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. Pub. at $7.99

$4.95

CD 3887227 TOOL: Lollapalooza in Texas. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Starplex Amphitheatre, Dallas, Texas on August 1, 1993. Seven tracks: Interlude; Undertow; Saber; Prison Sex; Opiate (Pt. Layne Staley); Bottom; and Jerk Off. Also includes an interview with Maynard James Keenan. Sufra Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 6992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive.** Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s. This period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include *Take It Easy,* *The Pretender,* The Subject. It aired April 1999. This two CD collection, 1956-62. * Bold, Bad Fog of Loneliness; Country Home; I've Been Waiting for You; Lines on My Face; Baby (Something's Happening); I All Want to Be (Is By Your Side); Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours); Can't Stand It No More;* and more. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 4659333 THE BEST OF PETER FRAMPTON: 20th Century Masters.** Ten top-tier songs by a rock 'n' roll survivor. *Show Me the Way (Live);* I'm in You; *Nazz-A-Rama;* Love Your Way, *Lines on My Face;* Baby (Something's Happening); I All Want to Be (Is By Your Side); Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours);* Can't Stand It No More; and more. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 4659025 NEIL YOUNG: Touch the Sky.** The 37 tracks compiled on this CD include various radio broadcasts, 1967-1974. Songs include, *Flying on the Ground Is Wrong; Mr. Soul; Bad Fog of Loneliness; Country Home; I've Been Waiting for You; Lines on My Face; Baby (Something's Happening); I All Want to Be (Is By Your Side); Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours);* Can't Stand It No More; and more. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 4658452 THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS: Devils in Disguise.** Recorded from a live broadcast by WMUR-FM, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on July 22, 1971. Compiles 18 songs, including *Six Days on the Road; One Hundred Years from Now; Four Days of Rain; Wake Up Little Suzie; Hot Burrito;* and more. MVD Visual. **$11.95**

**CD 3945502 QUEEN: Mannheim 1986.** From a live FM broadcast recorded in Tokyo, Japan in 1989 come seventeen tracks including *Orchid Tales; Shout; Sway; B ecstasy; Love; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions;* and more. **$11.95**

**CD 3770598 BEE GEES: Tokyo 1989.** From a live FM broadcast recorded in Tokyo, Japan in 1989 come seventeen tracks including *Orchid Tales; Shout; Sway; B ecstasy; Love; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions;* and more. **$11.95**

**CD 3949525 JOHNNY MATHEWS: Gold.** Collects 49 songs from the popular singer/songwriter, including *A Certain Smile; Wonderful! Wonderful!; Teacher, Teacher; Too Much, Too Little, Too Late; Love Me Tender; Once Before I Go; The Twelfth of Never;* and more. Three CDs. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 **$17.95**

**CD 7919929 ERIC CLAPTON AND THE YARDBIRDS: Historic Classic Recordings.** A 36 track collection of live performances from The Marquee Club and The Club Daddy Club, 1963, including *For Your Love; Good Morning Little Schoolgirl; Under Pressure; Love Your Way; Lines on My Face; Baby (Something's Happening); All I Want to Be (Is By Your Side); Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours);* and more. **$12.95**

**CD 2977075 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: The Classic Broadcasts.** From a live FM broadcast recorded during the 1980 European Tour *Against the Wind,* these sixteen tracks include *Feel Like a Number One; Stayin' Alive; I Started a Joke; Tokyo Nights; You Should Be Dancing; Wish You Would; Take it Easy Baby; Do the Weston; Mister Downchild; Pretty Girl; Honey in Your Hips;* and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 3794784 QUEEN: Mannheim 1986.** From a live FM broadcast recorded in Mannheim, Germany, June 1986. Twenty-six tracks on two CDs include *Shout; Sway; B ecstasy; Love; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions;* and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3736717 WISHBONE ASH: Live at Rockpalast 1976.** This collection of twenty-six tracks was recorded live at Rockpalast, Cologne, Germany on December 17, 1976 when the band was still included the core original line-up. Tracks include *Runaway; The King Will Come; Mother of Pearl; Bad Weather Blues; Jail Bait;* and more on 2 CDs and one 95 minute DVD. MVD Music. Pub. at $25.99 **$19.95**

**CD 3919730 LYNWOOD SKYNYRD: Second Helping.** This collection of twenty-six tracks was recorded live at Rockpalast, Cologne, Germany on December 17, 1976 when the band was still included the core original line-up. Tracks include *Runaway; The King Will Come; Mother of Pearl; Bad Weather Blues; Jail Bait;* and more on 2 CDs and one 95 minute DVD. MVD Music. Pub. at $25.99 **$19.95**

**CD 3967069 FAIRPORT CONVENTION & FRIENDS: A Tree with Roots.** This eight track set was recorded live on the 2019 Canadian tour for covers of songs by U.S. singers, primarily Bob Dylan. This album is a tribute to Dylan with its 17 tracks, including *Tomorrow When the War* and more. **$9.95**

**CD 3758702 LINK WRAY ROCKS.** Perhaps one of the greatest guitarist, Link Wray's music is compiled across three CDs. Includes *Raw Hide; Bateman Theme; Tijuana; Slimy; Right Turn; I'm Brandied; Hand Clapper; The Swag; Comancha; Deuces Wild; El Toro; You; The Baby; Studio Blues; Hang Black Widow; Parcho Villa; Rider; Mary Anne;* and more. **$15.95**

**CD 3691452 ONE STEP FROM HEAVEN: The Broadcasts.** Collects 22 tracks from three live free broadcasts recorded in 1970 and 1971. Songs include *Moonshadow; Tuesday's Dead; Wild World; Father and Son; Stricken;* and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 **$10.99**

**CD 3952789 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Rock Me!** Through keen harmonies, good looks and that lovely voice. On $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2595614 AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big House.** This powerful rock band played at New Orleans’ Lakefront Arena, where they put on a remarkable show. This two CD set collects 25 songs from that night. Tracks include *Back in Black; Holls Belt; Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway to Hell; Balloonman; Shot Down in Flames;* and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3776077 JANE’S ADDICTION: Alive at Twenty-Five.** The band performs their double platinum all-rock album, along with the band’s biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 Silver Spoon Anniversary Tour. Thirteen songs, including their rock ‘n’ roll hits including *Change; Nine Lives; Nothing’s Gonna Stop Me Now; One; Leaving; Ain’t No Right; Beautiful Doll; Jane Says;* and more. Also includes a DVD version. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **$19.95**

**CD 3840778 DIO: Ronnie’s Birthday Show.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Mascer Festival Park, Milwaukee, WI, in July of 1984 come these sixteen tracks that include *Strayin’ Highways; Don’t Talk to Strangers; Pain; Last In Line;* and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3794679 THE LINK WRAY COLLECTION, 1955-62.** Contains the A & B sides of the guitar/blues/electric from 1955-1962. Thirty-eight tracks include Johnny Born Bonny; The Swag; Rendezvous; Vendetta; Golden Strings; Tijuana; Ace of Spades; and more. Two CDs. Acoustic. Pub. at $12.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3887219 TOM WAITS: Storytellers.** In the same year Waits released *Mule Variations,* VH1 broadcast an episode of their popular Storytellers series with Waits as the subject. It aired April 1993. This two CD set collects 22 tracks that were recorded live and curiously recorded in rehearsal. Nineteen tracks, including *House Nobody Lives; Chocolate Jesus; Get Behind the Mule;* and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3877809 GUNS N’ ROSES: Appetite for Destruction.** Collects 30 tracks from the groundbreaking debut album *Appetite For Destruction,* and more. **$9.95**

**CD 3735416 ROCKHOPPER: On, Tornado USA: The Black Widow; Parcho Villa; Rider; Mary Anne;* and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 **$15.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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**★ CD 379461X JOHN PRINE, CHICAGO 70: The Early Sessions.** From a live radio broadcast recorded at The 5th Peg in August of 1969, played at The Gallery Show, July 1970. Twenty-eight tracks include Hello in There; Souvenirs; A Good Time; The Great Compromise; as well as interviews. Some performances are ORG. $19.95

**★ CD 6961460 GRATEFUL DEAD: Pirates of the Deep South.** An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance of March 1970 at Pirates World, an amusement park in Dania, Florida, is a legendary item. Thirteen tracks include Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin'; Don’t Ease Me In; Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; The Other One; St. Stephen; Drums; Not Fade Away; Turn on Your Lovelight; and Me and My Uncle. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.95 $19.95

**★ CD 3774120 SPRINGSTEEN ON BROADWAY.** An album of music and stories by Springsteen, and the soundtrack to the Netflix film of the same name. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by the 2-time Grammy Award winner. Songs performed include Thunder Road; My Hometown; Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; The Rising; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sony Music. $9.95

**★ CD 3857252 ROLLER McQUINN’S THRONE: Live at Road Rock 1977.** Recorded at Grugahalle Essen in Germany on July 23 and July 24, 1977. This collection includes both, a CD and a DVD (72 minutes) of the performance. Fifteen tracks, including Lover of the Bayou; Him; Mr. Tambourine Man; Mr. Spaceeman; Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**★ CD 3991105 TEENAGER IN LOVE.** Collects 56 teenage classics from the 50's and 60's by artists including Dion & The Belmonts; Fats Domino; Bruce Channel; The Marvelettes; Bill Haley and His Comets; Patsy Cline; Connie Francis; Buddy Holly and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.99

**★ CD 2350738 THUNDERBIRD: Live at Rockpalast.** From a live radio broadcast of a live performance at The Old Waldorf, San Francisco on September 21, 1971. Collects 17 tracks, including X Offender; Youth Nabbed as Sniper; Fan Mail; Cautious Lip; Detroit, In the Flesh; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**★ CD 2392476X QUEEN: The Platinum Collection.** This fifty-one track collection of Queen’s greatest hits includes such titles as: Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Radio Ga Ga; We Will Rock You; We Are The Champions. Includes radio and full length remixes from the box set News of the World. $24.95

**★ CD 6992072 ERIC CLAPTON: New York 1966.** A 2 CD set featuring a performance from the Ritz in New York City on November 23, 1966. Songs include Crossroad Blues; Scramble; Misty; The Sheriff; Cocaine; Layla; Tearin’ Up Apart; White Room; and more. Sixteen tracks. Lefield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ CD 3942212X TOODY RUNDGREN: Global.** This CD collects 12 tracks from his solo album, including Everybody’s Rise; Terra Firma; This Island Earth; Skylighter; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

**★ CD 3753980 STEVE WINWOOD: High Life.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Blossom Center, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio on September 17, 1978. Thirteen tracks, including Low Spark of High Heeled Boys; Valerie; Higher Love; Back in the High Life; Gimme Some Lovin’; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 4552800 GREG LAKE WITH GARY MOORE: Welcome Back My Friends.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England on November 5, 1981. Ten tracks, including Fanfare for the Common Man; Karma Police; Nuclear Attack; Lucky Label; and more. Love You Too Much; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★ CD 5928487 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cured for Take Off.** A 60's performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Die; Somebody to Love; Hard Headed Woman; Let It Be; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 3967042 THE CREAM OF CLAPTON.** Some of Clapton’s golden moments are captured in this collection of 18 tracks including Layla, With Dane’s & the Domino’s: Badge; I Feel Free; Sunshine of Your Love with Cream; and his solo numbers including I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2848295 HAPPY TOGETHER: The Best of the Turtles.** This two CD collection includes 48 tracks by this rock band, who between 1965–1970 released 18 hit singles. They are most remembered for their chart topping singles Happy Together. Comprises all their singles including; If Ain’t Me Babe; Almost There; Let Me Be; Sound Asleep; Umbassa the Dragon; The Story of Rock and Roll; Eve of Destruction; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3961044 STEVIE NICKS: New Jersey 1983.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Brendan Byrne Arena, East Rutherford, N.J. in June of 1983. Sixteen tracks include Gold Dust Woman; Outside the Rain; Dreams; Gold and Braid; I Need to Know; Stage Banter; Gypsy; and more. LostFeldRadio. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3887383 BOB DYLAN WITH TOM PETTY: Across the Borderline.** Recorded from a live broadcast at The Sydney Entertainment Centre, Sydney, Australia on February 24, 1986. Thirty-one tracks including Just Like a Woman; All Along the Watchtower; Johnny Cash; Lonesome Town; Refugee; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; and more. Two CDs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2819910 THE DUANE ALLMAN ARCHIVES.** Collects three CDs: The Allman Brothers Band A & B Studios; The York 26th August 1971; & A & R Studios 1971: Duane & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman’s Jukebox; comprising 50 tracks including Turn On Your Love; Done Somebody Wrong; Gold Dust Woman; and more. Booklet. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

**CD 3888163 AC/DC: On the Highway to Melbourne.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The National Tennis Centre, Melbourne, Australia, in February 1986 these fourteen tracks include Who Made Who; Shot to Their Back in Black; You Shook Me All Night Long; High Voltage; and more. HBOO. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3840999 STEVIE NICKS: Storytellers.** From a live TV broadcast recorded from VH1 Storytellers, New York, NY in August of 1998 this CD collects ten tracks, most written by Stevie Nicks, including Dreams; Landslide; Stand Back; After the Glitter Fades; Edge of Seventeen; and more. Booklet. Universal Music. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

**CD 377838X JIMMY PAGE & FRIENDS: Tribute to Alexis Korner.** From a live performance recorded June of 1984 at The Palais, Nottingham, comes these 22 tracks including Sweet Home Chicago; When It All Comes Crashing Down; Hot Dog; and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3969090 JIMMY PAGE & THE BLACK CROWES: Praying in Pittsburgh.** Comprising tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Star Lake Amphitheatre, Pittsburgh, PA. in June of 2000. Songs include Celebration Day; The Wanton Song; Hats on for Nowhere; In My Time of Dying; The Lemon Song; Whole Lotta Love; and more. Two CDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3991113 THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN.** Comprises 56 heavenly classics of the ‘50s and ‘60s by artists like Buddy Holly, Eddie Cochran, Chuck Berry, Bobby Vee, Ricky Nelson, Billy Fury, Gene Vincent, Dion, Brenda Lee, and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

**CD 3749509 MEAT: The Calling.** Presents the Meat Boys live music by this rock band. Includes The First Time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Calling; Light Flight; Listen, Listen; The Songline to Home; Wayfaring Stranger; Soay; Shenandoah; Once You Were My Lover; Gimme Some Sugar; Barking’; and more. CD. Warner Music. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

**CD 3969035 THE KINKS: Transmission Impossible.** This three CD, 65 track set contains 23 tracks from FM broadcast performances from 1964 to 1982, recorded around the world. Songs include Little Queenie; Cadillac; You Really Got Me; Good Luck Charm; Give Me Your Love to Rose; Mr. Reckless in Texas; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95. Multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3704580 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Long After Dark.** You’ll find ten songs collected here from the American rock band, including One Story Town; You Got Lucky; Deliver Me; Straight from Darkness; We Stand a Chance; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

**CD 3775852 THE HUMAN LEAGUE: Icon.** Eleven tracks captures the music that makes this band so sensational. Includes Don’t You Want Me; Live Action; The Spirit Of The Crow; Over Heart; Been Boiled; Mirror Man; Fascination; The Lebanon; Louise; Together in Electric Dreams; and Human. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 3931536 CHICAGO: Transmission Impossible.** From three live FM broadcasts recorded at The Allman Brothers Band Freedom Hall, KY, 1974; and The Nassau Coliseum, New York, 1977, these thirty-eight tracks include In The Country; Call on Me; Anyway You Want; Beginnings; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3888074 PORNOGRAFFITTI: Live.** Metal Meltdown. This 3 disc set presents the 25th anniversary of Extreme’s definitive album Pornograffiti. The CD features on 16 tracks Decadence Dance; LT Jack Horny; When I’m President; Get Out More Than We; Pornograffiti; When I First Kissed You; He-Man Woman Hater; and more. Includes on DVD and Blu-ray the live concert and a documentary of the band. Loud & Proud. $4.95

**CD 4654892 THE RIGHT TO ROCK: The Mexican and Chicoano Rock ‘n Roll Rebellion 1955-1963.** A compilation of Mexican and Latin American artists from between 1955 and 1963, an homage to the cultural components of the Chicanos movement and the border walls as it was then. Thirty-seven track CD along with a 36 page booklet. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 3888505 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969.** Relive again the sound of 1969 as this iconic group makes a memorable performance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks of unforgettable music which include In/Heaven & Hell; I Can’t Explain; It’s a Boy; Amazing Journey; The Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard; Go to the Mirror (See Me, Feel Me, Touch Me, Dance Me, Make Love, Make Generation Blues). Includes Eye Riff; and more. Left Field Ventures. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2827403 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** His career was tragically short, but Cochran still made a generous contribution to the rock ‘n’ roll explosion of the 1950s. The teenager heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C’mon Everybody; Twenty Flight Rock; Summertime Blues; Three Steps to Heaven; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 3887316 AIR SUPPLY: Live in Toronto.** This brilliant concert, recorded at Casino Rama in Toronto, Canada in August 2004, is packed with all Air Supply hits, including The One That You Love; Making Love; Out of Nothing at All; Last in Love, Goodnight; and more. Sixteen tracks. Also includes a DVD of the performance. Wienerworld. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

**CD 3903187 THE FIRM: At the Arena.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wembley Arena, London, England on May 22nd, 1985, these 21 tracks include City Sirens; Make or Break; Live in Peace; Midnight Moonlight; Breathe Reborn; and more, on two CDs. PolyGram. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3919811 WATER ON THE WIND: Crosby & Nash.** The second album from this legendary duo is presented here. Thirty tracks, including Carry Me; Take the Money and Run; To the Last Whale; Wind on the Water; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 3885548 LITTLE FEAT: Hellzapoppin’.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Orpheum Theatre, Boston, Massachusetts on October 31, 1975. Fifteen tracks, including Two Trains; Skin It Back; Fat Man in the Bathtub; Spanish Moon; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

---
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- **CD 3887367 BLACKFOOT:** Chicago 1980 & Hollywood 1983. This CD contains two superb, previously unreleased live performances, both taken from FM radio broadcasts. Fifteen songs, including Gimme Gimme Gimme; Got a Line on You; Wishing Well; Highway Song; and more. Includes bonus tracks and a new liner notes. Smokin. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

- **CD 3959503 THE BEAU BRUMMELS; Triangle; Barbara’s; Yard:** Dabbling in everything from Beatle-styles pop to eclectic, psychedelic-tinged rock and even a little country, The Beau Brummels deliver two albums across 22 tracks. Are You Happy?; Only Dreaming Now; Painter of Women; Triangle; Turn Around; Deep Water; I’m a Sleeper; The Loneliest Man in Town; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

- **ROBYN LUCAS:** Live at Rockpalast-Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Lucas’s genius on the guitar in an extreme unique way—especially with her brilliant covers by artists including Jimi Hendrix or Don Gibson. Thirteen songs, including Thing in G (Short Fuse); Walk Don’t Run; Peter Gunn; Linda Lou; and more. Includes a DVD (76 minutes) and CD of the performance. Mru Music. Pub. at $33.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 3712759 THE BEACH BOYS; Transmission Impossible.** This triple CD set features the groups in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me, Rudder; Surfin USA; Ain’t No Girl; Glad; I Get Around; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eaten to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

- **CD 3754014 THE WHO; Old England, New England.** Recorded from a live FM Broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center In Lenox, Massachusetts on July 13, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can’t Explain; Don’t Even Know Myself; Sunil USA; A Hey, You; I Glad; I Got Around; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. By Little Anthony & The Imperials; Sweet Nothing by Brenda Lee; and more. Includes a 47 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs.** Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentals that burst to life in the wake of Duane Eddy’s career, this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Soda Fountain Girl; Sugar; Heather Honey; Sweet Pea; Everybody; and more. Includes a 47 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 3840727 THE 1960 R&B HITS COLLECTION.** Providing a window onto a dynamic and exciting musical environment, this four CD set features 115 tracks that include Why by Frankie Avalon; I’ll Go Crazy by James Brown; Among My Souvenirs by Connie Francis; Shimmie Shimmie Ko Ko Bop by Little Tony & The Imperials; Sweet Nothing by Brenda Lee; and more. Includes a 47 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 3840729 FRANK ZAPPAPA; Halloween in the Big Apple.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Palladium, New York City on October 31, 1977. Eleven tracks, including Sandber Dino; Tryin’ to Grow a Chin; City of Titty Lies; The Black Page; #2; Black Napkins; and more. Features ten hits from this 1960s rock sensation. Spin City. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

- **CD 3881464 ROY COODER:** The Complete Bottom Line Broadcast 1974. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Bottom Line, New York City on May 16, 1974. This acoustic performance includes Too Tight Blues No. 2; F.D.R. in Trinidad; Crazy Bout an Automobile; Ditty Wah Ditty; and more. Hobo. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

- **CD 8857523 BUDDY HOLLY & THE CRICKETS:** The Complete US & UK Singles As & BS. This 66 track, two CD set features Blue Days Black Nights; Love Me; Modern Don Juan; You Are My One Desire; That’ll Be the Day; I’m Lookin’ for Someone to Love; Raining in My Heart; Love’s Made a Fool of Loving You; and many more. Features ten hits from this ever-changing-group: Bring It; Sometimes You Just Can’t Win; Love is a River; Dark End of the Street; Do Right Man; Acoustic; Gravity; Hearts Desire; and Wheels. ABCD. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

- **CD 3889232X FRANK ZAPPA:** Halloween in the Big Apple. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Palladium, New York City on October 31, 1977. Eleven tracks, including Sandber Dino; Tryin’ to Grow a Chin; City of Titty Lies; The Black Page; #2; Black Napkins; and more. Features ten hits from this 1960s rock sensation. Spin City. Pub. at $18.99 **$14.95**

- **CD 3959554 MARK LINDSAY:** The Complete Columbia Singles. A collection of 24 singles released during Lindsay’s Columbia period include Reason to Believe; Arizona; Miss America; Silver Bird; Problem Child; Something Big; Someone’s Been Hiding; Sons for a Friend and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

- **CD 4653122 RY COODER & NICK LOWE:** Tokyo. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Galaxy, Tokyo, Japan on November 11, 2009. Seventeen tracks, including Fool Who Knows; Across the Borderline; Little Sister; Crazy ’Bout a Around; Fool Who Knows; Across the Borderline; Little Sister; Crazy ‘Bout a and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

- **CD 465286X THE BALLADS OF JERRY LEE LEWIS:** Collects 27 tracks from the rock ‘n’ roll legend, including Crazy Arms; Born to Lose; Cold Creen to Heart; Talk to Me; Sailing Away; Fool; And more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 **$17.95**

- **CD 6961673 TOMMY ROE:** Greatest Hits. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Bottom Line, New York City on May 16, 1974. This triple CD set features the group in various live settings during the years 1975 and 1991 in the U.S., including Magic Woman; I Will Never Want; Spirits Dancing in the Flesh; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

- **SOLD OUT**

- **CD 3891873 ROGER WATERS:** Live Radio-Quadbass Broadcast 1977. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at De Vereening, Nijmegen, Netherlands in April of 1981. This triple CD set features the group in various live settings during the years 1975 and 1991 in the U.S., including Magic Woman; I Will Never Want; Spirits Dancing in the Flesh; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

- **CD 3897242 THE NOTORIOUS BUNNY ROGERS & SONS:** Features nine tracks from this ever-changing-group: Bring It; Sometimes You Just Can’t Win; Love is a River; Dark End of the Street; Do Right Man; Acoustic; Gravity; Hearts Desire; and Wheels. Cardboard bagged in a cardboard sleeve. Smokin. Pub. at $30.99 **$22.99**

- **Store For Music:** CDs at $12.99 **$9.95**

- **CD 3887334 ALICE COOPER:** Slicker Than a Weasel. Recorded from an FM radio broadcast live from the Wendera Arena, Saginaw, Michigan on May 10, 1978. Twenty-three tracks, including You’re a Mean One, Mr. Grinch; I Love Rock and Roll; School’s Out; I’m Eighteen; Billion Dollar Babies; You and Me; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**
and enter the item number in the search box.

**Rock & Pop**

- **CD 3906676** 100 HITS: The Best Rock Album. One hundred tracks by the original artists on 5 CDs include Poison by Alice Cooper; Breaking the Law by Judas Priest; Danger Zone by Kenny Loggins; More Than a Feeling by Boston; Black Magic Woman by Fleetwood Mac; Bat Out of Hell by Meat Loaf, and much more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Demon. Pub. at $29.99

- **CD 2920301** JETHRO TULL: VOLUME TWO: Original Album Series. Five complete albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Island; Catfish Rising; and Rock to Branches, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

- **CD 298590X** ERIC CLAPTON: Tokyo 1988. On November 2, 1988 Clapton and his band performed at Japan’s Tokyo Dome for a show which was recorded for broadcast. Elton John performed both solo and with Clapton and his band during the concert. This entire gig is collected here on two CDs. Songs include I Shot Sally; Wonderful Tonight; Lady; I’m Still Standing; Candle in the Wind; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3914437** FRANK ZAPPA: The Broadcast Archives. Collects 41 songs recorded from a variety of shows during the 1970s. Tracks include Tago Mago; The Story of Dukie’s Jock Jodions; James Crusher; Cannalotto Brio; Tush Tush Tush; Black Napkins; and more. Four CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3887790** ROY ORBISON: Only the Lonely. Orbison’s music will surely be enjoyed by many for years to come. This collection of rare material is the first chapter of a rock ‘n’ roll foundation on which his legend was built. Includes Only the Lonely; Devil Doll; Ooby Ooby; Tryin’ to Get to You; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

- **CD 6807747** COMMANDER CODY AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN: Berkeley, Baby! Recorded live at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the country rock band include Tequila; The Shadow Knows; Seeds and Sterns; Cajun Baby; Honky Tonk Music; High on a Hilltop; Hot Red Lincoln; RockBeat Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

- **CD 466437X** DAVID BOWIE: At the National Bowl. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the National Bowl, England, in August of 1980. Space Oddity; Rebel Rebel; Ashes to Ashes; Fashion; Life on Mars; Pretty Pink Rose; and more. Eighteen tracks. Unicum. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 3794504** ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues. Collected from a live broadcast recorded at The Forum, Los Angeles, CA, November 1994 are these 24 tracks included: Motherless Child; Kidman Blues; County Jail; Third Degree; Rebecca Baby; Sister’s Love; and more. Two CDs. Lightfied Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3860009** DION & THE BELMONTS: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1958-82. This two CD, 58 track set comprises the A & B sides of Dion’s early singles, and both the A & B sides of the Dion & The Belmonts singles and Dion solo singles during this era. Top hits include: Tag Along; The Chosen Few; Don’t Play Me That’s My Girl; and more. Unicum. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3911675** ROY ROGERS: Open Air Festival 1982. The full set from their live performance on August 28, 1982 at the Lorenly Open Air Festival in Germany is collected here. Sixteen tracks, including Wayward Child; Double Vision; What’s Shakin’; Lonesome; and Do It; and more. Unicum. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3911615** QUEENSRYCHE: Storming Detroit. Thirty three tracks are from a live WLLZ FM radio broadcast from Harpo’s, Detroit, Michigan in December 1984: Nighthider; Prophecy; Deliverance; Child of Fire; Before the Storm; Star of Incarnation; More Hate; Warning; Take Hold of the Flame; and more. Parallel Lives. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 4689769** BANGLES: Gold. Collects 40 songs from the iconic American pop rock band, including Manic Monday; Walk Like an Egyptian; If She Knew What She Wants; Walking Down Your Street; Going Down to Liverpool; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Crimson. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

- **CD 3991075** 70S POP: Collects 60 pop songs from seven decades by artists including The Hollies, The Jacksons, Bay City Rollers, Lulu, Boney M, Eric Cármena, Mott the Hoople and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

- **CD 4678214** THE CATHOLIC GIRLS: Rock ‘n’ Roll School for Girls. A retrospective documenting covering 1972 to 2017, of this unique and exciting New Wave Girl Group. The first CD presents 21 previously unreleased recordings and the second CD revisits the group’s original 1982 LP Forty–one tracks, including Private School; Grounded; Someone Needs A ’Piss’ Impossible; A Boy for Me; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

- **CD 3945456** DAVID BOWIE: 50th Birthday Broadcast. Recorded from a live FM broadcast for BBC Radio on January 8, 1997. Collects 15 tracks which include several interview segments along with songs like London, by the Light of the Northern Star; Aladdin Sane; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 3717402** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band’s 1977 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Wonderland; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old to Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Unicum. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3821990** J.C. CALE: After Hours in Memphis. Cale’s 1988 show features songs recorded at the Showboat Memphis, in this major recorded was for live radio broadcast at the Fine Line Music Cafe on May 1997. Seventeen tracks, including After Midnight; Old Man; Deep Dark Dungeon; Cocaine; Hot Rod; Let Me Make You Know; Eyes of the Young and more. HOB. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

- **CD 377113X** PETER GABRIEL: Woodstock ’94. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, New York in August of 1994 come these eleven tracks: Come To Me; Quiet Steam; Shaking the Tree; San Jacinto; Red Rain; Solidbsury High; Digging in the Dirt; Orange Manor; Secret World; and more. Crimson. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 3988171** AEROSMITH: Transmission Impossible. Forty-three tracks collect Aerosmith’s many live FM broadcasts between 1980 and 1990. Songs include Rats in the Cellar; Walkin’ the Dog; Lord of the Rings; Seasons of Wither; Same Old Song & Dance; Lightning Strikes; and more. Includes multiple three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 388743X** THE BYRDS: Lee Jeans Live in Concert 1969. Collects 13 songs from two live performances, both from 1969. Tracks one through nine are from a show at Fillmore West, San Francisco. Tracks ten through thirteen are from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Great Bridges Auditorium, Claremont, California. Songs include Turn! Turn! Turn! Ballad of Easy Rider; Mr. Tambourine Man; and more. All Access. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 3870965** GROSSBY STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Fillmore East 1970. This fully licensed two CD set collects thirty tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore East in June 1970 including Tell Me Why; Triad; Laughing; Our House; Pre-Road Dawn; Long Time Gone; Helplessly Hoping; Wooden Ships; and more. Two CDs. Gold Summer. Find the Cost of Freedom; Vinyl Capitol. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 46490634** THERE’S GONNA BE A BALL: Rock ’n’ Roll Eponymous. This three CD, 84 track collection takes you on an exploration of early rock music in Eponymous from 1948 through to 1963 and of the genre which became known as Chicano Rock. Sung by the original performers songs include Supergrease; Bailand El Chollito & Roll; There’s Gonna Be a Ball; Who-Ho; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **CD 4689769** BANGLES: Gold. Collects 40 songs from the iconic American pop rock band, including Manic Monday; Walk Like an Egyptian; If She Knew What She Wants; Walking Down Your Street; Going Down to Liverpool; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Crimson. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

- **CD 3991075** 70S POP: Collects 60 pop songs from seven decades by artists including The Hollies, The Jacksons, Bay City Rollers, Lulu, Boney M, Eric Cármena, Mott the Hoople and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95
CD 4690826 THAT’LL FLAT...GIT IT! VOL. 35. Thirty-five tracks by the original performers include Shale’s “I’ll Put It” by Conway Twitty; Drop ‘Em by Ray Perkins; Can’t Stop Me by George Young; Maybe Later; Baby by Gary Shelton; and many more in this collection of rock n roll music. Bear Family. Pub. at $16.95. **

CD 6972903 THE GRASS ROOTS: The Complete Dunhill/ABC Hit Singles. This collection offers the truest essence of the band whose hook filled singles punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24 track album from one of the great singles bands includes all of their original and hit singles like “Heaven Knows; Baby Hold On; Sooner or Later; Glory Bound; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98. **

CD 3774139 U840-RED WINE: The Collection, Volume II. This collection brings together some of this band’s highlights, including “Fall In My Kit; Red Wine; Sing Our Own Song; Light My Fire; Weary You to the Ball; Higher Ground; I Won’t Close My Eyes; and more. Twenty tracks. Spectrum Music. Pub. at $7.95. **

CD 3959538 ELECTRIC PRUNES: The Complete Reprise Singles. Collects 24 hit singles on one CD including Ain’t It Hard; Little Olive; Wind-up Toys; Shadows; The Adoration; Violent Rose; and many more. Two CDs. HOBO. Pub. at $19.99. **

CD 3995529 THE BEST NINETIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This live album compiles 100 songs from the decade’s biggest stars, including Whitney Houston, Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block, Cyndi Lauper, Soul Asylum, Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears, and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $21.95. **

CD 688699X EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, CA, 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; The Girl; Letter To You; I Can’t Even Love You; Why; Those Shoes; Heartache Tonight; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99. **

CD 3960978 QUEEN: Tokyo 1985. Features 24 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Yokoyu Daichi Taikukan, Tokyo, Japan, in May, 1985. Songs include “I Was Born To Love Yourself Alive; It’s A Hard Life; Dragon Attack; Love Of My Life; and more. Two CDs. HOBO. Pub. at $19.99. **

CD 3821943 MARTIN BARRE: Live in NY. Martin barre, best known as guitarist in Jethro Tull, brings his famous guitar chops to the Big Apple in this live concert capturing the band on stage as they rock through classic hits. Two CDs containing 23 songs, including Hammer; To Cry You A Song; Crossroads; Love Story; and more. Also includes a concert DVD. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $17.95. **

CD 3849048 QUEEN: Rock in Rio. Sixteen tracks are gathered from a live FM broadcast recorded at Rock In Rio Festival, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in January 1985 including “I’m Your Mother Down; Seven Seas Of Rhye; Keep Your Head Up; and more. Rain. Pub. at $14.99. **


CD 3887045 BOBBY RYDELL: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1959-62. Thirty-two tracks from eight set comprising A and B sides of Rydell’s singles for the Veil and Cameo labels during this era, plus the titles from his albums We Got Love and Bobby Sings. Bobby Swings Along with Bobby Rydell Salutes the Great Ones Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **

CD 3881919 ROCK POP: The Singles & Concerts Collection. Forty tracks from all of Rydell’s singles and more. Two CDs. GATTOPARDO. Pub. at $19.99. **

CD 3889149 CHEAP TRICK: In the Joint. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Joint, Hard Rock Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada on October 16, 1995. Seventeen tracks, including “She’s Tight; Girlfriends; I Want You To Want Me; Cold Turkey; Heaven Tonight; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99. **

CD 3881789 STEEL DANCING MOBILE. This CD collects eleven songs and showcases the band’s very best work. Tracks include ‘Rikki Don’t Lose That Number; Any Major Dude Will Tell You; Your Gold Teeth II; Do It Again; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99. **

CD 4652533 AEROSMITH: Japan Calling. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Tokyo Dome, Tokyo, Japan, November 28, 2011. Twenty-six songs including “Draw the Line; Love in an Elevator; Livin’ on the Edge; Janie’s Got a Gun; Dream On; Walk This Way; and more. Two CDs. Goodship. Pub. at $19.99. **

CD 4700155 SOCK HOP: Essential Collection. An essential collection of 75 tracks of hits from the fantastic ’60s including ‘Moments to Remember; Unchained Melody; Beyond The Sea; Around The Clock; Peggy Sue; Maybe Baby; Sh-Boom; Sincerely; Come Go With Me; Sea Of Love; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $23.99. **

CD 4700074 JOHNNY THUNDERS & WAYNE KRAMER’S CAGE WAR! Seventeen tracks recorded live in London and Boston in 1979 including Ramblin’ Rose; London Boys; The Harder They Come; Endless Party (version 2); Around and Around; and more. Just Play. Pub. at $14.99. **

CD 3889122 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND’S BASEMENT TAPES INFLUENCES. The recordings collected here took place during 1967 in the quiet backwaters near the town of Woodstock, New York. Songs include The Trees; Do Your Duty; Do You Think I Don’t Know; I’m Not The Only One; Hurt Any More; A Fool Such as I; Big River; and Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99. **


CD 3931585 GENESIS: The Lamb Lies In Rochester. These 26 tracks come from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Auditorium Theatre Rochester, NY, in 1974 and include Fly On a Windshield; The Grand Parade of Lilliees Packaging; The Carpet Crawlers; Anyway; The Musical Box; Riding the Screes Records. Pub. at $19.99. **

CD 3854299 YES FAMILY TREE. Two CDs collect on 18 tracks, the unique sounds of one of the world’s greatest progressive rock bands. Includes Something’s Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyal; Solar; Sunsqueeze; Maybe You Will; Don’t Let It Be Like This; Slumming; I Want You; and more. Two CDs. Letting It All Hang Out. Pub. at $19.99. **

CD 3975816 JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT: MTV Unplugged. Recorded from two live performances—May 1, 1995 at the Bradley Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and March 31, 1995 at the Palace in Auburn Hills, Michigan. Includes “The Song Remains The Same; Stairway To Heaven; Whole Lotta Love; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99. **
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CD 395949X THE B-52'S: Live! 8-24-1978. Recorded live in Boston, August 24, 1978, this nine-track collection features: Girls; 9900-542: Lady; Private Idaho; Devil in My Car; Dance This Mess Around; Runnin' Around; Rock Lobster and Strobe Light. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3937445 BELINDA CARLISLE: A Night Like This. Collects 3 CD's including a Live On Light On. Mad About You; I Feel Free; Fool for Love; Circle in the Sand; Love Revolution; Half the World; Too Much Water; All God's Children and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crimson. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

CD 3886670 DAVID CROSBY: New Year's Eve with the Dead. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center, Oakland, California on December 31, 1986. Ten tracks, including The Lee Shore; Triad; Almost Cut My Hair; Long Time Gone; Drive My Car; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6674232 EAGLES: Live's of Outlaw Men. Performing live at the In Pa. Gala in 1973 and the California Jam in 1974, these rock legends offer classics like Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; Saturday Night; How Long; A Certain Kind of Fool; Witchy Woman; James Dean and more. Eighteen tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

CD 3853428 NAZARETH: Live from Classic T Stage. Presents Scottish hard rockers Nazareth, performing a live session which include many of their greatest hits on 19 tracks. Selections are Hair the Ball; Open Up Woman; Miss Golden Heart; Remember; This Month's Messiah; Sunshine; Bad Bad Boy; Love Leads to Madness; My White Bicycle; Heart's Grown Cold; Shanghai'd In and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2920328 MADONNA: The Immaculate Collection. Collects 17 songs from the Immaculate Tour, including Holiday; Borderline; Like a Virgin; Papa Don't Preach; Like a Prayer; Vogue; Lucky Star; and more. Warner Bros. Records. $9.95

CD 3967026 THE BAND: Greatest Hits. Collects 18 songs from the roots rock band, including The Weight; Tears of Rage; Chest Fever; Stage Fright; Time to Kill; The Saga of Peope Rouge; and more. Capital Records. $9.95

CD 3945839 T. REX: Gold. Collects 45 tracks from the English rock band, including Oriental; One Inch Rock; Telstar; Peace; Sam; Metal Guru; Born to Boogie; Cadillac; The Slider; Lean Woman Blues; and more. Three CDs. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 3775879 KISS: Hot in the Shade. The legendary and most extreme of all rock bands is presented in this fabulous 15 track CD. Includes Rise to It; Betrayal; Hide Your Heart; Prisoner of Love; Read My Love; Love's a Slap in the Face; Forever; Cadillac Dreams; King of Hearts; The Street Gvehet and the Street Takedh Away; You Love Me to Hate You; and more. PolyGram Records. $5.95

CD 3945768 RAINBOW: Tokyo 1980. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Nippon Broadcasting, Tokyo, Japan on May 9, 1980. Two CD's, compiling nineteen tracks, including Pomp and Circumstance/Somewhere over the Rainbow; Eyes of the World; Lost in Hollywood; Difficult to Cure; All Night Long; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3887081 PETER GABRIEL: No Memories. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Paramount Theater, Seattle, Washington on August 10, 1983. Twelve tracks, including Across the Universe; I Don't Care; Shaking in the Kitchen; The Fly; I Don't Remember; Lay Your Hands on Me; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6857728 ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York. This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; The Nile Dance; They Were Traveling Abroad; and more. Thirty tracks in all. Gossip. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3771199 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: My Kinda Town. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Vic Westlake's Classic Studios, Chicago, IL in April 2003 come these 31 tracks including You Don't Know How It Feels; Little Red Rooster; Done Somebody Wrong; I'm Crying; I Won't Be Around; Up Time; I'm Movin'; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3753778 FLEETWOOD MAC: At the Other End. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Maine Road, Manchester, England on August 25, 1990. Twenty-six tracks, including The Chain; You Make Loving Fun; Everywhere; Dreams; Gold Dust Woman; Livin' Like a庚p Messin' Around; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2985043 SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978. Spirit's concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1981). This two CD set collects 16 tracks, including Rockpalast Jam; Mr. Skin; It's All the Same; Like a Rolling Stone; Wild Thing; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). Mig Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 3866173 JOHN MELLENCAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998. Collects from a live FM broadcast at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Is Gonna Have a Rock It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3910068 ALANIS MORISSETTE: The Lost Broadcast 1996. These fifteen tracks from a live FM broadcast in Rome, Italy, in July 1996 include All I Really Want; It's All Through You; Not the Doctor; Hand in My Pocket; You Learn; Your House and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3950846 HEARTBREAK HOTEL: Rock 'n' Roll–Early Years. Features 15 tracks from the original (1954) sessions. By The Penguins; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; I'm In Love Again by Fats Domino; In the Still of the Night by The Fifth Satins; The Strolling by The Flatters; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2925826 CREAM: The London Sessions. Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all 26 tracks are rehearsals for the Fresh Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Me Feel Me; Collet Song; Beautiful Queen; Wrapping Paper; Cat's Squirrel; The Cleaerout and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6878253 MANIC MONDAY: The Bangles. Long before the Bangles, Girls gave us “girl power” the Bangles gave the ‘80s an all female sensation. This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including Manic Monday; Walk Like an Egyptian; Hazy Shade of Winter; Manic Monday; Mohammed; Tokyo Stock Exchange; Liverpool; and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3999310 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; Chances; and more. Rough Trade. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2996537 ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1976-1986. Collects 13 songs from the music icon, including I'm Still Standing; I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues; Sad Eyes (Say So Much); Who Wears These Pants; Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues; She's a Woman; and more. MCA Records. $14.95

CD 3408032 JOHN PRINE: The BBC Sessions. From a live TV broadcast, BBC2 in 1971 and from a live FM radio broadcast, BBC Sessions, 1978 come these 13 tracks, all so written by John Prine, including Spanish Pipedream; Donald and Lydia; Sam Stone; Paradise; The Great Compromise; and more. Earmark. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Some songs include multiple performances. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2903741 PAUL SIMON: Transmission Impossible. Comprising Simon's radio broadcasts from the 1970s through the 1980s, this 56 track, three CD collection includes: The Leaves That Are Green; A Most Peculiar Man; Benedictus; A Church Is Burning; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolya rd; One-Trick Pony; Loves Me Like a Rock; Rubber Ball; Anyone Caring; and more. Earmark. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.  
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CD 4652991 MIKE OLDFIELD: Adventures in Hannover. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Eilenriedehalle, Hanover, Germany on April 2, 1981. Thirteen tracks, including Taurus; Mirage; Contrary; Punkadiddle; and more. BMG. Pub. at $13.95

CD 3898299 LOU REED: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set collects legendary FM broadcasts from the 1970s. Songs include White Light/White Heat; Sweet Jane; I Walk on the Wild Side; I'm From Way Up On This Coney Island Baby; Salefete of Love; Kicks; Sheltered Life; and more. Thirty-four tracks. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3961079 THE TOMMY SANDS SINGLES COLLECTION AS & BS, 1951-81. This two CD set compiles A & B sides of his releases on the Freedom, RCA & Capitol labels during the years between 1951 and 1961, featuring his 10 career hits including Teen-Age Crush; Going Steady; Sing, Boy; Sing; Sundown; and more. A 1995 reissue. Sony. Pub. at $29.99

CD 2903512 THE BEST SEVENTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. A live CD, 100 track collection. 27 of the best of the seventies includes; Metal Guru by Roy; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Teenage Rampage by Sweet; Gonna Make You a Star by David Essex; Blame It on the Boogie by Heatwave; Best of My Love by The Spinners; and more. The Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99


CD 3821870 FRANK ZAPPA: Brest 1979. This recording is from a live FM broadcast at Riviera Theatre, Chicago, Illinois in April of 1976. The Boys Are Back in Town; Suitcase; Why Does Mr. Brown Hate Us; and more. Features Songs from three albums. BMG. Pub. at $14.95

CD 3897887 JOE JACKSON: Rock & Roll. Features 18 rarely heard recordings from three Rockpalast shows on two CDs. Includes a show from 1980 and two shows from 1983. Thirty-three tracks, including On Your Radio; Another World; Sunday Papers; I'm the Man; Friday; Mad at You; Don't Wanna Be Like You; and more. Also includes two DVDs of the performance. Sonar. Pub. at $14.95

CD 3988309 CHICAGO: Christmas in L.A. This twelve track CD is from an FM broadcast recorded at House of Blues on December 8th, 1998. Songs include Little Drummer Boy; You're the Inspiration; The Christmas Song; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Love/China. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3720551 PRINCE: Live Box. Features 59 tracks on three CDs of live FM broadcasts. Titles include The Future; Housequake; Sexy Dancer; Purple Rain; Raspberry Beret; Dance On; Controversy; Anna Stesia; Sexy Dancer; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $18.95

CD 2985922 GUNS N' ROSES: The Ultra Rare Trax. Featuring 18 rarely heard recordings from the band, taken from broadcast sessions from through their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, for years. Songs include Did You Know Wrong; Free; Thinkin' About You; Trash; and more. Lighthouse. Pub. at $11.95

CD 2819889 DAVID GILMOUR: The Stockholm Syndrome. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Johannesbad, Stockholm, Sweden, April 1984. This two CD set includes four suites Until We Sleep; All Lovers; Darkest Derelict; There's No Way Out Of Here; Love on the Air; Out of the Blue; Let's Get Metaphysical; and more. Z.P.C. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3875016 THE BEST OF ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME + MUSEUM LIVE. Includes 59 tracks from legendary FM broadcasts of performances by rock 'n roll legends like Chuck Berry, Jeff Beck, Mick Jagger, Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, Tom Petty, and many more. This two CD set compiles A&S: 1951-61. Features interviews with fans and members of the bands and more. Includes a DVD of the performance. 85 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.99

CD 2974565 DICK DALE: Live on the Santa Monica Pier. You never really know how appropriate the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” is until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set compiles four of his most beloved LPs, spanning two live performances. Songs include Shredded Heat; Nitro; The Trail of Tears; Miserlou; Shake 'n' Stomp; and more. Also includes multiple versions of some songs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99

CD 4857531 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM radio broadcasts of performances by different incarnations of The Byrds in 1968, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group's live work. Includes Old Blue; My Back Pages; Baby What You Want Me to Do; Mr Spaceman; Goin' Back; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 4700058 THIN LIZZY: The Jam Low Live Collection. Collects 3 tracks that include Guitar Boogie; Shuffle; and Shout. From the Esquire Boys; Rollin’ and A Rollin’ from Frank Virtuoso & The Virtuoso Quartet; Conine, Conine from Frank Virtuoso; Guitar in Orbit by The Virtues and much more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

CD 2925842 DICKY BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 & 2008. Featuring three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes On One Way Out; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and many more. This live concert at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over three hours total and include Statesboro Blues; Nothing You Can Do; Blue Sky; Get Away; No One to Run With; and more. M&G Music. Pub. at $25.95

CD 3771016 ERIC CLAPTON: Behind the Green Door. This twelve track CD is from an FM broadcast recorded at Johanneshovs Isstadion, Stockholm, Sweden on May 19, 1991. The tracks from his LPs Slowhand and Unplugged, and many tracks that fans have been searching for, for years. Songs include Bad Love; I Shot the Sheriff; and more. Parlophone. Pub. at $17.95

CD 387513X JOAN OSSBORNE: Bring It on Home. Collects 12 songs from the singer/songwriter, including Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. This live concert at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over three hours total and include Statesboro Blues; Nothing You Can Do; Blue Sky; Get Away; No One to Run With; and more. M&G Music. Pub. at $25.95


CD 3876951 GUNS N' ROSES: The Best of Doo Wop. Featuring 18 rarely heard recordings from two FM broadcast performances. This 2 CD collection includes 16 Candles by The Crests; Eddie My Love by The Teen Queens; A Story Untold by The Nutmegs There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Captives; The Great Pretender by The Platters; and many more. The Night by The Fifth Satins; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99
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**Rock - Pop**

**CD 4700990 KRAUTI** Features two CDs, a 100 page booklet with text in German, and 17 tracks including Karthago; Birth Control; Metropolis; Mythos; Tangerine Dream; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

**CD 3952940 EPIPHANY: Five Decades of Classic Rock.** The best version of their songs has been compiled from past albums, live recordings, and once-and-then tapes for this CD. 43 track celebration. Songs include: Stop, Look, and Listen; Visions; Early Morning; Crossroads; Woman; Big City; In Your Eyes; Windy City; Good Times; Are You Ready; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 3954264 SIR ROY STEWART AND SOME OF HIS EARLY YEARS.** 2 CDs and 26 tracks pay tribute to Sir Roy and Superstar Rod Stewart. Includes Why Does It Go On; I Just Got Some; Shake; Bright Lights; Big City; Little Miss Understood; Diamond Mine; Maggie May; Stay With Me; and much more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3959600 SANFORD & TOWSEND: Smoke from a Distant Fire/Nail Me to the Wall.** Two albums are collected here featuring 19 tracks that include Smoke from a Distant Fire; Square Jams; In for the Night; Every Day; Just Another Lie; Just a Fool and more. One: A Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**CD 3841685 THE ELVIS PRESLEY CONNECTION, VOL. 2.** A unique collection of original and rare covers versions of famous Elvis tunes including; Good Luck Charm; All Right My Love; Jailhouse Rock; Don’t Be Cruel; and much more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 3839356 JESSE MCREYNOLDS & FRIENDS: Songs of the Grateful Dead.** A collection of 13 tracks brings the remarkable music of Jerry Garcia and Robert Hunter on this tribute album. Includes Black Muddy River; Ripple; The Wheel; Bird Song; Franklin’s Tower; Standing On the Moon; Lover; Fire On the Mountain; Stella Blue; Deep Elem Blues; Deed; Abalama Getaway; and Day by Day. Woodstock Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3947096 THE TELSTAR HOT 100.** DECEMBER 22ND, 1962. This collection of 98 tracks on four CDs comprises just about all the records in the billboard Hot 100 of that week and provides a fascinating snapshot of the music scene at the end of an important year. Songs include Limbo Rock by Chubby Checker; Ruby Ann by Marty Robbins, All Alone Am I by Brenda Lee, and many more. Includes a 45 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3947629 THE BLACK KEYS: Rubber Factory.** Features thirteen tracks from this garage rock band including; When the Lights Go Out; All Hands Against Ourselves; Stack Shot Billy 70; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 2947145 JACK BRUCE: Live at Rockpalast 1980, 1983 and 1990.** Bruce was a guest at Rockpalast various times, this box features his 1980 concert at Jack Bruce & Friends, his 1983 concert as Jack Bruce and Band and his 1990 solo Rockpalast. Collects 43 songs on five CDs, including White Room; Hit and Run; Outsiders; Third Degree; Up Town Breakdown; and many more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

**CD 3965545 WE WILL ROCK YOU: A Tribute to Queen.** Fifteen tracks including Killer Queen by Straitjacket Smile; Keep Yourself Alive by Tim Owens/Neil Zaza; Hammer To Fall by Sinful Lilly; We Will Rock You by Flash/Harry; and more are gathered here on this CD for this tribute to Queen. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**CD 3886883 JOE SATRIANI: Surfing in San Jose.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Cabaret, San Jose, California on April 14, 1988. Eleven tracks, including Memories; Ice; Midnight; The Crush of Love; Surfing with the Alien; and more. Sonic. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3900320 SCOTTY MCKAY ROCKS.** McKay was a true rock and roll star in the ‘50s and ‘60s and this collection of 32 songs includes all the proof you’ll need. Includes Rollin’ Dynamite; The Girl Next Door; I’ve Got My Eyes on You; Little Miss Blue; Evenin’ Time; Cry Me A River; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 4664411 EARTH, WIND & FIRE: Gold.** Collects five tracks on 3 CDs including; Let’s Groove; Shining Star; Runnin’; Love’s Holiday; Mighty Mighty. Magic Mind; Touch; Fantasy; On Your Face; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

**CD 4664396 DEPECHE MODE: New Life in the Netherlands.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Paradiso Grote Zaal, Amsterdam, Netherlands, in December 1983. Everything Counts; See You; The Balance Right; Love in Arcast; Pipeline; and more. Eleven tracks on one CD. Shindu/Music. Pub. at $29.99 $24.99

**CD 4716978 RUNRIG: One Legend, Two Concerts.** The two concerts captured in this remarkable collection feature those twin Celtic Country rock band live at Rockpalast in 1996 and 2001. Collects 47 tracks on four CDs, including Day in a Boat; City of Lights; Healer in Your Heart; The Stamping Ground; and much more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances. Crimson. Pub. at $29.99 $24.99

**CD 466475X THE NEW SEEKERS: Gold.** Fifty-six tracks from the British pop group including; Meet My Lord; All Right My Love; Cincinnati; One by One; Mystic Queen; Time Limit; The Singer; Tell Me; California Night; and more. Three CDs. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

**CD 3850870 DREAM THEATER: Time to Ring Some Changes.** Collecting eleven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded in Woodstock, New York, at the Metropolitan Opera House in June of 1998, this CD includes; A Change of Seasons; The Mirror; Just Let Me Breath; Take the Time; Hollow Years; Caught in a Web; Lie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 385552X ALICE COOPER: Live.** Collecting eleven tracks from the rock legend’s That Just Like a Woman; Painting a Picture; For Alice; I’ve Written Home to Mother; Freak Out Song; Goi to the River; Nobody Likes Me; Science Fiction; and a medley of Ain’t That Just Like a Woman; Guts; and I’m Your Boogie Man. Rhino. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

**CD 3945499 FLAMIN’ GROOVIES: Now.** Collects 14 tracks from the British rock band, including Feel a Whole Lot Better; Green Street Lines; Up and Down’s; Back; Yeah My Baby; I All Wanted; Them’s a Place; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4664477 FOOFIGHTERS: Easy Targets.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Concert Hall, Toronto, Canada, in April 1996. This is a Call; Winnebago; Wattershed; For All the Cows; Weenie Beenie; and more. Twenty tracks. HOBOT. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

---
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Rock - Pop

**CD 3794830** TOTO: In the Far East. Twenty-seven tracks are collected here from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Pacifico Yokohama, Japan, April 1999 including Caught in the Balance; Tale of a Man; A Million Miles Away; Mama; Better World; Child’s Anthem; Girl Goodbye; and more. Two CDs, Leftfield Media. Pub. at $21.99.**


**CD 4570566** NINE BELOW ZERO: Live at Rockpalast 1981 & 1996. Collects 33 tracks on three CDs from live recordings in Lierney, Germany. Songs include Don’t Point Your Finger at the Guitar; Man; Homework; Helen; It’s Nothing New; Soft Touch; Tico Tico; Off the Handle; Let’s Work Together, and more. Includes two DVDs of the live performances (150 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

**CD 4652886** JOHNNY THUNDERS: Que Sera, Sera. This three CD set contains the “reastered” new version, the original album together with related tracks, and a bonus live album. Fifty tracks, including Alone In a Crowd; Blame It on Mom; Short Lives; Cool Operator; Countdown Love; Billy Boy; and more. Includes liner notes. Pub. at $44.99. $11.95

**CD 3887111** R.E.M.: Right on Target. Recorded from a live broadcast at the Capitol Theater, Passaic, New Jersey on June 9, 1984. Eighteen tracks, including Pale Blue Eyes; Second Guessing; Radio Free Europe; Little America; Pressure; Persuasion; and Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 387298X** CLAUDIO SIMONETTI’S GÖBLIN: The Devil Is Back. Ten tracks from the Italian progressive rock band. Brain Zero One; Revenge; Drug; The Time; The Devil Is Back; Neverland; Solitude; Chi?; Chi? Parte Seconda; and Saint Ange. Deep Red. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**CD 3875172** MARC COHN: Listening Booth, 1970. In Cohn’s words this album is his humble attempt to repay a dept of gratitude to the artists who changed his life, while trying to bring something fresh to their work. Songs include Wild World; Look at Me; Maybe I’m Amazed; A String of Mystic; and more. Road Records. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 3840980** STEVE HACKETT: Cured in Cleveland. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, OH, in October 1981 are 18 tracks including Jacuzzi; Funny Feeling; Ace of Wands; Horizons; Stargazer; The Show; Spectral Mornings; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 3900045** ATMOSPHERES: Featuring Clive Stevens & Friends. This album was the result of a super session of the highest level with Rick Laird, Billy Cobham, John Abercrombie, Ralph Towner and Harry Wilkinson. Six tracks: Earth Spirit, Nova ’72; Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow; Astra Dreams; All Day Next Week; and more. Legato Media. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95

**CD 4700147** RUBBER SOUL QUARTET: Blackbird. Consists of English standards from the 1960s, all but one are made by one of music history’s most influential songwriter partnerships, and the compositions are from Liverpool and London, but distilled in New York and bottled in Oslo. Eleven tracks include I Feel Fine; She’s Leaving Home; Drive My Car; Lady Madonna; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Losen Records. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**CD 3918173** RICHIE KOTZEN: Telecasters & Stratocasters. Kotzen must have collection, from the world renowned singer, song writer and musician Ritchie Kotzen. The 3 CD box set contains the albums Break It All Down 14 tracks, Something to Say 14 tracks, and more. Plus bonus tracks from the album Wave of Emotion. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

**CD 3868632** IGGY POP & DAVID BOWIE: The Ohio Shufflue. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, Ohio on March 21, 1977. Twelve tracks, including Raw Power; 1969; Turn Blue; I Wanna Be Your Dog; Sister Midnight; and more. Gold Tooth. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**CD 3884743** HENNY MCCULLOUGH: Anthology. It collects four albums on four CDs including Belfast to Boston; Hell of a Recording; Poor Man’s Moon and Unfinished Business culminating in 46 tracks from this British rock musician. Silverwolf. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**CD 4565241** ALBERT HAMMOND: Songbook 2013 Live in Wilmington. The performance was on the evening of the recording, May 2013. Thirty tracks on two CDs, including Everything I Want to Do; I Don’t Wanna Die in an Air Disaster; The Peacemaker; Signed; Now by the River, Smokey Factory Blues; and more. Hypertension. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**CD 4652967** LUCKY IN LOVE: The Best of Rick Vito. Collects 19 tracks from the American guitarist and singer, including Mr. Lucky; Walk Another Mile; Desire; Blues Town; I Believe That Talk a Change Don’t Come; and more. Hyperlux. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**CD 3821889** FRANKIE MILLER: Live at Rockpalast 1976, 1979 and 1982. A compilation of three live recordings in Germany with a total of 43 songs on three CDs. Tracks include Ain’t Got No Money; Zap Zap; Drunken Nights in the City; Be Good to Yourself; Let’s Spend the Night Together; A Fool in Love; and many more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances totaling over three hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

**CD 4370933** THE BEST OF ROD STEWART. Collects 16 songs from the British rock star, including Maggie May; You Wear It Well; Baby Jane; This Old Heart of Mine; Summer’s Bradley; Every Beat of My Heart; and more. Warner Bros. Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3889792** MALT SHOP MEMORIES. This collection includes 10 CDs of the greatest popular hits from the 50’s and 60’s. Songs include Please, Please, Please; Don’t Think Twice It’s All Right; Walking After Midnight; The Stone; and more. 2 CDs, including 30 tracks, Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

**CD 4275850** READYMADES: San Francisco, Mostly Live. This CD compiles 17 tracks from the new wave rock band, including 415 Music; Alter the Earthquake; Electric Toys; Run a Way; Edge City; It’s My Life; Spy; Good Loving, and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 4716043** MOSCOW: Live at Rockpalast 2015. Collects 19 tracks from a live performance at Crossroads-Festival, Bremen, Germany on March 29, 2015. Includes tracks: I Want Your Love; Build Me Up; This is Dead; I’ll Eat You Alive and more. Recorded from a live FM broadcast recorded at Die Ferch, Berlin. Pub. at $21.95. $14.95

**CD 4715772** THE ANDERSONS! Family Secrets. This album is a collection of 14 tracks from the power-pop underground rock band. Songs include Killing Me; Snub; No One Rides for Free; Falling Out; Everyone Knows that You’re the One; She’s Leaving Home; and more. Recorded and mixed at Mr. Nick. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 4667082** ROGER CHAPMAN: Maybe the Last Time. Collects 11 songs from a live performance in 2011. Tracks include The Annie; Children of the Sun; The Same Old Story; and more. Recorded at The Goldfish. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**CD 4700634** SUPREMIUM: Tales. Features 17 tracks including: If Not For You; What She Needs; This Time; Fall Out; She Is Everywhere; I Am Alive; Lucky; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95 and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 3991083 805 POP. Collects 60 pop songs from the eighties by artists including Bonnie Tyler, Paul Young, Spandau Ballet, Kenny Loggins, Dead or Alive, Belinda Carlisle, KC & The Sunshine Band and more. Three CDs. Details: $19.95

CD 3919684 BLUE CHEER: Vincebus Eruptum. Collects six songs from the American rock band: Summertime Blues; Rock Me Baby; Doctor Please; Out of Focus; Parchment Faerie; and Second Time Around. Mercury Records. $6.95

★ SOLD OUT ★ CD 3886997 THE DOORS: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door Man/Love Hides; Adaptive Music; Break on Through (to the Other Side); Light My Fire; Roadhouse Blues; The End; and more. Includes songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3949354 THE BEST OF THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Millennium Collection. The duo that helped lay the ground work for early rock and roll give us 11 of their most addictive hits: All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Cathy's Clown; Bye Bye Love; Problems; When Will I Be Loved; Crying; At the交会 of the Two Worlds; Promises; and more. Universal Music. SOLD OUT

CD 3887683 THE VERY BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY. Forty-three tracks are compiled in this CD. The first CD includes Holly’s debut which includes the hits Peggy Sue; Words of Love; Everyday; and Rare On. The second CD features the album Buddy Holly and the Crickets, which includes the hits Every Day; Early Morning Rain; Everyday; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 3736237 ROCK JUKEBOX: 100 Essential Rock Classics. These five CDs collect 100 of the essential rock hits featuring the original artists such as Journey, Bon Jovi, Survivor, Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper, Deep Purple, Toto, Van Halen and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $11.99

CD 2993775 THE BEACH BOYS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. An album that shows the incredible diversity of this legendary rock band. Songs include California Suite; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Good Vibrations; California Girls; and more. Seventeen tracks. UMG Recordings. $6.95

CD 391965X THE BEST OF CINDERELLA: 20th Century Masters. Collects 11 songs from the popular hard rock band, including Nobody’s Foot; Shake Me; Somebody Save Me; Gypsy Road; The Last Mile; Don’t Know What You Got (Till It’s Gone); Hot and Boiled; and more. Mercury Records. $16.95

★ CD 3889378 STEVIE NICKS: Beauty and the Beast. Recorded from a live FM radio broadcast at the Cuyahoga Fairgrounds in Weedsport, New York, August 15, 1986. Eleven tracks, including Outside the Rain; Dreams; Leather and Lace; Edge of Seventeen; Talk to Me; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 $11.99

★ CD 4665007 TOM PETTY: The Broadcast Archives. A huge collection of live FM broadcasts on four CDs including: Bye Bye Johnny; Breakdown; Free Fallin’; Listen to Her Heart; Running Down a Dream; American Girl; Don’t Wreck Me; Relapse; Won’t Back Down; Fooled Again; and more. Fifty-seven tracks. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 SOLD OUT

CD 3919692 DR. HOOK: Classic Masters. Twelve songs are compiled here including hits like Only So Far Away; One Of Us; All Night; Share The Night Together; Sexy Eyes; and more. Capital Records. $6.95

★ CD 3889394 ZZ TOP: Lucky Thirteen. Recorded from a live broadcast from the Capitol Theater, Passaic, New Jersey on June 15, 1980. Thirteen tracks, including Thank Your Lucky Stars; I’m Bad; Eliza; Left Chicago; Low Down in the Street; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3919781 RAINBOW: Long Live Rock ’n’ Roll. Released in 1978, this is the third studio album from the British rock band. Eight tracks, including Long Live Rock ’n’ Roll; Lady of the Lake; I. A. Connection; Rainbow Eyes; Sensitivo; and more. Sunset Records. $6.95

★ CD 3888727 EAGLES: Transmission Impossible. Featuring four magnificent live broadcast recordings from the band, spanning three decades (1970s, 1980s and 1990s). Forty-three tracks, including Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; Witchy Woman; Hotel California; Peaceful Easy Feeling; Heartache Tonight; and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Recorded in the rain; and more. Mercury Records. $19.99 $14.95

CD 3887501 THE BEACH BOYS: Surfin’ Safari. One of the first examples of the surf music genre, the Beach Boys’ 12-track debut is originally remastered in both Mono and Stereo versions (the Stereo version includes a bonus track, Luau). Relive the hits that began one of pop-rock’s greatest sensations: Surfin’ Safari; Chug-a-lug; 409 and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $6.95

CD 388422X LEGACY: The Music of Creedence Clearwater Revival. This album collects all the music that made Marc Bolan and T-Rex legendary on 12 tracks. Includes Hot Love; Telephone Cam; Raw Ramp; The Groover; I Love to Boogie; Get It On; 20th Century Boy; Metal Guru; Children of the Revolution; Jeepster; and Ride a White Swan. The Store For Music. Pub. at $9.99

CD 3919757 NEW YORK DOLLS. The debut album from the hard rock band. Includes 11 tracks (including Petty Girl; Crisis; Looking for a Kiss; Trash; Subway Train; Jet Boy; Lonely Planet Boy; and more. PolyGram Records. $6.95

★ CD 3931773 STEELY DAN: Aja vs. the Scam. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wang Theater, Boston in July 2009, this two CD set collects 26 tracks including Teenie Blues; Black Cow; Deacon Blues; Home at Last; The Royal Scam; The Boston Rag and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

CD 3886889 INCLUDES 3 BONUS TRACKS: In the Coliseum, Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Seattle Coliseum, Seattle, Washington on June 5, 1970. Sixteen tracks, including Break on Through (to the Other Side); Lights My Fire; Back Door Man/Love Hides; When the Music’s Over; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 3931838 THIN LIZZY: Tokyo 1980. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Nakano Sunplaza, Tokyo, in September 1980. Sixteen tracks including Are You Ready; Hey Hey Waiting for an Alibi; Jailbreak; Genocide; Killer on the Loose; The Boys Are Back in Town and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

★ CD 3717348 FLEETWOOD MAC: The Original Tapes. This CD features one of the band’s finest live recordings, at the Warehouse in New Orleans, Louisiana on January 30, 1970. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Stranger Blues; Only You; and more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3736563 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Soul to Soul Live. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bumbershoot Arts Festival, Seattle Coliseum, in September 1985 captures fifteen tracks including Southern Style; Say What; Lookin’ Out the Window; Look at Little Sister; Cold Shot; Pride and Joy and more. Universal Music. $11.95

CD 2981149 PETER FRAMPTON: Icon. This CD collects 12 solo hits, including Show Me the Way; I Can’t Stand If More; It’s a Man Thing; Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I’m Yours) and more. Polydor. $11.95

★ CD 5724929 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND 1978: Roxy Night. Revisit the early days of the Boss with this 1978 Los Angeles show, originally broadcast live on KMET FM. Often flagged by fans as the best gig ever played by the legendary group, it features renditions of: Badlands; For You; The Promised Land; Paradise by the C; It’s Hard to Be a Saint in the City; Born to Run; Twist and Shout; Heartbreak; and much more. Thirty-one tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 3736431 JERRY GARCIA BAND: La Paloma Theater 1976. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at La Paloma Theater, Encinitas, CA in February of 1976 come nineteen tracks on 3 CDs, including Second That Emotion; They Love Each Other; Moonlight Mile; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/849
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**GREEN DAY: The Broadcast Archives.** A fabulous FM Broadcast archive from recordings at The Shoreline Amphitheatre, King of the Road, The House of Blues, and the Lancashire County Cricket Ground between the years of 1996 and 2010. Three CDs and 54 tracks include some multiple versions of songs. Titles include ‘Good Riddance: Hitching a Ride;’ Wasting... and much more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3820548 BEDLAM: Live in Binghampton 1974.** Collects seven songs from their live performance. I Believe in You; The Beast; The Great Game; Set Me Free; Interview; The Fool; The Beast (studio remix). Angel Air.

**CD 3715132 TWIST AND SHOUT.** Features five tracks of original twist and shout hits by the original artists including Mama Said by The Shirelles, Little Betty Love by Thurlston Harris; Twist and Shout by the Isley Brothers; Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Sixty Minute Man by Billy Ward.


**CD 3746984 PAUL YOUNG & THE ROYAL FAMILY: Live at Rockpalast 1985.** Recorded from a live performance on March 30th, 1985 in Essen, Germany, this CD contains 18 tracks from songs. Thirteen tracks, including Tomb of Memories; Love Will Tear Us Apart; Oh Women; Sex; She's Out Of My Life; True Love; You Goin' Now; Fifteen Minutes of Fame; Come Go With Me; I Love The Way You Love Me; Remember Me; Show Me The Way To Go Home; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $24.98

**CD 3840859 LOU REED: Düsseldorf 2000.** Twenty tracks on 2 CDs are from a live FM broadcast recorded at Philiipseps, Düsseldorf, Germany in April of 2000 and include Turn To Me; Turning Time Around; Romeo Had Juliette; My Shirt's On Her; and more. Live Tracks. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3865959 COUNTING CROWS: Zurich 2000.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Volksbuh, Zurich, Switzerland in March of 2000 is collected here in these 15 tracks including: I Wish I Was a Girl; Mr. Jones; All My Friends; High Life; Omaha; Four Days; A Long December; and more. 90 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 3861758 STARRY EYED AND LAUGHING: Live at Rockpalast 1976.** The legendary German TV’s Rockpalast show Rockpalast remains the only video recorded performance ever of the band. Some songs performed in this set have never been performed before. The show includes performances of You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere; Never Say Too Late; Money Is No Friend of Mine; Fool’s Gold; Good Love; and more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 3875008 THE BEST OF EDWIN MCCAIN.** Collects 16 songs from the singer-songwriter, including You Gave Me Life; Darwin’s Children; Walk with You, I Could Not Ask for More; I Want It All; and more. Squaro Road Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3794741 NEW MODEL ARMY: Live at Rock City, Nottingham.** This concert was recorded live at Rock City Nottingham, February, 1989. Collecting 21 tracks on 2 CDs including The Hunt, The Charge; Drag It Down; Family Life; I Love the World; Great Expectations; White Coats; and more. SFM. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3753687 BILLY FURY: Wondrous Place, Vol. 2.** This wonderful collection includes 34 songs from the British rock star, including Gonna Type a Letter; Baby How I Cried; Comin’ Up in the World; Don’t Leave Me This Way; Running Around; You’re Having the Last Laugh on Me; It’s You I Need; Some Girls. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1871242 THE ROLLING STONES—SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live.** Widescreeen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summer-time extravaganza in 2013. Set includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the show. Tracks include Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98

**CD 2795653 KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live.** Widescreeen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unmissable spectacular features hits after hit after hit. The Prismatic Tour Stage allows Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; Wide Awake; Birthday; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98

**CD 3960919 JIMMY PAGE: The Rare Broadcasts.** Fullscreen. Featuring 23 tracks of Jimmy Page with his various cohorts recorded for TV broadcast during the 50s or so years since his TV debut, including just what a musical wizard the man became soon thereafter. 119 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 2926385 DON McLEAN: American Troubadour.** Includes 34 songs from the British rock star, including Gonna Type a Letter; Baby How I Cried; Comin’ Up in the World; Don’t Leave Me This Way; Running Around; You’re Having the Last Laugh on Me; It’s You I Need; Some Girls. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3863663 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Rare Video Broadcast Collection.** Fullscreen. With performances of this occasional quartet given in the 1960s, ’70s, ’80s and ’90s, this film is an exceptional collection of twenty-two rare TV broadcast appearances across their career. 95 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3802641 DAMN YANKEES: Uprising Live! Fullscreen. Features live performances of Uprising; High Enough; Don’t Dine on Me; Where You Goin’ Now; Fifteen Minutes of Fame; Come Again; Coming of Age; Revenge; Call Scratch Fever; and Rock in America from the Rocky Mountain Jam in Denver, Colorado. Includes behind the scenes rehearsal and recording sessions. 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $9.95
Rock Pop

★ **DVD 3988392** DAVID BOWIE: The Television Generation. Fullscreen. This selection contains 24 performances of David Bowie in "On the Floor," wherein every one of his all-time favorite "floor-off" comes across doing perfectly what he always did so well. 116 minutes. Cherry Red. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **DVD 3942201** TODD RUNDGREN: Global. Collects 12 tracks from the American rock musician, including Everybody; Flesh & Blood; Rodeo; Global Nation; Skyscraper; This Island Earth; and more. Also includes a DVD of a performance recorded at the City Winery in New York City on March 7, 2012. The performance includes songs like Lissistrata; 96 Tears; I Saw the Light; One World; and more. 110 minutes. Cherry Red. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

★ **DVD 6857809** TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken from across Tom’s extraordinary career. Twenty-four tracks in all. 101 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **DVD 6887104** TOM WAITS: The Television Collection. widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986 and 1992, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make for one of the finest Tom Waits collections yet to emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **SOLD OUT** **DVD 3855899** CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection. One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera’s biggest hits: Genie in a Bottle; Come on over Baby (All I Want Is You); What a Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Lil Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. What a Girl Wants 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.95

★ **DVD 2975661** KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set includes a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (28 tracks). Among the songs performed are: Licks; Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Timebomb; and many more. 101 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **DVD 2965553** WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969. An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ **DVD 484817X** YES ACOUSTIC. Following the live broadcast of YesSpeak in theaters, the fans in the cinemas were treated to an exclusive live performance from Yes. For the first time, the Yes classic line up of Jon Anderson, Steve Howe, Chris Squire, Alan White and Rick Wakeman, performed “live and unplugged.” In eight tracks. 67 minutes. Classic Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **DVD 3978551** CHUCK BERRY: Hail! Hail! Rock ‘n’ Roll. Widescreen. In 1986, Keith Richards invited a roster of brilliant musicians to honor Chuck Berry for an evening of music to commemorate Berry’s 60th birthday, including performances by Eric Clapton, Robert Cray, Linda Ronstadt, Etta James and more. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

★ **DVD 6798256** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcasts, many materialized from the boss, recording during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **Blu-ray 6572103** DREAM THEATER: Live at Luna Park. Filmed in Buenos Aires during 2011-2012’s “A Dramatic Tour of Events,” this fierce live show captures one of metal’s most epic modern bands at their peak. Includes a Blu-ray of the show, plus three CDs featuring performances of Bridges in the Sky; The Root of All Evil; War Inside My Head; These Walls; Far From Heaven; Full Me Under; and more. Eagle Vision. $39.95

★ **Blu-ray 3934259** BROTHERS: The 3D Concert Experience. Widescreen. Kevin, Joe and Donnie invite you inside their world for an all-inclusive look. Secure your backstage pass to this once in a lifetime 3D experience complete with exclusive features like unseen performances, additional songs, and more. INCLUDES BOTH A DVD VERSION AND A 3D BLU-RAY VERSION WITH FOUR PAIR OF 3D GLASSES. English SDH. 89 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

★ **Blu-ray 3771067** HUMBLE PIE: Life & Times of Steve Marriott + 1973 Complete Winterland Show Featuring a DVD and Blu-ray version of Humble Pie, that includes a rockumentary, full performance videos including Tin Soldier; Lazy Sunday; Paradise Lost; and more; interviews, rare footage, and an interactive multimedia. 67 minutes. Includes a CD that collects eleven tracks featuring Your Up Sleeves; Honky Tonk Woman; Hallo-Halal; and more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ **Blu-ray 220848X** YESSONGS. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Rainbow theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes has been at the forefront of progressive rock and became a major force in popular music selling over 30 million albums. 70 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

CD 4705041** LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Lena Horne, Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

CD 3998688** HIT PARADE 1953. Hit the dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all original artist recordings. Includes: All I Want to Do, I’ll Take You Home, Give Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler, Rags to Riches by Tony Bennett, Pretend by Nat “King” Cole, That’s Amore by Dean Martin, Bye Bye Blues by Dinah Washington, There’s a Rainbow, There’s a Rainbow by Jerry Forte, Why Don’t You Do Right by Sarah Vaughan, Song of the Ocean by Peggy Lee, and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 5897870** FREDDY FENDLER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby, The Wild Side of Life; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She’s Wonderin’; Money, Mean Woman Blues by Leo Reisman Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

CD 4730046** DECade of HiTS: The 50’s. Celebrate a bygone era with this massive 75-track collection, featuring the original recordings of such unforgettable classics as: Mama Lisa by Nat "King" Cole; Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Cry by Johnnie Ray; Memories Are Made Of This by Dean Martin, Wake Up Little Susie by The Everly Brothers, Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and so much more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

CD 4730011** DECade of HiTS: The 20’s. Collects 75 original recordings from the roaring 20s, including Ain’t We Fun by The Anderson Quartet, April Showers by Al Jolson; If You Knew 30s by The Rock Shillen Orchestra, Blue Skies by Harry Richman; Ramona by Ben Selvin Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 4730002** DECade of HiTS: The 30’s. Presents 74 chart-topping hits from the thrilling 30s, including: Night And Day by Leo Reisman Orchestra, Three Little Words by Frank Crumit, Is, I Love You by Jack Fulton, My Old Flame by Duke Ellington and His Famous Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95
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Hawaii: Kuu (po; Love's Theme), Sway; The Shadow of Your Smile; The Moon; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas. Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic songs of the islands—subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves like a soft breeze into the hearts and souls of romancers. Twelve tracks include Sweet Leilan; Blue Hawaii; Beyond the Reef; Hula Moon, and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 3794555 FRANK SINATRA: Triple Gold. This collection is prime Sinatra, taking hold of songs and investing them with a weight of emotional and musical delivery that leaves you breathless with admiration. Six tracks include Come Fly With Me; All or Nothing at All; Melancholy Mood; The Lady Is A Tramp; Do I CD 4730998 DECADE OF HITS: The 40's. This three CD set collects 75 hits from the fabulous ’40s, including In The Mood by the Glenn Miller Orchestra; You Made Me Love You by the Harry James Orchestra; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by The Andrews Sisters; It’s Magic by Doris Day; I’ll Walk Alone by Dinah Shore. Dynamic. CD 3808440 MANTOVANI: All-Time Love Themes. Presents Mantovani and his orchestra in this two CD, 40 track collection of some of the greatest love songs ever written. Includes Autumn Leaves; Strange in Paradise; Laura, Antivederti Roma; Three Coins In a Fountain; The Way You Look Tonight; Love Is A Many Splendored Thing; and many more. Medley.

★ CD 5878766 FRANKIE Laine: Songs I Begged Him For Great Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s great vocalists, Laine performs 16 tracks: Mute Train; Jezebel; Jealousy; High Noon; Golden Days; Moonlight Gambler; Lover; Love is; Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rhapsodie; Answer Me; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; and more. Medley.

Some Enchanted Evening; and many more. Acrobot. $9.95

★ CD 3808366 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Unforgettable Songs. Presents 20 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include Unforgettable; That’s My Desire: Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming; Are You Lonesome Tonight?; True Love; Summertime: Yesterday; Scarborough Fair; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Till There Was You; Over the Rainbow; New York, New York; Misty; It’s Impossible; and more. Medley. $5.95

CD 3952991 VERA LYNN: We’ll Meet Again. An English singer/songwriter, Lynn was known as the “Forces Sweetheart” for her contribution to morale during WWII and her best known songs from that era including We’ll Meet Again. This CD compiles 18 tracks of some of her best including: The Bell’s of St. Mary; Over the Rainbow; I’ll Walk Alone by Dinah Shore; and many more. Acrobot. $5.95

★ CD 5909864 SPIKE JONES & HIS CITY SLICKERS: Click Click Another Drink. With his concoction of humor and musical brilliance, the drummer and bandleader intoxicates in 20 tracks. The title song joins By The Beautiful Sea; I Want to Go Back To West Virginia; The Sheik of Araby; Liebestraum; The Blue Danube; The Glow of the Moon; and many more. liner Notes: Carried on a Conestoga Wagon; By the Beautiful Sea; Mule Train; Jezebel; Jealousy; High Noon; Golden Days; Moonlight Gambler; Lover; Love is; Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rhapsodie; Answer Me; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; and more. Medley.

★ CD 4694368 JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from St. Somewhere. A 16 track album that kicks off traditional island tunes from the king of leisure and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like Somethin’ Bout a Boat; Einstein Was a Surfer; Earl’s Dead—Cadillac for Sale; Too Drunk To Drive Away; I’m Too Ruminatin’ Groovin’ On the Fly; and more! Packaged in a cardbord sleeve. Mailube Records. $5.95

★ CD 4715756 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1947. This 98 track, four CD set comprises every record which peaked in the Top 7 of the Billboard charts in Top 7 of the Juke Box or Disc Jockey charts during the year. Includes songs from Guy Lombardo, Johnny Mercer and the Red Pipers, Benny Goodman, the Andrews Sisters, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, and many more. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.95

★ CD 4648161 THE WRECKING CREW. Compilation of 73 tracks from the musicians who played the sessions for thousands of smash recordings in the 1960s and 1970s, and includes several recordings under their own name. Hits they performed include Be My Baby by the Ronettes; Witches Lineman by Glenn Campbell; Mary, Many, many more. Four CDs. Wiener Mittelstern.

★ CD 3913864 1960S PSYCHEDELIC RADIO COMMERCIALS. Much of what you will hear are ads created at hip ad agencies and DJ’s underground FM radio stations. Includes some very established companies blending popular psychedelic pop sound into their ads—Rice Krispies, Revlon, Ban Deodorant, and many more. Collects 62 tracks. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 3734666 LINDA RONSTADT with NELSON RIDDLE: July Live. From a live TV broadcast recorded at The Arlington Theater, Santa Barbara, California in March, 1984 comes Linda Ronstadt’s amazing contribution to morale during WWII and her best hits in this 25-track selection. Includes some of the biggest names in 20th century music, two albums, and many more. Pegasus Entertainment. $11.95

★ CD 4715829 CHESTERFIELD RADIO TIME STARRING BING CROSBY. Crosby’s Chesterfield radio show ran from 1949 until late 1952. Many of his finest performances were duets with the likes of Perry Como, Dick Powell, Fred Astaire, Bob Hope and many more. This two CD set collects 60 tracks, including Tennessee Waltz; I Knew You Were Coming; I’ve Baled A Cake: The Thing; Singin’ in the Rain; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99

★ CD 385387X HIT PARADE 1940. An amazing year in music is revived with these 25 beloved tracks. Includes I’m Nobody’s Baby by Jo Stafford; Say Si Si by The Andrews Sisters; Only Forever by Benny Goodman; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear To Tread) by Glenn Miller with Ray Eberle, and more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 3853969 HIT PARADE 1941. Some of the biggest names in 20th century music make up this four-track assembly, bringing together the biggest hits in over 30 years later, the hits in this 25-track selection include That’s My Desire: Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming; Are You Lonesome Tonight?; True Love; Summertime: Yesterday; Scarborough Fair; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Till There Was You; Over the Rainbow; New York, New York; Misty; It’s Impossible; and more. Medley. $5.95

★ CD 399687X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come back to life with these 25 essential tracks. Includes I’m Nobody’s Baby by Frank Sinatra; Beyond The Sea by Frank Sinatra; I’ll Walk Alone by Dinah Shore; and many more. RCA Victor. $5.95

★ CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits. All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks. If I Didn’t Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whispering Grass; We Three (My Echo, Shadow, and Me); To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobot. $4.95

★ CD 3986942 HIT PARADE 1959. Over 50 years later, the hits in this 25-track selection have must-have entertainment. Enjoy treasures like Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Venus by Frankie Avalon; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby by The Drifters; and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 3986950 HIT PARADE 1960. A new decade is born, and with it came these 25 tracks, as performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 3957837 ETHEL MERMAN: I Get a Kick Out of You. Presents the unforgettable voice and style of Ethel Merman on 22 tracks. Shake Well Before Using; Marching Along With Time; This Is It; An Earnest Of Music; Heart False; He Reminds Me Of You; Love Is; The Sky’s So Lovely; It’s Just a Spanish Fling; Shanghai De Ho; I Get a Kick Out Of You. I Gotta smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (That Cigarette) by That Cigarette) by Frank Sinatra; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby by The Drifters; and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

★ CD 3988934 HIT PARADE 1958. Twenty-five tracks offer a snapshot of the year. Includes several recordings under their own name. Hits they performed include Be My Baby by the Ronettes; Witches Lineman by Glenn Campbell; Mary, Many, many more. Four CDs. Wiener Mittelstern.
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 3986918 HIT PARADE 1956.** The year 1956 gave us such hits as Heartbreak Hotel and Hound Dog by Elvis Presley, Allegheny Moon by Pat Boone, Just Walking in the Rain by Sonny Ray. (You've Got) The Magic Touch by The Platters and more. Here those classics join many more in 25 tracks. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 398690X HIT PARADE 1955.** Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock 'n' roll with 25 hit recordings in a range of genres. Includes the 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat "King" Cole. Only You by The Platters. Ain't That A Shame by Fats Domino. I'll Never Stop Loving You by Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3808505 SOUNDS OF THE 60'S.** Two CDs capture the essence of this era. Some 30 tracks deliver memorable tunes such as Turn, Turn, Turn by The Byrds, Up, Up and Away by The Fifth Dimension, To Sir, With Love by Bobby Vinton; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; A Summer Place by Percy Faith; Cherish by The Association; Break Up is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 3957799 THE BEST OF BILLY REID & THE LONDON PIANO-ACCORDION BAND.** Jointly by Billy Reid and his Piano-Accordion Band as they take you on a nostalgic musical tour on 23 tracks. Includes Old Fashion Sweethearts; In the Valley On The Moon; Moonlight On the Prairie; There’s a Home In Wisconsin; There’s Something About Mary; We Are Family; My Mama; July 4th In Shreveport; I’ll Never Stop Loving You by Doris Day; and more. Two CDs.动态. $12.95

**CD 3933679 NANCY LA MOTT: Ask Me Again.** A special private collection of twenty unreleased recordings from this American singer including: Who’s Afraid of the Rain; Right as the Rain; September in the Rain; I Only Have Eyes for You; The Wind Beneath My Wings; The Music That Makes Me Dance; You’ll Never Know; and more. Two CDs. Medley. Recordings. $7.99

**CD 3859916 THE ANNETTE FUNKELCO COLLECTION 1958-62.** This two CD, 66-track set comprises the A & B sides of Anne's singles on the Disneyland and Buena Vista labels during the 1960s and includes Fall Leaf, That Crazy Place from Outer Space, I Love You Baby; Like, Cha Cha Cha; O Dio Mio; Blue Moon, Mickey. My Little Grass Shack; more. Acrobat. $16.99

**CD 3790452 FRANKIE LAINE: Hits.** Features twenty-six tracks from the hit vocalist who topped the charts in the fifties including: Rawhide; I Believe; Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild; Soft Cool Water; The Look of Love; Gibraltar; Where the Winds Blow; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

**CD 8587639 THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62.** Comprises all their A & B sides from the first formative years of their recording career. Fifty-five tracks include Scarlet Ribbons; Three Jolly Hooters; The Tijuana Jail; Goodnight My Baby; The New Frontier; Oh, Sail Away; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. $16.99

**CD 469435X BOB HOPE & FRIENDS: Thanks for the Memories.** Comprises Bob Hope’s complete Decca recordings, featuring duets with Shirley Ross, Bing Crosby, and Jimmy Durante, plus a vocal trio with Peggy Lee and Bing Crosby. Includes Thanks for the Memories; Road to Morocco; Chicago Style; Hello, Hello, More; Road to Bali; The Boy with the Proscobis; and more. MCA Records. $5.95

**CD 3937569 LINDA PURDA: Midnight Caravan.** Fifteen tracks of glamorous night music performed by ‘L’ including I Feel a Song Coming On; Let Me Love You; Autumn in New York; I Thought About You; My Ship; Caravan; My Romance; and more. L.M. Music. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 577321 BOBBY DARIN: Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-58.** This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash, Mack the Knife, Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; I'm Gonna Be a Country Girl; Beyond the Sea, with many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. $16.99

**CD 3886824 HERB ELLIS: The Early Years.** This four CD collection represents the first phase of Ellis’s solo career, considered his glory years. Eight albums are collected here. Ellis in Wonderland; Nothing But the Blues; Ellis Meets; Jimmy Ollie; And Still; But with That Feeling; Three Guitars in Bossa Nova; Together; To Go!; and Guitar/Guitar. Sixty-nine tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3686076 THE GORDON MACRAE COLLECTION, 1945-62.** Comprising the singles album tracks with eight of his solo chart entries, and 10 duet hits with Jo Stafford during this era, including his number one My Darling, My Darling. Four CDs and 107 tracks also include Love is the Sweetest Thing; Full Moon; Empty Arms; Brotherly Love; One Misty Morning; and so many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**CD 4646747 THE PERRY COMO HITS COLLECTION 1943-62.** This 126-track five CD set comprises Billboard and UK chart hits from this era, including duets with The Fontane Sisters, Jaye P. Morgan, Eddie Fisher and Betty Hutton. Songs include: till The End of Time; Prisoner of Love; Sincerely; Sincerely; Hillbilly Tiger; Love's Little Fool; Travelin' Man; How Much for a Mad Mad World; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. $24.99

**CD 3986541 MEL TORME LIVE WITH THE MET-TONES, VOLUME ONE.** Delight to the smooth sound of the man with a golden voice in these 19 tracks that include Fairfield College: You're The Top; That Old Black Magic; Everything Happens to Me; It's A Most Unusual Day; Geometric Blues; On A Slow Boat to China; and more. Star Line Productions. $3.95

**CD 2558 ANDRE PREVIN/DAVID RICKY YELIN: ROSE: Like Blue & Like Young.** The two albums collected here combine the piano magic of Andre Previn along with the lush strings of David Rose and his orchestra. Thirty six tracks, including I'll Never XI to My Youth; Young at Heart; Stranger in Lament; Young and Tender; You and the Blues; The Blue Room; Blue Holiday; and more. Sepia. $13.99

**CD 4653149 THE SHADOW KNOWS MORE.** This Halloween-themed compilation is the soundtrack for all your scary shenanigans, guaranteed to shock, titillate, and amuse you. Thirty-four tracks, including Hall of Shadows; Hocus Pocus; House of the Hop by Kenny Owens. The Shadow Knows by Paul Peck. Ghost Riders in the Sky by Dean Martin; more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 3840735 AL JOLSON: The Kraft Music Hall Years 1947-1949.** Collected from Jolson’s Kraft Music Hall shows, these over 80 tracks on four CDs were performed live. Songs include Almost Like Being in Love; Hello, Tucky!; My Gal Sal; I Can't Give You Anything but Love; Near You; Without a Song; Of Man River; All Alone; Baby Face; Shine on Harvest Moon and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
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CD 3991059 THE 60S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 60 classic love songs of the sixties by artists like Andy Williams, Jose Feliciano, Neil Sedaka, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin, Doris Day, Johnny Mathis, Sammy Whitney and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

CD 388712 THE SMOOTH VOICE OF AL MARTINO. The Italian-American pop crooner offers 50 tracks including Here in My Heart; Wanted, The Man from Laramie; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; The Loneliest Night of the Year; Take My Heart; Nessum Dorma; Love Is Eternal; My One and Only; and two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 3920372 JACKIE GLEASON PRESENTS RIFF JAZZ AND LIVELY LOVE. The great comedian also loved music, and in the 1950s and 60s he had a secondary success as producer of a series of best-selling "mood music" albums. Collected here are 31 songs from two collections including Tolgate Treat; Sawmill Slide; Peekskill Peak; Safe Home Swing; It Had to Be You; and more. Garrett Music. Pub. at $13.99

CD 4665015 THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: Mexican Leather and Spanish Lace and Maria Elena. Twenty-four tracks from the two albums feature: A Day in the Life of a Fool; Delicado; Lo Mucho Que Te Quiero; The Moon Was Yellow; Jungle Drums; Taboo; Brazil; The Breath and I; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

CD 2901221 DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour. This collection features songs originally recorded for 11 different McLean albums between 1970 and 2010. Among the 30 tracks compiled here are: Everybody; Crying; Addicted to Black; American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $9.95

CD 3886516 THE HELEN FORREST COLLECTION, 1948-62. Helen Forrest was a hit vocalist for Capitol Records in the 1940s, 50s and 60s and one of the greatest success stories of the Swing Era. Songs include The Trolley Song; The Moment; It's Magic; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. $12.95

CD 4652894 THE KAY STARR HITS COLLECTION, 1948-63. Kay Starr was a vocalist with the Capitol Records and RCA Victor labels. Songs include Rock and Roll Waltz; Wheel of Fortune; Comes Love; Hoop De Doo; Bonaparte's Retreat; Side by Side; Changing Partners; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of the Ventures' career, comprising their "A" and "B" sides during the period, as well as the complete contents of their first four albums. Variety of genres include: Beach Party; R.F.D. Tab Hunter. $12.95

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: The Most Beautiful Girl in the World; Won't You Please Come Home?; It's My Nose's Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Mad About You; I'm Beginning to See the Light; It's Been a Long, Long Time; Things Mean a Lot. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 4695920 THE FRAN WARREN COLLECTION, 1945-56. A 48-track, two CD set featuring recordings with the Charlie Barnet Orchestra and Claude Thornhill Orchestra, plus selected A & B sides from Warren's singles on the RCA-Victor, MGM and Unique labels during this era, including dubs of Tony Martin, Lisa Kay, Howard Keel, Rex Stewart, Johnnie Ray, Sinatra, Merle Travis, The Mills Brothers, and Woody Herman. Songs include: I'm Gonna Roll; Call Me; Have You Heard; So Long; I Want You; Naughty; Dinnertime; Don't Call It Love; Dam It Baby and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3937410 THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY VE DAY COLLECTION. May 8, 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of VE Day and this collection of fifty tracks celebrates that time in our lives with songs like We'll Meet Again by Vera Lynn; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller Orchestra; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by the Andrews Sisters; and much more on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 2927535 THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1939-62. Fifty-one tracks featuring Kellen's solo A and B sides, plus performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw. Orchestras. Includes 31 chart hits, including Number One favorites like Besame Mucho; I Can't Give You Anything But Love; The Man I Love; We'll Meet Again; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3070115 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1951, VOLUME 2. This great-value four CD collection of 105 tracks comprises every record which charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Hot 100 chart for 1951 along with those that made the Top 10 of the Juke Box and Disc Jockey charts. Vocalists include Patti Page, Mario Lanza, Guy Mitchell, Eddie Fisher, Vic Damone, Tony Bennett, Jo Stafford and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 3908038 GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME. A collection of thirty-three hot sunny gems for your summer holiday listening fun. Two CDs feature hits performed by the original artists including The Sun by The Del Vics; Island Hymn; Blue Bayou; Beach Party by Annette Funicello; In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening by Dean Martin; Moonlight Cocktail by Mel Torme; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

CD 4725476 DESTINATION LONELY STREET. If you're unlucky enough to take a dark, deserted solo stroll down Lonely Street, here is your great-value four CD collection to bring this reassuring collection along. Thirty-two tracks, including Lonely Stream by Gene Vincent; Lonely Street by The Four Tunes; Lost in Dreamland by Betsy Brown; Rock and Roll Waltz; Wheel of Fortune; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99

CD 3957704 THE TAB HUNTER COLLECTION, 1956-62. Comprises most of his "A" & B sides for DOT and Warner Brothers during this era, plus the titles from his albums Tab Hunter, When I Fall in Love and R.D. Tab Hunter. Songs include: Twenty tracks include Young Love; Red Rock; They All Laugh at Sandy; Bookie Woogie Bugle Boy; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 3959589 ROD MCKUEN: Greatest Hits, Features twenty of McKuen's greatest hits including Stanwyck Street, The Lovers, Lomond Cries; If You Go Away; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3959595 THE ABBA COLLECTION, 1972-84. A collection of 25 tracks, including Dancing Queen; Money, Money, Money; Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. $17.95

CD 4715896 EDDIE FISHER: Songs from Slage & Screen. Collects 28 songs from Fisher's illustrious career, including tracks from both the 1950s and 1960s. Songs found here include: Strike Up the Band; Springtime; Mack the Knife; Aridervico; Roma; Sunshine Girl; Sayonara; and many more. Acrobat. $19.95

CD 6807680 TREESA BREWER: The Singles Collection 1949-62, 57 tracks collection includes many of the stylish and sophisticated songs of her big, hits including: Time After Time; Turkey Time; number one hits Mosic! Mosic! Musik! and Tell Me I Waltz Again with You. Comprising selected A and B sides of her singles this CD set also includes: The Midnighter; Copper Canyon; Let Me Love You; I'm Feeling A Sweet Old Fashioned Little Ricochet; Jellied; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99
**CD 4579224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60.** Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the complete content of four of his definitive LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening Wasted with Tom Lehrer (Live); More of Tom Lehrer; and Tom Lehrer's New Songs. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99. **$12.95**

**CD 4645311 THE HAL KEMP HITS COLLECTION 1930-41.** This 46 track, two CD collection includes: You've Got Me Crying Again; Irresistible; Dinner for One; Please, James; The Touch of Your Lips; Pennies from Heaven; Whispers in the Dark; Glossy Sunday; Goodnight, My Love; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3730099 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47.** Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business. This 76 track, three CD set, includes hits such as: Over the Rainbow; I'm Nobody's Baby; A Journey To A Star; The Trolley Song; Meet Me in St. Louis; Louie; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; This Heart Of Mine; On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3737071 A KISS IS STILL A KISS: Greatest Memories in Sound.** This two CD set collects 39 romantic favorites, including As Time Goes By by Jo Stafford and the Pied Pipers; Harbor Lights by Rosamont Underwood; Unchained Melody by Captain & Tennille; My Baby by Nat King Cole; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3986093 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1980, VOLUME 1.** One hundred and four tracks performed by the original artists on 4 CDs include I Can Dream Can't I by the Andrews Sisters, Mule Train by Bing Crosby, Johnson Rag by Jack Teter Trio, Ragtime by Ralph Faigan; Candy and Cake by Benny Goodman; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 3954017 THE JUPITER HUTTON COLLECTION 1945-55.** This 50 track, two CD set comprises the Top 10 hits Hutton had as the only female member of The Pied Pipers, with most of her A & B sides for Decca and Capitol. Tracks include Dream; My Sweetie Went Away; My Kinda Love; Bye, Honey, Bye-Bye; I Miss You So; Song of the Sleigh Bells; Too Little Time; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3960722 ANDY WILLIAMS: Gold.** A compilation of sixty tracks that include Can't Get Used to Losing You; Music to Watch Girls By; For the Good Times; Happy; Fly by Night; Moon River; Born Free; Ave Maria; Bye Bye Blues; It's So Easy; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**

**CD 3984867 MARIO LANZA: Classics.** This two CD set features all his 30 biggest hits, including his three million-selling singles, his Top 20 chart successes, and the highlights from two best-selling albums. Songs include Granada; I Love You; Because; the Lord's Prayer; Two Teddy Bears; I Can't Help Myself; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $20.99. **$15.95**

**CD 464654X UNCHAINED MELODY: Fifties Forever.** This collection of fifties music includes: Earth Angel by The Penguins; If I Give My Heart to You by Doris Day; Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Jailhouse Rock by Elvis; The End by The Yardbirds; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$19.25**

**CD 3992373 AMERICA'S NUMBER ONES OF THE 50S.** Each chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one amazing set! A whopping 124 tracks include Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets; Blue Suede Shoes by Elvis Presley; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $49.99. **$37.95**
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**CD 394526X AL JOLSON: For Me and My Gal.** Compiles 12 songs from the legendary jazz and blues singer, including Swanee; After You've Gone; Tool, Tool, Foolsie, Goodbye; Rock a Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melodee; April Showers; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3920380 PHILCO RADIO TIME STARRING BING CROSBY.** This superb 2 CD set picks up Bing's cover versions of hits of the 40s, from the Top 10 chart collection between September 1939 and April 1940. Fifty-nine tracks include Five Minutes More; Among My Souvenirs; Country Style; Time After Time; Baby Face; Ramblin' Rose; Sunflower; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3953429 AMANDA MCBRIDE: Pop Memories Collection.** Amanda McBride's most memorable recordings including the Rose; Dreaming; Errol Flynn; Hot in Here; Crimes of the Heart; Ship in a Bottle; Here and Now; A Timeless Thing; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Geffen Records. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

**CD 3821919 THE LEO REISMAN HITS COLLECTION 1921-40.** This three CD set consists entirely of recordings which before 1940 were credited with a Top 20 chart position in Joel Whitburn’s “Pop Memories” or on the “Your Hit Parade” chart. Seventy-two tracks, including The Wedding of the Painted Doll, I’ll See You Again, Portrait, Night and Day, Stormy Weather, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3959546 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Island.** Released in 2017, this album of ten tracks includes The Island; Who’s In Love With Me; Like a Lover; So Many Stars; Photograph; Who’s Counting Heartaches; Your Smile; Wanting More; We Can Try Love Again and Flower of Hawaii. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

**CD 3992743 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1946.** An intriguing illustration of musical snapshot as the world dealt with the aftermath of WWII, this collection of 98 tracks on four CDs gathers every record which peaked in the Top 10 space in '46 including Symphony Sid; Jo Stafford: I'm Always Chasing Rainbows by Perry Como & The Satyrians; and more. Some songs are performed by multiple artists. Includes 47 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 3980692 AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1950, VOLUME 1.** One hundred and four tracks performed by the original artists on 4 CDs include I Can Dream Can't I by the Andrews Sisters, Mule Train by Bing Crosby, Johnson Rag by Jack Teter Trio, Ragtime by Ralph Faigan; Candy and Cake by Benny Goodman; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 1633723 AMERICA'S NUMBER ONES OF THE 60S.** Each chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one amazing set! A whopping 124 tracks include Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets; Blue Suede Shoes by Elvis Presley; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $49.99. **$37.95**

**CD 6548393 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS: Sgt Barry Sadler.** Sadler delivers 13 tracks by turns patriotic and moving. The title track joins I'm a Lucky One; Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Saigon, Salute to the Nurses; I'm Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soliders; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99. **$9.95**

**CD 6914618 SERENADE: AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE 1950.** This two CD collection comprises the Top 10 hits Hutton had for the number 4 track collection features all his 10 career chart entries, including the number one Mam'selle, the number 4 Peg O' My Heart and the top twenty Hits And Morn; Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue. Songs include Between October and May, The Island; Who's in Love Here; I'm Gonna Be Strong; Romance Was Born; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. **$14.95**

**CD 4715837 CLUB 15 FROM HOLLYWOOD PRESENTS THE ANDREWS SISTERS.** This two CD set collects 69 tracks, comprised mainly of songs that made the pop charts during the late 1940s and early 1950s. Tracks include Among My Souvenirs; Country Style; Time After Time; Peg O' My Heart; Carolina Moon; I'm Gonna Be Strong; Romance Was Born; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.98. **$12.95**

**CD 3988244 THE ART LUND COLLECTION 1941-59.** This 2 CD, fifty-one track set features all his 10 career chart entries, including the number one Mam'selle, the number 4 Peg O' My Heart and the top twenty Hits And Morn; Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue. Songs include Between October and May, The Island; Who's in Love Here; I'm Gonna Be Strong; Romance Was Born; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. **$14.95**

**CD 6872100 GENE PITNEY: The Collection.** One of the most consistent hit makers of the 60s, Gene Pitney established an endearing rock n' roll style with his trademark melodic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including Something's Gotten Hold of My Heart; (The Man Who Shot) Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I'm Gonna Be Strong; Romance Was Born; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3959007 THE ANDREWS SISTERS IN HOLLYWOOD.** They are one of the most successful groups in show business history, having sold over 90 million records worldwide. This two CD set collects 50 tracks, including Rumbrookey, Hit the Road, Pennsylvania Polka, You're Just a Flower from an Old Bouquet: Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Oh He Devil; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99. **$15.95**
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**CD 3920402** UTE LEMPER: Renowned with Marlene. Collects twenty tracks from the German actress and singer including: One for My Baby; Lil’ Marlene; Blowing in the Wind; Ruins of Berlin; Want to Buy Some Illusions; Falling in Love Again; Dejeuner Du Matin; Ich Hab’ ‘Noch Einen Koffer Hausaufgaben’; I’m So Glad. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 3536320** THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs & EPs 1956-62. One of the most distinctive rock acts of the era, the Everly Brothers are celebrated like never before in this massive 75-track set, comprising the A & B sides of all of their singles in the U.K. and the U.S. from the period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It’s Everly Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4736991** THE LEGENDARY VOICE OF MARIA LARZA. This collection features many of the songs associated with Larza’s career, including The Loveliest Night of the Year; Granada; Because You’re Mine; Vesti La Giubba; Lolita; Without a Song; Temptation; and more. Forty tracks on 2 CDs. Start. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 3900207** KING SIZE TAYLOR: Dr. Feelgood, Vol. 3. Collects 31 tracks, including Hesby Jeebies; All Around the World; Dr. Feelgood; She Said Yeah; Hippy Hippy Shake; I’m Late; Good Golly Miss Molly; Maxine; Sippin’ and Stilzin’; Whole Lot of Lovin’; Sweet Little Sixteen; Long Tall Sally; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3886700** DORIS DAY, 1947-1950: It’s Magic. This set covers Day’s earliest Columbia recordings, including hits like Love Somebody, I’ll Be Home For Christmas, It’s Magic, Let’s Do It, Fashioned Walk; and Bewitched. There are movie songs, as well as some duets with Buddy Clark, Dinah Shore and Frank Sinatra. Also included is a 99-page collector's hardcover book. The SCD Sells 146 tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99 $149.95

**CD 4648129** LUCIE ARNAZ: Latin Roots. Features fourteen tracks from the vocalist including You and the Night and the Music; I’ll See You in C-U-B-A; Rumba Mañana; Trouble in Latin Love; Babalu/La Copa De La Vida; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 3792382** JOHNNY MATTHIS: I Only Have Eyes for You/Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me. These 22 tracks of standards from the soundtrack of the Musical O.C.D.; I Write the Songs; Do Me Wrong, But Do Me The Hungry Years; All the Things You Are; The Most Beautiful Girl; Don’t Give up On Us; If It’s Magic; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 3920364** FRANC POURCEL AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Pourcel Portraits. For those who’ve yet not been to Paris, Franc Pourcel provides an agreeable substitute–portraits of Paris by an orchestra of Parisian strings. Twenty-eight tracks including: I Will Follow You; F’Pail Savor; Pianissimo; La Semaine; You Don’t Know; Any Time; Ton Adieu; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 4648056** GLORIA LORING: By Request. Here are ten tracks of the most requested songs by Loring’s fans that include I Get a Kick Out of You; Tonight I Celebrate My Love for You; Here, There and Everywhere; If Never Entered My Mind; Codys Song; As Time Goes By; and more. Silk’n’Rusk. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 3937453** BILL & BARNE’S DIVAS. This album gathers together a collection of songs by fifteen of the big female performers performing My Inner Child; Something Special; Captain’s Daughter; A Little Litt; Here Is My Life; A Great Idea; and more. Seventeen tracks, LML Music. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 3792390** JOHNNY MATTHIS: The Heart of Man/Feelings. Twenty five tracks from the popular singer’s repertoire include: Woman; Woman; It’s Gone; Feel Like Makin’ Love; One Day in Your Life; That’s all She Wrote; Turn the Lights Down; Let’s Be One; and more on 2 CDs. Real. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 3840719** 1953 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides. Featuring some of the illustrious names from what was often called the golden age of popular music, this three CD set collects 74 tracks including Because You’re Mine by Nat King Cole; Any Old Time by Tony Scott; She Said Yes by Eddie Fisher; All by the Mills Brothers; Moon Above Malaga by Jimmy Young; and more. Includes a 39 page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3959457** ANDY WILLIAMS: Emperor of Easy. Collects twenty of the “Emperor of Easy”’s best including; The B Tunnel; Bonita; A Question of Love; Homeward Bound; Through the Years; Proud Mary; Too Young and more. Real. Pub. at $18.99 $14.99

**CD 393764X** RAY JESSEL: The First Seventeen Years. Recorded live at Tom Rolla’s The Gardenia in Hollywood, California, in 2003. Eighteen tracks include I’m a Genius; I’ll All Be Alright Now; The Things We Dream Of; Moonlight, Whatever Happened to Melody and more. LML Music. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 3840700** SAM COOKE: Greatest Hits. He brings his dulcet tones to twenty nostalgic hits including You Send Me; I’ll Love You; Testamentary Sentiments; You Were Made for Me; Win Your Love for Me; Love You Most of All; Everything Loves to Cha Cha Cha; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Sad Mood; Frankie and Johnny; and more. SOLD OUT

**CD 285905X** NELSON EDDY & JEANETTE MACDONALD: Musical Favourites. Sixteen digitally enhanced tracks highlight a beloved musical duo. Includes Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life; I’m Falling in Love with Someone from Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! Street Song; When I Grow Too Old to Dream; The Mounties; Rose Marie; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 3957888** NO. 1 HITS OF THE 50’S. Eighteen tracks take you down memory lane in the 50’s. Contains some of the best melodies from the 50’s back and listen to Patti Page sing The Tennessee Waltz; Frankie Lane I Believe; Pat Boone Ain’t That A Shame; The Platters Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; Lloyd Price Stagger Lee; Johnny Ray Just Walkin’ In the Rain; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 3887839** THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY VEE. Collects 50 original recordings by the artist, digitally remastered for a new audience. Two CDs include hits like Rubber Ball; Run to Him; Devil or Angel; Stayin’ In; Tears on My Pillow; Take Care of My Baby; Mister Sandman; Susie Q; and many more. One Day Is Enough. Sold Out

**CD 3868758** HIT PARADE 1962. Nearly 25 hit recordings that had you humming the tune for months on end! Includes classics like Sheeny by The Four Seasons; The Loco-Motion by Little Eva; Return to Sender by Elvis Presley; I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**CD 3818012** FABULOUS ’50S: 100 Hits. Collects 100 classic tracks of the decade from stars like Al Martino, Frank Sinatra, Connie Francis, Doris Day, Dean Martin, Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Tommy Bennett, Nat King Cole, Rosemary Clooney, and many more. Five CDs. Demo. Sold Out

**CD 3868577** UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Jump to the Beat. Thirty tracks to keep your night bouncing till the sun comes up! Includes I’ll Take You There by The Staple Singers; Move It Move It by The Talking Book; I Want Your Love by Chic; I Can’t Wait by Nu Shooz; Turn Your Love Around by George Benson; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $3.95

**CD 3853977** HIT PARADE 1950. These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisits mid-century America by celebrating the best of the decade’s essentials like The Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Mona Lisa by Nat “King” Cole; I Can Dream, Can’t I by The Andrews Sisters; There’s No Tomorrow by Tony Stafford; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 385990X** FABULOUS ’40S: 100 Hits. 1940’s Best. Featuring some of the greatest songs that usher us back to a simple time with their greatest releases of 1944. Twenty-four tracks include I Couldn’t Sleep A Wink Last Night by Frank Sinatra; Long Ago (And Far Away) by Jo Stafford; Stagger Lee; The Platters; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3853898** HIT PARADE 1943. These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly. As Times Goes By by Dooley Wilson; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; and more. Dynamic. $5.95
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CD 3853993 HIT PARADE 1952. All the joy of mid-century America is packed into this 25-track selection, featuring some of the most beloved numbers by the biggest stars. You Belong to Me by Jo Stafford; Kiss of Fire by Georgia Gibbs; Tryin’ by The Hilltoppers; A Guy Is A Guy by Donis Davis; This Magic Moment by Chubby Checker; Midnight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchopper’s Ball by Woody Herman; Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnett; and more. Dynamic.

CD 383861 HIT PARADE 1953. Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and captured their hearts in 1953, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchopper’s Ball by Woody Herman; Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnett; and more. Dynamic.

CD 3853926 HIT PARADE 1946. Here are the 1946 classics you’ve carried in your heart. Twenty-five timeless recordings include Prisoner of Love by Perry Como; Symphony by Freddy Martin; The Old Lamp-Lighter by Sammy Kaye with Billy Williams. Day by Day by Frank Sinatra; and more. Dynamic.

CD 394370 FRANK SINATRA: Icon. Features eleven tracks of this music icon’s hits including Come Fly With Me; Young at Heart; I Get a Kick Out of You; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; My Way; Theme from New York, New York. My Gal; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

CD 3702645 YANNI: Port of Mystery. Collects eight tracks from the new-age music legend: Chuisle, a Chroi. Two CDs. One Day Music.

CD 3878626 THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with one of the biggest songs of the century–it also features Never On a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Lover. One Day Music.

CD 2870886 KATE SMITH: God Bless America. Known as The First Lady of Radio, Kate Smith had an amazing 5 decade singing career. This three CD compilation features 75 tracks, including Shine on Harvest Moon; Beautiful Dreamer; The White Cliffs of Dover; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. BMG.

CD 5846560 THE WAY IT WAS: Let’s Dance the 60’s. It won’t be easy to stay off the dance floor with these 75 classics. Three CDs offer up many of your boogie-foiled favorites: Who Put the B.O.M. in Venus: Blue Jeans by Jimmy Clanton; Palmisades Park by Freddy Cannon; The Twist by Chubby Checker; The Loco-Motion by Little Eva; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

CD 6966136 THE LOU BUSCH/JOE "FINGERS" CARR COLLECTION 1940-62. Features hits by one of the arranger/conductor/composer of the “golden era” of popular music during the 1940s and 50s. CD collection of 107 tracks includes So You’re the One; It All Comes Back to Me Now; Stormy Weather; and many more, sung by the original artists. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.


CD 371506X LOREZ ALEXANDRIA: Singing Songs Everyone Knows. Featuring twelve songs including Just One Of The Guys; Things; Then I’ll Be Tired Of You; Lush Life; Sometimes I’m Happy; Long Ago and Far Away; But Beautiful; Spring Is Here; Angel Eyes; and more. Gusto. $3.95.

DVD 385790X LITTLE RICHARD & FRIENDS: Music Legends. Enjoy live performances from the legends of rock ‘n’ roll, featuring Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Billy Haley, and Chuck Berry playing their all-time greatest hits. Includes live renditions of Tutti Frutti; Good Golly Miss Molly; Rock Around the Clock; and 13 more. 41 minutes. One Media. $4.95.

DVD 3856997 FRANKIE LAINE: In Concert. The heat-lit Frankie Live in concert in England, showcasing many of Frankie’s biggest numbers, and reminding us of the enduring legacy he brought to every kind of music he sang, from jazz to pop, from country to swing and blues to folk. Twelve tracks include Come Back To Me; The Story; Rawhide; Feelings; Your Cheatin’ Heart; and more. 43 minutes. Inco.

New Age - Nature - Relaxation


CD 3958418 CELTIC DREAMS. Lose yourself in the soft and soothing sounds of an enchanting celtic melodies. Includes these eight tracks: She Moved through the Fair; Carrickfergus; The Water is Wide; Losh Lament; Celtic Dreams; Will Ye Go To Inish Mor; New Gently; Sweet Alton; and more. 59 minutes. Newbury Media.

CD 3957101 HEALING WATERS: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience the healing sound of a spring rain shower blended with the beautiful melodies of harp, strings, guitar and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a presentation case. NorthQuest.

CD 3957209 SPIRIT EARTH: Relaxing Native Flute. Captivating and serene, these Native American flute melodies peacefully give voice to an ancient spirit. Twelve tracks include Morning Sky; Wandering; Prayer for the Elders; Sacred Land; Elevation; Memories; The Healing Path; Sun Shower; and more. Lifescapes.

CD 3957136 PEACEFUL RETREAT: Body, Mind, Soul. Create your own peaceful retreat as you relax to soothing melodies performed on guitar, piano and strings blended with the healing sounds of ocean waves. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a presentation case. NorthQuest.


CD 4894406 ROMANTIC MOODS. Ten tracks of instrumental music to evoke a romantic mood with your significant other: On the Night Tide; Seas of Serenity; Starfinder; Halcyon Blue; Leeward Shore; Fantasia; Forest Beneath the Waves; Atlantica; Drillwood and Oceana Dreams. Newbury Media.


CD 3957063 DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience deep relaxation as you listen to the calming sounds of the ocean waves blended with beautiful melodies performed on piano, strings and guitar. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $4.95.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
New Age Nature - Relaxation

CD 4654757 STEVEN HALPERN: Ocean of Bliss. Features 13 tracks, over an hour, of Halpern’s award-winning music with Mother Nature’s 36th Organic Brainwave Entrainment soundtrack, the hypnotic rhythm of the ocean. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate healing energies, helping you manage the COVID-19 reality. Open Channel. $14.99 + $1.99 shipping. **SOLD OUT**


CD 6700896 STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore you at your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 + $1.99 shipping. **SOLD OUT**

CD 5957700 STEVEN HALPERN: Opening the Heart in the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program now available in this Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 + $1.99 shipping. **SOLD OUT**

CD 3854256 RICK WAKEMAN: Classic Tracks: Let the mystical and magical worlds of Rick Wakeman surround you and fill you with inspirational feelings. Four tracks include Journey to the Center Of The Earth; Caliente Hawou; Umberto II; and Melvin the Magician. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99 + $1.99 shipping. **SOLD OUT**


CD 4700066 JIM VALLEY: A Garden Faire. A collection of neoclassical instrumentals to draw you into a world of wonder and calm your stress. Ebb and Flow; Celtic Wedding; Rain on Windows; Papoose; Lamp Light; Love Lives Forever; Lavender Dreams; Bicycle; and more. Rainbow Planet. Pub. at $12.99 + $0.99 shipping.

CD 4652594 ANDREAS VOLLKENDE: Quiet Places. Ten tracks are collected here from the new-age musician, including Pygmalion; Polynymia; The Pyramids; Entangled; Fields of Blue; and more. Magic Music. Pub. at $17.99 + $1.99 shipping. **SOLD OUT**

CD 2960001 TANGERINE DREAM: Somnambulistic Imagination. Recorded for FM broadcast at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater, in Laguna Hills, California on June 20, 1983, this two cd set contains all five tracks from the show. Imagery One; Imagination Two; Imagination Three; Imagination Four; and Imagiary Five. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 + $1.99 shipping. **SOLD OUT**


World - Folk

CD 5628366X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Thru the Fire by Sunrise; Half Moon; and more. Sony Music. $19.99 + $0.95 shipping.

CD 6558879 EDITH PIAF: Chansons. An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime. Edith Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks: Duragan (Hurricane); Je Suis A Toi (I Am Yours); La Vie En Rose (Life is a Rose); Non Je Ne Regrette Rien; Alouette; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $13.99 + $0.95 shipping.

CD 5736644 THE TARTAN SCOTTISH BAND: Down to the Moon; Moon Dance; Steam Forest; Water Moon; Three Silver Ladies Dance; La Lune et l’Enfant; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 + $1.99 shipping.

CD 3957047 THE CELTIC ROMANCE COLLECTION. On two CDs you’ll experience the beauty and get lost in the beauty of these enchanting Celtic melodies. Featuring 15 tracks of relaxing instrumentals and dreamy vocal performances by Cat Agus Stean. Includes Isle of Innisfree; Edge of the River; The Dance of the Waters; Rivers and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $13.99 + $0.95 shipping.

CD 3889270 JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Bread & Roses Festival 1978. Collects 11 songs—tracks one through nine recorded from an FM broadcast on September 2 and September 3, 1978 at the Bread and Roses Festival and bonus tracks 10 and 11 from the Showtime Coast to Coast TV show. August 29, 1987. Songs include Funky Sings the Blues, A Chair in the Shade, The Game, Goodbye Pork Pie Hat, Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Inner City Blues; Off to California; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 + $0.95 shipping.

CD 4665929 BOB DYLAN: Shadows in the Night. Collects 10 songs from this music icon, including I’m A Fool To Want You; The Night We Called It a Day; Stay With Me; That Lucky Old Sun; Full Moon and Empty Arms; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $9.95 + $0.95 shipping.

CD 4664376 MARY MAULDIN: Yes We Can: Thirteen tracks from tracks from Mary Muldins with the lead vocals and fiddle, accompanied by The Women’s Voices for Peace Choir: Make a Better World; Inner City Blues; Yes We Can; Go Down; This Old World; We Must; and more. Concord Music Group. Pub. at $5.95 + $0.95 shipping.

CD 3713713 DONOVAN: Bottom Line 1976. This CD comes from an extraordinary show Donovan gave at New York’s Bottom Line Club in April 1976. Features a host of his classics plus a number of cuts from his 15th album. This stunning concert features Sunshine Superman; Atlantis; Mellow Yellow; Hurry Gundy Man; and more. Twenty tracks. Unicon. Pub. at $14.99 + $0.95 shipping.

DVD 3957217 ZEN GARDEN: The Art of Relaxation. Take a peaceful retreat to the far East with this collection of soothing world flutes and calming soundscapes. Includes a 60 minute DVD that transforms any room into a peaceful garden set to relaxing Asian inspired music. Lifescapes. $4.95 + $0.95 shipping.

DVD 4653009 MY FIREPLACE GIRL: Beauty in Black. Widescreen. Come get comfortable, with a roaring fire and a beautiful young lady. Keep the company. Watch the fire roars and keeps her warm while she relaxes, knits you a sweater and sends you sweet kisses. Starring Instagram sensation, ModelAngelica. 61 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 + $0.95 shipping.

DVD 371165X MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION! For those who long for a winter night in New York, sitting by the fire with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the spaciousness of a modern house in a modern home. Relax, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 + $0.95 shipping.

WWMM 4653009 Sold Out

For those who long for a winter night in New York, sitting by the fire with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the spaciousness of a modern house in a modern home. Relax, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMM. **Sold Out**

Please enter Name and Item Number into the search box and enter the item number in the search box.

**SOLD OUT**
**CD 3886905** JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of the folk rock star. This set collects 45 songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving, on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; Christmas for Cowboys; Thank God I'm a Country Boy; and more. All tracks remastered. MCA. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 3913791** PHIL OCHS: The Best of the Real. This CD collects 17 songs plus three bonus tracks (all previously unreleased) from the folk singer, including In the Heat of the Summer; That Which I Want to Hear; City Boy; The War Is Over; Bracero; Sailors and Soldiers; and more. Liberation Hall. $11.95 $12.95

**CD 3775941** BOB DYLAN: Finlay Club. The folk icon performs 11 songs in Montreal on July 2, 1962. Death of Emmett Till; Stealin’; Hiram Hubbard; Blowin’ in the Wind; Rocks and Gravel; Quit Your Lowdown Ways; He Was a Friend of Mine; I’m Gonna Change My Way; I’ll Take Care of U. M. Remixed and mastered. ABC. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**CD 38874X** JOHNNY CASH VS BOB DYLAN: The Singer and the Song. Collects 50 legendary recordings from these two icons, often performed during their world’s collide in the ‘60s. Includes I Walk the Line; Five Feet High and Rising; and In Them Old Cottonfields Back Home by Johnny Cash and Blowin’ in the Wind by Bob Dylan along with bonus tracks recorded by Bob Dylan and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**CD 3714710** JOHN PRINE: Talking Dirty. Features a performance recorded in October 1986 from Asheville, North Carolina. Twenty-two tracks, including LuLu Walls; The Torch Singer; Air Heck; Six O’Clock News; My Own Best Friend; Spanish Pipuedream; Blue Umbrella; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6941028** BONNIE RAITT: Nobody’s Girl. This dynamic performance delivers 17 tracks including About to Make Me Leave Home; Runnin’ Out of Time; I’ll Think Twice Before I Get My Heart Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Girl; The Road is My Middle Name; Give It Up or Let Me Go; Thing Called Love; Love Letter; Three Kings; and more. ABC. Pub. at $17.98 $11.95

**CD 3931625** JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipedream. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland in November 2005, these 15 tracks include Spanish Pipuedream; Please Don’t Buy Me; Souvenirs; Fields of White; All of My Best Friends; Spanish in There and more. Sudoku Records. Pub. at $17.98 $11.95

**CD 3987264** SYLVIA TYSON: You Were on My Mind. A collection featuring fourteen tracks from this Canadian singer-songwriter and folk singer including Pepe’s Milk; Walking on the Moon; Sleep on My Shoulder; Trucker’s Cafe; River Road; Last Call; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3931560** EMMYLO HARRIS: Here and There. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Harman’s. Dozens of outstanding tracks are collected on this album including Distant Rain; Going to the Sun; and more. Okeh Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3931580** JOHN JONI MITCHELL & MARC TAYLOR: Paris Theatre 1970. Recorded from a live FM Broadcast at The Paris Theatre, London on October 29, 1970. Eighteen tracks, including That Song About the Midway; The Gallery; Rainy Day Man; Stealing Blues; Carey; and more. All Tracks Remastered. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3794709** MARCHING AROUND THE WORLD. Collects 16 tracks from some of the world’s military bands of H.M. Forces, including Friedlander March; Redetsky March; Gibral; Army of the Nile; Marche Lorraine; A Bridge Too Far; Cairo Road; Hyde Park Valdes March; and more. Start. $5.95

**CD 3988582** JONI MITCHELL: Live in New York. A two CD, 21 track collection that features Big Yellow Taxi; Tangled Up in Blue; and more. Equinox. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2928156** MITCH MILLER: Folk Songs/March Along. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Smokey; Red River Valley; Dixie; in the Valley; My Darling Clementine; Aunt Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; I’m Going Back To Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 3883627** THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62. The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late ‘50s and early ‘60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs for their Trademark label. Features O’Donnell Aboo; The Foggy Dew; Paddy Doyle’s Boots; South Australia; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3996588** THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA. Two independently packaged albums, created for one great night of BOSSA NOVA sound. Includes Joao Gilberto’s The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD, and Bossa Nova: Joao Gilberto’s New York, featuring the era’s top beat as Gilberto, Sergio Mendes, Sylvia Telles, Loulou Bonf, and other greats. Nine tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3848892** HARRY CHAPIN: Some More Stories Live. Recorded live on April, 11th, 1977, at The Post-Aula in Bremen, Germany this CD features fifteen tracks from this folk singer including Shooting Star; Blues Man; Corey’s Comin’; Dirty Old Man; Dreams Go By; Cat’s in the Cradle and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.98 $14.95

**CD 4652770** FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Chicago 1970. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Mandell Hall, Chicago, Illinois on May 27, 1970. Ten tracks, including Walk Awhile; Marty Groves; The Devils Daughter; Flackbird Canvas; Six Patrick; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6837145** LEONARD COHEN: The Archives. The ultimate collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976; Germany 1979; and Switzerland 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Bird on the Wire; The Parisian; Who By Fire; There Is a War; I’m Your Man; Closing Time; and many more. Six CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $17.98 SOLD OUT

**CD 3883900** PETE SEEGER: Live at Mandell Hall 1957. Collects 36 songs from the American folk singer, including Arkansas Traveler; Reel My Daughter Kindly; She Moves Through the Fair; Great Getting Up in the Morning; Kumbaya; The Butcher’s Boy; and more. Two CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4954392** PETE, BETHANY & SARA PETE CAFE & OTHER FAMILY CLASSICS. Comprises eleven tracks from Peter (originally of Peter, Paul and Mary). Peter’s daughter Bethany and Rufus Capadocia, reinterpreting the original vitality of the CAFE group. Songs include Blue Moon; Fly; Cindy; Careless Love; The Cuckoo; You Better Mind; Long Chain On; Frankie & Johnny and more. Salasarea Records. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 5954737** THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934. A.P., Sara, and Maybelle—they were the first three brothers in a traditional Appalachian folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock to southern Gospel. Remastered from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio of true folk music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 4725484** JOHN REINBOURN GROUP: A Maid in Bremen. This contemporary folk album collects 15 tracks, including I am A Maid That’s Deep in Love; Death and the Lady; Westron Wynde: A Maid in Bedlam; To Glastonbury; A Maid in Scotland; and more. Live at Roemer, Bremen on February 14, 1979. MIG Music. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
**World - Folk**


**CD 3987086 ELLEN MCLWAIN: The Real/Everybody Needs It.** Gathers 23 tracks from this singer-songwriter and guitarist including plants Whacha Got; a Single Word; Everybody Needs It; Come Sit Down and Tell Me; Crawling Kingsnake; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 4590079 SOUTH OF THE BORDER: Great Latin Hits.** This essential collection gathers 75 of your Latin favorites, including Brazil by Xavier Cugat; Frenesi by Arbie Shaw; I Came, I Saw, I Conquered by George Evans; Mama Yo Quiero by Carmen Miranda; Cherry Pine and Apple Blossom White by Fere molt.

**CD 3988546 LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yad Eliahu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19th, 1972 are collected these ten tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; Sisters of Mercy; Avalanches; We Shall Not Be Moved; and a two-part interview with Leonard Cohen.

**CD 3991764 STEPHEN STILLS & DAVID CROSBY: Cowboys for Indians.** In February 5, 1967, Stephen Stills and David Crosby were in Austin, Texas at a benefit gig. They both performed dynamic solo sets and then collaborated for the final half hour or so, during which David Lindley joined the duo. This two CD set features over forty songs including Midnight Rider; Treetop Flyer; For Free; Carry Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3900347 SONGBIRDS: Albanian Music from 76s, 1924-1946.** A wonderful set combining some of the best of the original 78 rpm records. Songs include Islam Jonazi and Friends; Cohan Arifi and Sabri Fehmi; Xhemal Asllani and Sabri Fehmi; Selim Asllani and Hatze Asllani; Riza Sylivi; Mali Kolia; and many more.

**CD 3778401 KLAUS SCHULZE: La Vele Electronique 1.** A collection of three CDs, with 27 tracks from this German electronic music pioneer, composer and musician, including I Was Dreaming; I Was Awake; The Real McCoy; Time Never Will; and more. Includes booklet with both German and English tracknotes.

**CD 3988538 JUDY COLLINS & JONAS FJELD: Winter Stories.** Fifteen tracks featuring Winter Stories; Wildwood; River Angels in the Snow; Both Sides Now; Amazing Grace; and more. Includes DVD of the performance, live from the Oslo Opera House. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 3887618 CARRIE MARIE ANDREWS: Homeward.** Ten tracks are featured by this folk artist including: Rookie Dreaming; Not the End; Irene; How Quickly Your Heart Mends; Let the Good One Go; Home; Put the Table for One; Put the Fire Out; 15 Highway Lines; and Only in My Mind. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 3931684 THE NEW RESO GATHERING.** Tim Graves brought together some of today’s brightest Resophonic Guitar players in this 25 track CD. Titles by various artists include Lilley Dale; Fireball; Pickaway; Happy Times and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4696049 GAMELAN MALI SATRI: Hive.** Featuring vocalists Anis Astuti; Sutrisno Hartan; Ben Rogalsky and more this CD presents its second recording of new music for Javanese gamelan, a richly diverse mix of nine tracks of instrumental/vocal pieces. Songlines. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 3960897 JAMAICA JOHNNY & HIS MILLAGRO BOYS: Trinidad, Land of Calypso.** Contains 26 tracks from this two-CD set, collecting both mono and stereo versions of his historic debut album, plus two bonus tracks. Thirty songs include Talkin’ New York; House of the Rising Sun; Man of Constant Sorrow; Nobody Knows; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 3914550 JOE NOLAN: Drifters.** Eleven tracks are collected here from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including Kisses in the Dark; Tupelo Honey; Maybe We Didn’t Get Our Timing Right; How I Used to Be; and more. Fallen Tide Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3887393 BOB DYLAN: Longing for the Legend.** Released March 19, 1962. Dylan’s first album is a rather curious affair. The album contains only two original compositions. However, much of Dylan’s fledging talent is revealed on this first album. Includes sixty-four tracks, including You’re No Good; Song to Woody; In My Time of DYing; Talkin’ New York; Fixin’ to Die; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3988511 JONI MITCHELL WITH HERBIE HANCOCK: Live at the Breid & Roses Festival, 1978.** From a live recording broadcast—a benefit gig in Berkeley, California, 1978—are collected nine tracks including Furry Sings the Blues; A Chair in the Sky; Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; Thats Alright Mama; Yo Quiero; Summer Isaac; A Case of You; and more. Equinox. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 395711X IRISH CELEBRATION: 30 Traditional Pub Songs.** Raise a glass and celebrate the Irish spirit with this 30 track collection of traditional pub favorites featuring a collection on 12 tracks. Includes The Bivelane, Evermore; May’s Or Corne; The Orange and the Green; Rattlin’ Bog; Fiddler’s Green; Star of the County Down; The rake; and more. Songs from the 70s.


**CD 2993783 BOB DYLAN: Fallen Angels. This 12 track collection captures the iconic style of this legendary performer. Includes Young atHeart; Maybe You’ll Be There; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; All the Way; Skylark; Nevertheless; All or Nothing at All; On a Little Street; So Tonight; I’ll Had to Be You; Melancholy Mood; That Old Black Magic; and Corne Rain or Corne Shine.

**CD 3887596 BOB DYLAN & JOAN BAEZ: Voices of a Generation.** Compiled into one set are the albums of two folk legends that changed music forever. Includes all 13 tracks of Bob Dylan’s plus two bonus tracks. Ten tracks include Mixed-Up Confusion and Conina; Corina; and as all 13 tracks of Joan Baez, Vol. 1, plus four bonus tracks. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 3775933 BOB DYLAN: Blame It on Rio. This CD collection brings together 17 songs from the folk icon’s live performance from Brazil in January 1990. Includes Subterranean Homesick Blues; Lay Lady Lay; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3957810 THE BEST OF IRISH ACCORDION.** Accordian lovers will be thrilled to have the range of musical offerings on this 15 track CD. Turkey in the Straw; Ohio Waltz; Walls of Jericho; The Silver Spear; The Men Of Harlequin; Forty Pipers; Cock O’ the North; The Boys of Blue Hill; Miss McLeod’s Reel; The Irish Washerwoman; The Silver Spear; Kerry Be thrilled to hear the range of musical offerings on this 15 track CD. Turkey in the Straw; Ohio Waltz; Walls of Jericho; The Silver Spear; The Men Of Harlequin; Forty Pipers; Cock O’ the North; The Boys of Blue Hill; Miss McLeod’s Reel; The Irish Washerwoman; The Silver Spear; Kerry

**CD 388760X BOB DYLAN VS. PETE SEEGER: The Singer and Constructing the Legend.** Venture back to the beginnings of folk music’s greatest influence in this two-CD set, collecting both mono and stereo versions of his historic debut album, plus two bonus tracks. Thirteen songs include Talkin’ New York; House of the Rising Sun; Man of Constant Sorrow; Nobody Knows; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.
**World - Folk**

**CD 3945642 LEONARD COHEN: REJKVIK 1988.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at La Guardalsholl, Reykjavik, Iceland on June 24, 1988. Collects 28 tracks, including "Dance Me to the End of Love;" " Ain't No Cure for Love; Who by Fire; Bird on a Wire; Story of Isaac; Hallelujah; Passing Through;" and "_LINK. Sold at $9.95.

**CD 3887677 THE FOLK BLUES OF DAVE VAN RONK.** Two original albums by the folk performer who inspired a generation of singer-songwriters. Includes all 14 tracks of Dave Van Ronk Sings Ballads; Blues & a Spinning wheel and all 15 of Dave Van Ronk Sings: In the Pines; Backwater Blues; Dink's Song; Willie the Weeper and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 3717498 RY COODER & THE MOLLA BANDA RHYTHM ACES: Santa Cruz.** This CD contains a stunning recording from a performance on March 25th, 1987 in Santa Cruz, California. Songs include "Lost Feelin'; Mama's Gun; Goodbye to Summer;" and more. Borelly Records. In addition, 62 minutes. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 6908845 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits.** This CD collects nine tracks from Cohen's October 1988 live performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include "First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain't No Cure for Love;" and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 3819017 CIVIL WAR & OTHER LOVE SONGS.** Features twelve tracks including "When the River Runs dry;" and more. The Bear Family Recordings. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 593432X IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End.** Reissues the rarest—and final—studio recordings of these pioneer Canadian folk singers. Tracks include "More Often Than Not; Creators of Rain;" and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3840488 ELMO WILLIAMS & HANK WILLIAMS EARLY. Takes One to Know One.** Collects ten tracks, recorded at various locations including: Mother's Dead; Insane Instrumental; Blue Jumped the Rabbit; Boosler; Nolinti 'Man, Hoopin' and Holein'; Been Here and Gone; Natchez Fire; Do Your Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99.


**CD 4728327 CAT STEVENS: Tea for the Tillerman Live.** This live, rare classic 1970 performance captures the breadth of Stevens' studio recordings but with even more passion and depth. Songs include "Moonshadow; On the Road to Find Out; Where Do the Children Play?;" and more. 35 minutes. MVD. Visual.

**CD 4728475 PETER, PAUL & MOMMY, TOO.** Fullscreen. Peter, Paul and Mary continue their folk music magic for children and their families. This 2004 PBS televisions special features the trio’s delightful and heartfelt renditions of such classics as The Edelstine Light; The Fox; We Shall Overcome; Pull the Magic Dragon; and more. 90 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.95.


**DVD 3911419 JOHN MARYN: Live from the Camden Palace.** Fullscreen. When John Maryn performed at the Camden Palace in 1984 as part of the "10 of us live from London" series, he already considered a great. Accompanied by Foss Paterson, Jeff Allen and Danny Cummings, this concert goes to highlight the remarkable skills of a master performer who is all too soon. Tracks include "Lost River;" Sweet Little Mystery; Root Love; John Wayne; and more. 60 minutes. The Store For Music. Pub. at $7.95.

**DVD 3950484 WEATHER REPORT: Live in Cologne 1983.** Fullscreen. Recorded live in Cologne at the Satyrly sale, Germany, in May of 1983 this DVD showcases 11 performances by this Jazz Fusion/World music band. Titles include: Fast City; The People; D Flat Waltz; Blue Sound Note 3; Duet Jose Rossy & Omar Hakim; F Lines; Plaza Real; and more. 108 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.95.

**Time Life Music**

**CD 3984914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Rachmaninoff, Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Strauss, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Ravel, Dvorak, Liszt, and many more. 2986051. Time Life Music. Sold at $19.95.

**CD 373700X LORETTA LYNN: All Time Great Covers.** A collection of 12 tracks of the legendary singer. Thirty tracks compiled here, including "How Great Thou Art; I Feel Like Traveling On; Precious Memories; Old Rugged Cross; Amazing Grace; I’ll Fly Away; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.99.

**CD 3804802 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace.** This three CD, 44 track set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; and more. 2986051. Time Life Music. Sold at $19.95.

**CD 3875180 POP GOES THE ’70S: Sky High.** Thirty classics, including A Horse with No Name by America, You’re So Vain by Carly Simon; Cat’s in the Cradle by Harry Chapin; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John; it’s a Heartache by Bonnie Tyler; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3701433 70S COUNTRY: Country Boys.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Cry by Robert John; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3737020 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Cry by Robert John; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 3875160 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK.** Thirty-two tracks including " Stand by Me; textures of a Generation. Tracks include: "Give Me Something;" Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room; Smokin’ at the Muscle Shoals; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99.

**DVD 3875105 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK: Don’t Stop Believin’.** Thirty-two tracks including: “ Give Me Something;” Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room; Smokin’ at the Muscle Shoals; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 3984913ce 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace.** This three CD, 44 track set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; and more. 2986051. Time Life Music. Sold at $19.95.

**CD 3875180 POP GOES THE ’70S: Sky High.** Thirty classics, including A Horse with No Name by America, You’re So Vain by Carly Simon; Cat’s in the Cradle by Harry Chapin; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John; it’s a Heartache by Bonnie Tyler; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3701433 70S COUNTRY: Country Boys.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Cry by Robert John; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3737020 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Cry by Robert John; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 3875160 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK.** Thirty-two tracks including " Stand by Me; textures of a Generation. Tracks include: "Give Me Something;" Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room; Smokin’ at the Muscle Shoals; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99.

**DVD 3875105 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK: Don’t Stop Believin’.** Thirty-two tracks including: “ Give Me Something;” Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room; Smokin’ at the Muscle Shoals; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 3984913ce 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace.** This three CD, 44 track set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; and more. 2986051. Time Life Music. Sold at $19.95.

**CD 3875180 POP GOES THE ’70S: Sky High.** Thirty classics, including A Horse with No Name by America, You’re So Vain by Carly Simon; Cat’s in the Cradle by Harry Chapin; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John; it’s a Heartache by Bonnie Tyler; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3701433 70S COUNTRY: Country Boys.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Cry by Robert John; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $23.99.

**CD 3737020 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Cry by Robert John; and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 3875160 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK.** Thirty-two tracks including " Stand by Me; textures of a Generation. Tracks include: "Give Me Something;" Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room; Smokin’ at the Muscle Shoals; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99.
**Time Life Music**

**CD 3874882 '70S COUNTRY.** Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Charley Pride, George Jones, Charlie Daniels, Conway Twitty, Kinky Friedman, The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr., Linda Ronstadt, Kenny Rogers, and more. Eight CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 3097056 SOUL OF THE '60S.** A fantastic collection of 151 tracks by the original artists, including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is a Hurtin’ Thing, by Lou Rawls; You Beat Me to the Punch, by Mary Wells; Soul Man, by Sam and Dave; Funky Broadway, by Wilson Pickett; Heat Wave, by Martha & the Vandellas; Get Ready, by The Temptations; Pride and Joy, by Marvin Gaye; and many more. Nine CDs. Slipscased. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 3875156 LEGENDARY VOICES: I’ll Be Seeing You.** The three CDs collected here compile classic songs from legends of yesteryear. Artists include Andy Williams, Dinah Shore, Eddie Fisher, Elvis Presley, The Everly Brothers, Perry Como, Nat King Cole, Rick Nelson, Peggy Lee, Brenda Lee, and Star Vista. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**CD 3900398 TIME LIFE LOVES THE '80S.** Collects 151 tracks on nine CDs. Songs include Now Sensation by INXS; Love Shack by the B-52s; Addicted to Love by Robert Palmer; Walk Like an Egyptian by the BANGLES; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; Danger Zone by Kenny Loggins; and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 3737047 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY.** This is the most complete and most inspirational collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Joe Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Jones, Glenn Frey, the Everly Brothers, Waylon Jennings, Anne Murray, Barbara Mandrell, Tex Ritter, and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 3875083 GREATEST SONGS OF THE '70S.** Nine CDs with 150 of your favorite love songs from the decade. Featured artists include the Inspiration by Chicago; Say You Love Me by Fleetwood Mac; Mand by Barry Manilow; You Are So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Do That One More Time by Captain & Tennille; I’ll Be There by the Jackson 5. Time Life. Pub. at $199.99 $179.95

**CD 3701514 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY: Old Time Religion.** Thirty songs are collected here, including God Bless America by LeAnn Rimes; Shall We Gather at the River? by Randy Travis; The Old Country Church by Hank Williams, Give Me That Old Time Religion by Crystal Gale; Love Can Build a Bridge by the Luddites; and many more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 393750X GREATEST SONGS OF THE '60S.** Collects 155 tracks on nine CDs, in cardboard sleeves and slipscased including Cherish by the Association; I Got You Babe by Sonny & Cher; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Where or When by Dion and the Belmonts, and many more. Nineteen tracks. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3875148 LEGENDARY VOICES: Magic Moments.** Includes music from all your favorite and truly legendary artists of the music world. Artists include Andy Williams, Bobby Vinton, Johnny Mathis, Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, and many more. Twenty-nine tracks. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3737098 MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE.** A special collection of 150 timeless love songs from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s. Step back in time with great musical memories by these hit-makers: Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Pat Boone, Dean Martin; Andy Williams; Dean Martin; Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Bobby Darin, Engelbert Humperdinck, and many more. Ten CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $169.99 $129.95

**CD 3717224 SOUL OF THE '70S.** This ten CD collection features 130 soul favorites from the decade. Featured artists include Earth & Wind & Fire; Stevie Wonder; the Jackson Five; James Brown; Kool & the Gang; Lou Rawls; Gladys Knight & the Pips; Commodores; Marvin Gaye; Aretha Franklin; Tom Robinson; and the Miracles. And many more. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95


**CD 3874942 COUNTRY MUSIC: GREAT SONGS FOR YOUR LIFE.** For the Good Times. If you like country music, you’ll love this collection of 30 songs from some of the genre’s biggest stars. Tracks include Stand By Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Ain’t No Good by Elvis Presley; Amanda by Waylon Jennings; Islands in the Stream by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers; and more. Two CDs. Star Vista. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**CD 3875075 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY.** Collects 158 tracks from the legends of country music. Artists include Hank Williams, George Jones, Patsy Cline, Patsy Montana, Louis Jordan, Merle Haggard, and many more. Ten CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 3804981 THE BRITISH INVASION.** Featuring eight CDs containing 122 influential British tracks with performances by Eric Clapton; and the Animals; The Kinks, Herman’s Hermits; The Who; The Beatles; Gerry and the Pacemakers, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Deep Purple, and more. Also included is a DVD with 12 full-length performances from the Royal Variety Show by The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers and more. 46 minutes. B & W and Color. Slipscased. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 3874974 '60S COUNTRY.** Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold; Jim Reeves, Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson, Tammy Wynette, Floyd Cramer, Chet Atkins, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and many more. Eight CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 3875091 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK: Ballads.** If you’re a fan of classic rock, this two CD set is for you. Twenty-six songs, including I Want to Know What Love Is by Foreigner, Still the One by Orleans, Woman from New Orleans by Bono and more. Two CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3874990 A TRIBUTE TO THE BAKERFIELD'S SOUND LIVE!** This tribute CD collects 16 tracks, including Buckaroo; Streets of Bakerfield; I've Got a Tiger by the Tail; Swingin' Doors; Air Supply; The Dance. Among the artists performing are Chuck Mead, Wade Hayes, Johnny Lee, Rut Galin, and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $129.99 $8.95

**CD 3097080 THE TEEN YEARS SET.** Fifty-nine tracks of oldies but goodies from our teen years performed by the original artists including All I Have to Do Is Dream, by The Everly Brothers; My Special Angel, by Bobby Hebb; Come Go With Me, by The Dell-Vikings; Don't Forbid Me, by Pat Boone; It's Only Make Believe, by Conway Twitty; Travelin' Man, by Ricky Nelson; Lollipop, by The Chordettes; Surfer Girl, by The Beach Boys; and more. Four CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 Sold Out

**CD 3737039 TIME LIFE'S EASY LISTENING CLASSICS.** This ten CD set collects 128 tracks of easy listening music from music legends such as John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dionne Warwick, Sonny & Cher, Carly Simon, Elton John, Ray Charles, Dean Martin, Patsy Cline, Diana Ross, Frank Sinatra, and more. Ten CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 $109.95

**DVD 3701581 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country.** Features Kitty Wells’ Making Believe, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special bonus set includes the Hit Country Show Over by Connie Smith, whom Dolly acknowledged as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In color and B&W. 56 minutes. Time Life. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**DVD 3092844 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music ever assembled, from the ’50s to the ’70s. These fifteen historical duo performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, O Lonesome Me; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline, Remember Me I’m the One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If You Knew Was; and more. In B&W and Color. 57 minutes. Time Life. Pub. at $149.95 $119.95

---
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Country & Western - Bluegrass

★ CD 3866017 THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION 1953-62. Comprises the A & B sides of Cramer’s singles for the Abbott, MGM and RCA labels during these years, on two CDs with 62 tracks that include: Dancin’ Diane; Little Brown Jug; Jolly Cholly; Succlotash; Dixie; Rumpus; Last Date; Slip Acapulco. Acabat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ CD 3821811 BUCK OWENS: The Capitol Singles & Albums 1957-62. This 47 track, two CD set comprises the A & B sides of Owens’ Capitol singles from his debut for the label in 1957 through 1962, along with all the tracks not otherwise released on singles from his albums released during this period. Tracks include Kickin’ Our Hearts Around; Above and Beyond; You Don’t Know Me; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 3919668 THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Fender could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. This CD collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 68727X TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS: Songs of the Golden West. A wonderful collection of 78 classic songs from country and western legends, including Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodgers, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. $7.15

★ CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the UK. Among the hits: Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It’s Springtime in Two CDs. Acrobat. $16.99. $12.95

★ CD 4715748 75 NO. 1 COUNTRY HITS: Essential Collection. A must-have collection of whatever country hits might have made a hit beyond yesteryear. Seventy-five tracks, including Oh Lonesome Me by Don Gibson; Don’t Be Cruel by Elvis Presley; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; A Satisfied Mind by Porter Wagoner; CD’s. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $13.95

★ CD 3905950 JIMMY BUFFETT: Coconut Telegraph. This CD collects nine songs from the “gill and western” singer, including Coconut Telegraph; Island; It’s My Job; The Weather Is Here, Wish You Were Beautiful; Little Miss Magic; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 3097072 TANYA TUCKER: My Turn. Tanya Tucker, who makes voices come these twelve tracks that include Wine Me Up; Lovesick Blues; Love’s Gonna Live Here; Crazy Arms; After the Fire Is Gone; Is Anybody Goin’ to San Antonio; I Love You a Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love; Walk Through This World with Me; Oh, Lonesome Me; You Don’t Know Me; and Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95

★ CD 58465X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his first recording of Your Cheatin’ Heart with the MGM label until and his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

★ CD 48978X THE CARLISLES COLLECTION 1951-61. This 61-track, two CD set comprises most of the band’s A & B sides for Mercury and Columbia labels during this era. Songs include No Help Wanted; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Knobhole; Is Zat You, Myrtle; Taint Nice (to Talk Like That); I Would ‘Il Could more. Acabat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ CD 3886542 TAMMY WYNETTE: Gold. Sody tracks on 3 CDs collect Wynette’s top hits including Stand By Your Man; Lonely Street; Golden Ring; Woman to Woman; You and Me; Starting Over; Run, Woman, Run; The Ceremony; and more. Each released in a fold-out cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95


CD 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye. Drawn from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1953 and 1962, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great. My San Antonio Mama; The Hobo’s Last Ride; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever a Pal Like You; My Little Swiss Maiden; Someday I’ll Find a Way; Care, We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 4670531 GRADY MARTIN: Diesel Smoke, Dangerous Curves and Hot Guitar. This CD collects 30 tracks from the country and western legend, including Bimbo; Sweethearts or Strangers; Pork Chop Stomp; The Fuzz; Where the Rio De Rosas Flow; (There’s Always) A Need for Love; Red Sweater; and more. Other artists that can be heard here include Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, and Conway Twitty. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

★ CD 381979X STEVE EARLE AND THE DUKES: The Hard Way. Thirteen tracks from the Troubadour rock band, including The Southern Kind; Promise You Anything; Esmeralda’s Hollywood; Billy Austin; Close Your Eyes; Country Girl; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 3889161 DON WILLIAMS: The Journey. The 14 tracks collected here span over 30 years of great songwriting. Songs include Leaving for the Flatlands; I Need You to Want Me; Oh Misery; Fly Away; Running in the Fast Lane; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★ CD 3821862 EMMYLOU HARRIS & TONY RANKIN: Linda Ronstadt’s Night Out. Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include Loving the Highwayman; For a Dancer; Hello Stranger; Sweet Spot; He was Mine; Telling Me Lies; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $26.99.

★ CD 3947459 TOWNES VAN ZANDT: Live at the Old Quarter, Houston, Texas. Collects 27 tracks on two CDs from the country/folk singer that include: Announcement; Pancho & Lea; Two Girls; To Live Is To Fly; Re’s Blues; Keepers; Together; and more. Fat Possum Records. Sold Out

★ CD 295978X EMMYLOU HARRIS & SPYBOTY: Bottom Line, New York 1998. The ensemble played at New York’s legendary Bottom Line club in 1998, recorded as a live FM broadcast. This CD collects 16 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Pancho and Lea; Two More Bottles of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Waters; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ CD 3849982 TOWNES VAN ZANDT, DELTA MOMMA BLUES. Collects 10 tracks from the immortal country/folk singer that include: Only Him or Me; Tower Song; Come Tomorrow; Where I Lead Me; Rape; Nothin’; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

★ CD 3886652 CRYSTAL GAYLE: Live in Tennessee. This concert, recorded at the Renaissance Theatre in Tennessee in 2005, features Gayle at her very best. She performs all her hits, including Talking in Your Sleep; Why Have You Left the One; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Blue; and more. Twenty tracks. Also includes a recording of the performance (91 minutes). Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 4652630 CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE. Collects 25 festive and swingin’ country tunes from many of your favorites, including Here Comes Santa Claus by Gene Autry; Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer by Red Foley; Christmas Carol by the Old Corral by Tex Ritter; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95

★ CD 3914607 ROY DRUSKY: The Singles & Albums Collection 1955-62. This 49 track, two CD set comprises Drusky’s A & B sides for the Columbia and Decca labels during this time period. Songs include Alone with You; Country Girl; Anymore; I’d Rather Loan You Out; Another Foot Like Me; Come on Back and Love Me; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95
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**CD 4564493** THE AL DEXTER COLLECTION 1936-49: Al Dexter & His Troopers. This two-CD set compiles 54 track sets recorded between 1936 & 1949. Includes songs like: Loose Change, Red Rag, Call It Home, as well as several duets with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn Brothers. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3950336** THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRET: Border Town Broadcasts from various locations between 1930s & ‘40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period—New San Antonio Rose, Smoke on the Water, Sugar Moon, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5010180** THE MURDOCK BROTHERS: Selected Sides 1947-1953. This collection of 48 tracks, recorded between 1947-1953, is the definitive look at one of country music’s most renowned groups. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 388693X** LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS AND THE STANLEY BROTHERS: Selected Sides 1947-1953. This collection of 94 tracks from this time period. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include Molly and Tenbrooks, The Silver Chalice, and more. Twenty-four tracks. Garrison Music. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 3754022** THE WILBURN BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1954-62. This 59-track, two-CD set comprises most of their A & B sides for Decca during this period, plus selected titles from their albums Teddy and Doyle; Side by Side; Livin’ in God’s Country; The Big Heartbreak; and Sing and City Limits. Includes Top 10 hits, such as Go Away with Me; I’m So in Love with You; Somebody’s Back in Town, and more. Twelve tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95


**CD 465305X** THE PEE WEE KING COLLECTION 1946-64. Twenty track, three-CD set comprises selected A & B sides from releases on the Bullet and RCA labels including the influential group, Red Foley. Songs include: Silver Poke; Tennessee Waltz; Tenbrooks; Busybody; Bonaparte’s Retreat; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4640829** ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Emery Tubb record featured in the U.S. country or pop charts over more than two decades, including hit duets with Red Foley, The Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7615191** HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A side which made it into the charts from his chart debut in 1949 through 1962, including 39 of the 43 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5760704** THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1939-50. Collects 68 tracks from one of the Western Swing style pioneers, Bob Wills’, distinctive sound is the focus of this collection and includes some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period—San Antonio Rose, Smoke on the Water, Sugar Moon, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99


**CD 3959511** BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: Riding Your Way. Recordings from 1946 and 1947 represent Bob Wills’ post-transcriptions for Tiffany Music. Two CDs offer 50 vintage performances including Put Another Chair at the Table; I Can’t Begin to Tell You; Yellow Rose of Texas; Travelin’ Blues; Goodnight Little Sweetheart; Lonesome Whistle; Waltz Me; and more. Red Hot Jazz. MCA. Pub. at $21.95


**CD 3886964** LYNN ANDERSON: Live at the Opry. Anderson is captured here giving a sparkling performance at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in August of 2004. Sixteen tracks, including Rose Garden, Top of the World, Rockin’ Top; Ring a Country Bell; Somebody Soon; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (61 minutes), WInnerworld. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3937593** THE MERLE TRAVIS SINGLE COLLECTION 1946-56. Forty-eight track, four-CD set comprising most of Travis’ Capitol A & B sides from the ‘40s and ‘50s. Songs include No Vacancy, Cincinnati Lou; Sweet Temptation; That’s All; Blue Smoke; El Rero; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99
CD 3792358 JANIE FRICKIE—IT AIN’T EASY: The Complete Hits. Featuring forty-one tracks from the country music star sales these CD includes: What’s Wo “It’s Too Late Tonight; Let’s Try Again; Do Me With Love; He’s a Heartache (Looking for a Place to Happen); Tell Me a Lie; Are You Satisfied, and Put Me Back You lucky one. $17.99

CD 3891332 THE JIMMY WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Wakely was one of the last of the "singing cowboys," personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD set, 84-track collection comprises A and B sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has more. ACBAC at $19.99.

CD 3888980 MARK KNOPFLER & EMMYLOU HARRIS: Blue of the Night. Recorded from a live performance at Arena Di Verona, Italy on June 3, 2006. Nineteen songs, including Ashes of an Old Love Affair; The Sea and Me; Tall Handsome Stranger; One More Kiss; You're Never Gonna Change Me; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99.

CD 3693482 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1961-1963. Featuring hits from eight of Robbins' albums, this 107-track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as A Little Sentimental; Hurt; To Each His Own; Unchained Melody; I'm in the Mood; Alineene; Rose All the Way; In the Middle of a Beautiful Day; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $9.99.

CD 3567273 WEBB PIERCE: The Complete US Country Hits 1952-62. One of the most successful country artists during the 1950s, Webb Pierce scored more country No. 1’s than any other artist. Collected here are all 62 of his records, both A and B side, that made an appearance on the charts during that remarkable decade. From Wondering and The Last Waltz to Sooner or Later. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 3757404 NEKO CASE: Live from Austin, TX. This debut Austin City Limits performance on August 9, 2003, captures songs from Neko’s three seminal solo releases at the time, combining elements of country, rock, and folk. Featuring tracks, including Favorite, Outo with Bees; Behind the House, In California; and many more. New West Records. Pub. at $9.99.

CD 5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the first decade of Ray’s remarkable career. Nearly every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like If You’re Gonna Leave Me, Leave Me Now; Count Me Out; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 6908802 JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950s and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising hits like What Am I Living For; A Dear John; Country Roads; Old Rivers; Is There Anyone Out?; and more. RCA. Pub. at $19.99.


CD 3937666 BLUEGRASS 2020. Collects ten Bluegrass instrumental: Foggy Mountain Chimes; Five & Dime; Kentucky Mandolin; Pipeline Blues; Sunday Drive; Storm and Stress; Mountain Dew; Varsity Forage; Valhalla Breakdown; Vanier; and By Steal. Packaged in a sleeve. Pinecastle. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 3988408 THE DILLARDS: Old Road New Again. Features eleven tracks from the Bluegrass band including Earlham; Common Man; Sweet Companion; My Little Girl; One Man Only; The Ride; and more. Packaged in a sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.


CD 688515X THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941. Experience the later years of the first family of American music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over six hours of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East; Virginia Blues; Jealous Hearted Me; and more folk and country classics. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $32.99.

CD 3895813 BILL MONROE’S OL’ MANDOLIN: Loraine Jackson and Carolina. Twelve tracks from this bluegrass group include Bill Monroe’s Ol’ Mandolin; They Call It Bluegrass; Ready for the Times to Get Better; Sally Ann’s Wedding; Singsong Living Today; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $21.95.

CD 3794333 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962. This 110 track, four CD collection illustrates the greatest hits of 62 includes Walk On By by Leroy Van Dyke; You’re the Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I’m Tempted by Marty Robbins; Old Rivers; by Walter Brennan; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Adios Amigos by Jim Reeves and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6829431 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1938-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $32.99.

CD 2927411 FERLIN HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-62. The prolific country hit-maker of the ‘50s and ‘60s is revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like I A Dear John (Let’s Call It Quits); Gene’s Way; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 6657905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All The Classic Releases 1938-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $32.99.


CD 3794822 TEX WILLIAMS: The Capitol Years, 1948-51. Features all his thirteen hits from the years between 1948 and 51, including the classic No. 1 Smoke (That Cigarette), and the Top 10 hits The Callifornia Polka, That’s What I Like About the West; Never Trust a Woman; Don’t Telegraph, Don’t Worry; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 3794458 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1961. Acclaimed track collection covers the year of 1961, during which Time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot & Wides, and it comprises every record which appeared in the top 22 places in that chart during the year by the original artists. Tracks includes On the Wings of a Dove by Ferlin Husky, I’m Loving You by Jim Reeves, New York by George Jones, and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

CD 2655973 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Hits 1952-62. Comprises every record by Kilty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides and singles that also earned them acclaim. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.95.

CD 665815X THE FARBOR YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62. One of the most successful country artists during the height of honky tonk, Faron Young’s well-loved ‘50s hits are presented in this two-CD set. Sixty tracks comprise all A and B sides from a decade of releases, including classics like Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young, Country Girl; and Hey, Baby, You’re Mine. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.95.
Country & Western - Bluegrass


**CD 279862X WANDA JACKSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62.** This great value 58 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all this country singer’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include “Lovin’ Country Style;” “The Right to Love;” “I Cried Again;” “Distant Heart;” “Foolen’ Love;” “Put Your Arms Around Me;” and many more. 身份不明. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 5942947 LEFTY FRIZZELL—COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1959.** Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like “I Love You a Thousand Ways;” “I’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time);” “Cold Feet;” “Lost Love Blues;” “I’ve Been Away Too Long;” “I’ll Sit Alone and Cry;” and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 3987256 SUE FOLEY: The Ice Queen.** Features twelve tracks from this Canadian blues singer and guitarist including “Come to Me;” “Run;” “The Lucky Ones;” “Gaspilst;” “Death of a Dream;” “Cannonball Blues;” and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $13.95 $11.95

**CD 6674240 EMMYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels.** In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics: “Cash on the Barrel Head;” “That’s All I Rock ’n’ Rollin’ Single;” “Seein’ Double;” Coat of Many Colors; “Amarillo;” Together Again; Return of the Greciose Angel; Bluebird Wine; Tonight the Bottle Let Me Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2977116 IAN & SYLVIA: The Lost Tapes.** These two CDs collect 26 tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including “Keep on the Sunny Side;” “Dary Farrow;” “Will the Circle Be Unbroken;” “Sweet Dreams;” “Come on in My Kitchen;” “Silver Threads and Golden Needles;” and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2888048 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** Includes all of Monroe’s recording at the Castle Studio in 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 5 CD, 181 track collection includes Blue Grass Rambles; Raw Hide; Poison Love; Cabin of Love; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99 $29.95

**CD 5853338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME.** Twenty-six tracks bring together iconcic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen: My Rifle; My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; “The Sons of Kate Elder” by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Franklin Laine; “The Yellow Rose of Texas” by Roy Rogers; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**CD 6992307 WILLIE NELSON: At the Boarding House.** Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco’s Boarding House on June 7th, 1975. A show consisting of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of well-chosen covers. Songs include “Shotgun Willie;” “Funny How Time Slips Away/Crazy Night Life;” “Good Hearted Woman;” Me and Paul; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 3794571 GENE AYTU: Back in the Saddle Again.** The legendary singing cowboy has no less than five “stars” on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and this new collection of his music ideally showcases his musical talents. Twenty-five tracks include: Back in the Saddle Again; Deep in the Heart of Texas; Maria Elena; “My Rifle, My Pony & Me;” “Oh, Lonesome Me;” and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3771091 THE JIMMY NEWMAN COLLECTION 1948-62.** Features eighteen hits on the U.S. Country Chart, with nine Top Ten entries including the number 2 hits “Faith Star” and “You’re Making a Fool out of Me” and the number four hit “Cry Darling,” along with selected A & B sides for the Modern, Fais and Mercury labels. Fifty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95

**CD 3866289 A TRIBUTE TO OUTCOUNTRY: Live from the Country Music Cruise.** Live from a Country Music cruise, these fourteen tracks are a tribute to Outcountry and include “Whiskey River;” “Rainy Day Woman;” “Stomps Never Lost;” “Holny Tonks Heroes;” “Good Hearted Woman” and more performed by Chuck Mead and Band, Wades Hayes and Band, Tim Atwood and Band, and more. StarVista. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 3987919 RITA CHIARELLI: Just Gettin’ Started.** Features ten tracks from this Canadian blues-based rock ‘n roll performer including “Just Gettin’ Started;” “Shallow Water;” “Honky Tonk” “Satisfied Lovers” “Me;” and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3987917 TOM DARBY & JIMMIE TARLTON.** This duos songs and style influenced generation. Eighty-eight songs collected here, including “Down in Florida on a Dog;” “Slow Wicked Blues;” “Pork Chops;” “Hard Luck;” “Birmingham Town;” “Lonesome in the Times;” “Black Jack Moonshine;” and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**CD 2817551 JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters.”** To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label and had this set highlights of more than 200 releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ’70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $35.99 $27.95

**CD 58533 DALE ANN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys.** Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including “The Stranger;” “Till I Hear It from You;” “Pocket Full of Keys;” Ain’t It Funny; Hard Way. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3872947 DALE ANN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys.** Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including “The Stranger;” “Till I Hear It from You;” “Pocket Full of Keys;” Ain’t It Funny; Hard Way. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3872955 DALE ANN BRADLEY: The Hard Way.** This CD compiles 10 songs from the five-time Female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including “Hard Way Every Time;” “Pretty, Dark Likes of You;” “Ring My Bell;” “I’ll Just Go Away;” “Going Back to Kentucky;” “If You Were Mine To Lose;” “Our Last Goodbye;” “Blackberry Summer;” This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3888344 DALE ANN BRADLEY.** Eleven tracks from this American Bluegrass performer include “Southern Memories;” “Champagne Lady;” “One More River;” “I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky;” “If You Were Mine To Lose;” “Our Last Goodbye;” “Blackberry Summer;” This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3869088 DALE ANN BRADLEY.** Collects 12 songs from this American Bluegrass performer include “Southern Memories;” “Champagne Lady;” “One More River;” “I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky;” “If You Were Mine To Lose;” “Our Last Goodbye;” “Blackberry Summer;” This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3888344 DALE ANN BRADLEY.** Eleven tracks from this American Bluegrass performer include “Southern Memories;” “Champagne Lady;” “One More River;” “I’ll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky;” “If You Were Mine To Lose;” “Our Last Goodbye;” “Blackberry Summer;” This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3869094 THE RUSTY DRAPER COLLECTION 1939-62.** This 62 track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides for Bluebird with the Sons of the Ozarks, for Coast with Rusty Draper & The Dreamers, for Cavalier with Ozark Red, and solo recordings for Mercury. Songs include “Knock on Wood;” “Love Me;” “I’m Gonna Bring God My Troubles;” “He’s a Woman;” Just Because; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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**CD 398108** GARY FJELLGAARD: Under Western Skies. This Canadian singer/songwriter bridges the gap between yesterday and today. Folk, Part country and all as real as the headlines in a small-town newspaper, these 12 tracks touch the heart. Titles include On the Riverfront; One more Pony Ride; morning Country Plain. Pub at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 4653766 PHIL LEADBETTER AND PHIL WILLS: The Bakersfield Sound:** This boxed set is the first sprawling anthology of Bakersfield’s country music heritage. Some 299 tracks begin with the 1940s field recordings of migrants all the way through 1974. Presents Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, Bob Wills & The Texas Playboys, Bill Woods and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 223 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles on each artists. 10 CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub at $299.99 $174.99

**CD 3874950** BRADLEY & ADAIR: Oh Darlin’. Features ten tracks from this Bluegrass duo: Roses; I Can’t Go Home Anymore; Winds of Fall; Home Sweet Home; In the Garden; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 3881966** DOLLY PARTON: The Hits. Nineteen tracks from the female mad Dolly Parton so endearing. Includes Jolene; 9 to 5; Here You Come Again; Islands in the Stream, with Kenny Rogers; Coat of Many Colors; Tennessee Homesick Blues; The Bargain Store; Love Is Like a Buttercup. Two CDs. Dolly Parton, Remastered. Pub at $19.95 $17.95

**CD 3949399** HANK WILLIAMS: Icon. Eleven tracks from the country great feature Hello Dollie; Good Lookin’; Jambalaya; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Move On Over; I’ve Never Got Out of This World Alive; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; Why Don’t You Love Me; Long Gone Lonesome; Hey Good Lookin’. Two CDs. MCA. SOLD OUT

**CD 3887707** GENE AUTRY: The Definitive Collection. Collects 50 original cowboy favorites on two CDs, including South of the Border; Tumbling Tumbleweeds; Back in the Saddle Again; Home on the Range; Riders in the Sky; Blueberry Hill; You Are My Sunshine; and much more. PolyGram Records. Pub at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 3943626 CONWAY TWITTY: 20 Greatest Hits.** The Mississippi born country crooner is at his best in 20 memorable favorites: Hello Darlin’; Fifteen Years Ago; Can’t See Me Without You; I’m Not Through Loving You Yet; I Can’t Believe She Gives It All to Me; Don’t Cry Joni; Georgia Keens Pulling on My Ring; I May Never Get To Arizona. Two CDs. Sony Music. Pub at $11.95 $7.95

**CD 3757323** BUCK OWENS: Live from Austin, TX. Recorded on October 23. 1988. Eleven songs from the country music legend, including Act Naturally; Together Again; Johnny B. Goode; Under Your Spell Again (with Dwight Yoakam), and more. New West Records. $5.95

**CD 3949018** KIRK & RITA: Natural Act. Eleven songs are collected from this talented duo, including Blue is Do; Do Not Everyone Knows; I Fought the Law; Number One; Silver Mantis; Hoola Hoop; and more. PolyGram Records. $4.95 $3.95

**CD 3757366** ERIC JOHNSON: Live from Austin, TX. Fasten your seatbelts for an extraordinary ride with this live performance, recorded on December 14, 1988. Thirteen tracks, including Righteous; Love of Our Lives; Steve’s Boogie; Tail of Teardrop and more. New West Records. $3.95

**CD 3959481** ARTHUR FIDLER & THE BOSTON POPS/CHET ATKINS. A country-western great is backed by one of the country’s most renowned orchestras in 12-track collections. First. Fielder joins the Pops and Chet Atkins for songs like Country Gentleman and Orange Blossom Special. Then, it’s Fielder and the Pops alone for songs like Country Music Time, and Don’t Fence Me In. Two CDs. Warner Bros. Pub at $19.99 $14.99

**CD 6938787** THE HANK WILLIAMS STORY. Features a 23 track spoken word biography on two CDs, and a 2 CD collection of sixty music tracks including Calling You; Never Again (I’m Knock on Your Door), I’m a Wayfaring Stranger; Calling You; A Tramp on the Street; The Prodigal Son; Jesus Died for Me; and more. Four CDs in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub at $29.99 $14.99

**CD 3990927** JOHN PRINE: New York 1976. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bottom Line, New York, in July of 1976 come these 30 tracks that include Spanish Pigpened; Illegal Smile; There She Goes; Chinatown; Paradise; Treat Me Nice; and more. Two CDs. QRS. Pub at $29.99 $17.95

**CD 5924653** GENNETH OLD TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934. Venture back to a time when country’s sound was just being developed with this huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and heart’s delight bring together impacting contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin’ Doc Roberts, John D. Foster, Red Fox Chasers, Ted Chestnut, Byrd Moore, and others. JSP Records. Pub at $29.99 $17.95

**CD 6858848** THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Country Rockers. This four-track CD presents all 15 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include I’ll Be True to Your Elvira; Trying To Love Two Women At The Same Time; American Made; and more. PolyGram. Pub at $14.95 $9.95

**CD 3715086** MOON MULLICAN: 22 Greatest Hits. Features Farewell; Ragged But Right; Magnolia Rag; Sweeter Than the Flowers; Jole Blon; Wabash Cannonball; Bottom of The Glass; Louisiana; Mona Lisa; Wee OH Well; Peaceful Valley; Wabash Cannonball; and Lucille; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Not Now Music. Sold Out

\[\text{Glorious Years; Heroes; and more. Sony Music.}\

\[\text{Love and more. Sony Music.}\

\[\text{SOLD OUT}\]
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**CD 3820580 EARLS OF STONE: 1960s Folk, Country & Pop from the Nashville Indies. A unique collection of ultra rare gems from the vaulted! Twenty songs, including Don't Think Twice by Buddy, Woody & Bertha, It's Another World by Bobby & Bergen; Too Much Too Soon; by Him & Her; Don't Ever Tell Me by The T-Bird Records.**

**CD 378551 WILLIAMSON BRADY: Classy, Sassy, Bluegrass. Collects 12 tracks from the bluegrass family band, including Blue Moon Over Texas; Hall Past You; The Ballad of Don and Tom; Mindy Mae; I'll Go with You; and more. The Movie Castle Records.**

**CD 686846X ROY AUCKFIT: The King of Country Music. Acuff proves his right to the country throne with nearly 60 vintage tracks including Tied Down; What Will I Do; Is It Love or Is It Lies; Lonesome Joe; Sweep Around Your Own Back Door; Don't Say Goodbye; Rushing Around; Please Daddy Forgive; and more. Bear Family Records.**

**DVD 395582X BREND B LEA: Music Legends. Get a in-depth look at an icon of country music with a country music's live performances. Spunning her full storied career, it includes live renditions of Coming On Strong; Johnny One Time; You Are the One I Want; I'll Fly Away; and much more. One Media.**

**DVD 2786966 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW WITH ANNE MURRAY. Fullscreen. In this early 70s favorite, Campbell hosts a wave of talented young singers to deliver a number of country and pop standards. In this episode, he joins a young Anne Murray, performing solo songs and duets like The Most Beautiful Girl; Dream Lover; Annie's Song; Time in a Bottle; and more. 45 minutes. MVD Entertainment.**

**DVD 577142 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001. The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Wayne Newton, Anne Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhinestone Cowboy to Gentle on My Mind. MVD Visual.**

**DVD 3778630 THE BEST OF THE MAVERICKS. Fullscreen. This short video collects five tracks from the outlaw country band, including Dancing Thru the Night; What a Crying Shame; All You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down; Missing You; and Dance the Night Away. UMG Records.**

Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 1862197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era. This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodman's extraordinary jazz guitar output, focusing mainly on his "Golden Era" from 1935-'49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1950s. Includes not only examples of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his trio, quartet, quintet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acropub. At $9.95 $7.95**

**CD 4715810 CHARLIE PARKER: His Finest Recordings. This wonderful collection from the legendary American jazz musician includes classic albums from his quintet and sextet. Eighty-live tracks include 14 Night in Tunisia; Yardbird Suite; My Old Flame; Air Conditioning; Now's the Time; Donna Lee; Temptation; Autumn in New York; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. At $14.95 $11.95**

**CD 7553161 THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION 1931-52. The Mills Brothers were one of the Greats important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings in 1931 to their final Top 10 hit in 1962. Two CDs. Acropub. At $9.95 $7.95**

**CD 4742745 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: Lost Tapes--Germany 1956-1958. The jazz combo, the Modern Jazz Quartet, presents recordings made in Germany between 1956 and 1958 on this 13 track collection. Includes Ralph's New Blues; Weep Me, I'll Remember April; Mississippi; Blue Rhythm; Tennessee Waltz; Head; I Can't Get Started; and more. Jazz Ha.**

**CD 3797971 THE ESSENCE OF SWING.** This two-CD set features 47 great recordings by many legendary musicians, such as Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Glen Miller, Ellington, the Andrews Sisters, Astie Shaw, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basie, Roy Milton, and many more. Delta Music. **$5.95**

**CD 4565454 THE GLEN MILLER V-DISC SESSIONS, VOLUME TWO.** Collects 21 tracks from this legendary band leader, including Everybody Loves My Baby (but My Baby Don't Love Nobody but Me); Stompin' at the Savoy; Chattanooga Ooho Ooho; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?; The Satin Doll. Two CDs. Star Line Productions. **$3.95**

**CD 4566446 GENE KRUPA: LIVE.' America's Favorite Drummer.** Krupa was one of the most charismatic performers during the Swing Era and is still remembered as one of the greatest drummers of all time. This two-CD set includes 20 tracks, including Drums in High School; I Got Rhythm; Cherokee; Blue Rhythm Fantasy; and more. Star Line Productions. **$4.95**

**CD 468642X BUNNY BERIGAN: LIVE.' Birth of a Band.** Collects 25 tracks from the legendary jazz trumpeter, including March on Down the Field; Marie; Stop, Look and Listen; Runnin' Wild; Swing River; After You've Gone; and more. Star Line Productions. **$4.95**

**CD 4567691 THELENIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Riverside Recordings. For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonius Monk and John Coltrane worked together every evening as part of a quartet at the now-tabbed Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group.**

**CD 4686411 ART TATUM TRIO: LivE.' More Lasting Impressions.** The music compiled here spans roughly a two year period of the group from February 1954 through March 1956. Twenty tracks, including Tenderly (B); You Like; To Take a Waltz; Georgia on My Mind; Finess and Daddy; Sweet Lorraine; and more. Star Line Productions. **$4.95**

**CD 3852768 DAVE BRUBECK: Seven Classic LP's.** Highlights some of the Dave Brubeck Quartet's greatest albums, all remastered and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man's music. Albums include Bossa Nova U.S.A.; The Brubeck Quartet at Carnegie Hall Part One & Two; Time Changes; Jazz Impressions of Japan; Jazz Impression of New York and Dave Brubeck in Berlin. Fifty-nine tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. At $14.99 $11.95 **$4.95**

**CD 4999862 THE BENNY GOODMAN SMALL BANDS COLLECTION 1935-45.** This 71 track, three CD set comprises most of Goodman's recordings with his trios, quartets, quintets, sextets and septets during this era. Songs include After You've Gone; Love Me; More Than You Know; Runnin' Wild; The Blues in Your Flat; Sweet Georgia Brown; Dinah; Tea for Two; Memories of You; and more. Acropub. At $19.99 $14.95 **$11.95**

**CD 3865967 CURTIS FULLER: Eight Classic Albums.** This four CD set covers music from the era during which this jazz artist was at his musical prime, and includes 47 tracks from eight albums including: Seeing Red; Stormy Weather Cashmire; A Lovely Way to Spend an Evening; In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning; and more. Cadence. **$4.95**

**CD 592734X GERRY MULLIGAN: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1952-1959.** One of the foremost figures on the West Coast jazz scene, Gerry Mulligan retains a sparkling reputation as a musician, arranger and composer. Collected here are all 17 albums he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label: Gerry Mulligan Quartet Volumes 1 & 2; Paris Concert; California Concerts; Lee Konitz Plays with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet; Recorded in Boston at Storyville; The Gerry Mulligan Songbook; Reunion with Chet Baker; and More. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. At $14.99 $11.95 **$4.95**

---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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**CD 5812690** JOHNNY MATHIS, 1957-62: The Complete US Singles As & Bs. Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this collection highlights the audacity of Johnny Mathis's monumental career. It includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful; Misty; Teacher Teacher; The Twillth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone Loves You More than I Ever Dreamed; and much more. Over 50 tracks on 2 CDs. Acbrat. Pub. at $16.99 **12.95**

**CD 4868470** LIONEL HAMPTON ‘LIVE’: Great Vibes. Collects 18 tracks from the Jazz great, including Air Mail Special; Vibe Boogie; In the Bag; Oh! Lady Be Good; Scrumin’ Boogie; I’m a Sick Chick; China Stomp; and more. Star Line Productions. **$4.95**

**CD 4790062** KENNY DREYER: The Complete Albums 1953-1961. Collects eight albums from this period including New Faces, New Sounds (1953); Kenny Drey and His Progressive Piano (1954); Talkin’ & Walkin’ (1956); New Dreams (1956); Kenny Drey Trio (1956). This is New (1959); Pat Joey (1959). Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

- I’ve Said It Again; Let It Snow!; Ballerina; Riders in the Sky; and Someday. Two CDs. Acbrat. Pub. at $39.99 **$19.98**

**CD 6701353** STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection, 1955-1963. Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz’s most potent era is highlighted in this four-CD compilation. Collects eight classic albums, Hq: Getz at the Opera House; Jazz Giants ’58; Focus; Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore; and Getz/Gilberito. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 4868438** CHARLIE CHRISTIAN ‘LIVE’: First Star of the Electric Guitar. ‘Live’ performances on this CD are but a small sampling of the young genius from Oklahoma City who became the first star of the electric guitar. Twenty tracks, including Umbrella Man; Only One More; Stompin’ at the Savoy; Remember South of the Border; Old Fashioned Love; Stardust; and more. Star Line Productions. **$4.95**

**CD 4868917** JIMMY GIUFFRE: The Atlantic and Verve Collection. Containing eight complete albums originally released between 1956 and 1960, this extraordinary collection is a fine introduction to the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Benny Carter and others these 48 tracks include Four-Or-More Blues; More Blues; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3886859** THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: Classic Albums 1956-1963. This superb collection features eight of the Jazz Messengers’ finest records from this era. Forty-six tracks in all, including Infr-a-Rae; Nica’s Dream; I Could Have Danced All Night; On the Street Where You Live; Evidence; In Walked Bud; Backstage Sally; Contemplation; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3968287** BENNY CARTER: His Eight Finest Albums. Collecting eight albums, this 72 track, four CD set includes New Jazz Sounds (1955); Urbanite Jazz (1955); Benny & Me (1958); Aspects (1959); Sax Ala Carter (1960); Further Definitions (1961); and BBB & Co. (1962). Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3914526** JAMES MOODY: The Complete Argo Collection. This four-CD set features Mo’s Best; Mo’s Best Young; Mo’s Out for the Argo label, made between 1957 and 1964. A total of eight albums are collected here for your listening enjoyment. Songs include Last Train from Oberbrook; Don’t Buy the Lie; Tutu; Mo’s Best; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 4653004** PHILLY JOE JONES: Riverside & Atlantic. This set compiles eight classic albums. Westlake Bounce; The Music of John Griss; Blues for Dracula; Drums Around the World, Showcase, Philly Joe’s Beat; Together!; Cookin’ with the Miles Davis Quintet; and Kenny Drey Trio. Fifty-two tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2870932** MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection. This complete Impulse collection showcases all of Tyner’s work with Impulse! as a bandleader. Featuring six original LPs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include: Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; McCoy Turner Plays Ellington; and You Win, I Lose, $14.99 Session. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 4864280** BROTHER JACK McDUFF: The Classic Albums 1960-1963. Collects eight classic albums. The Honeypin’ Goodnight; It’s Time to Go, Screamin’ 1962, Somethin’ Slick; Brother Jack McDuff Live; Brother Jack at the Jazz Workshop; Prelude; and Crash! Fifty tracks. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3957802** THE BEST OF BRASS IN CONCERT. A collection of Brass Bands play fun tunes on 14 tracks. Includes Oklahoma; Always on My Mind; Dem Bones; Black and White Rag; Old Shoes; Mackacar Park; Love on the Floor; Hello; Don’t Leave Me This Way; We’ve Only Just Begun; You Can Call Me Al; Solitaire; Ticket to Ride; and You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling. Pegasus Entertainment. **$4.95**

**CD 6841355** OSCAR PETERSON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1957. Comprises selected titles from her 25 albums released on Capitol and Decca during this era. This four-CD set collects 109 tracks, including My Best to You; The Man I Love; Take Five; and the Beat. Forty tracks. SoulNote. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 467574** PEGGY LEE: The Complete Albums Collection 1948-1963. Comprises selected titles from her 25 albums released on Capitol and Decca during this era. This four-CD set collects 109 tracks, including My Best to You; The Man I Love; Take Five; and the Beat. Forty tracks. SoulNote. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3995059** BENNY GOODMAN: ‘Live’ Coast to Coast. Features twenty tracks of Benny Goodman’s best including After You’ve Gone; Body and Soul; Glimped Disc; Lisa; Take Five; Stompin’ At the Savoy; Rose Room; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Star Line Productions. **$5.95**

**CD 3821803** BOOKER ERVIN: The Classic Albums 1960-1964. This four CD set brings together the finest recordings made between 1960 and 1964, the era considered to be the musician’s glory years. Forty-three tracks, including The Blue Book; Git It; Little Jane; MoJo; Boorder’s Blues; A Lunar Time; Cry Me a River; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 6887058** MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963. Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others these 48 tracks include Tasty Pudding; Poppy; Wilie the Walker; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackie; Billy Ditty; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Somewhere Else; All of You. So What; Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summerscene; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 6793388** JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963. This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with many jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include Maling Call; So What; Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summerscene; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3914496** HOWARD MCGREEE: The Classic 1960s Albums. Among the very first bebop trumpetists, Mcghee was shown for his fast fingers and very high notes. This four-CD set collects 13 albums from the period. Compiling 60 tracks, including Who Killed Cock Robin; Wiggin; Together Again; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Shades of Jazz; A Beat with Home Fries; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 6957787** STAN KENTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1962. Compiles nine complete albums. A presentation of Progressive Jazz (1948); City of Glass (1951); New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (1953); Kenton in Hi-Fi (1956); Cuban Fire (1956); Viva Kenton (1960); Kenton’s West Side Story (1961); Adventures in Time (1962); and Seventy-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845
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**CD 4690036 THE RAY ANTHONY COLLECTION 1949-62.** This must-have 62-track, three-CD set comprises A and B sides from Anthony's one-hundred or so singles on the Capitol label during this era and his other Top 10 hits. Songs include Sentimental Me, Count Every Star, Harbor Lights; Nevertheless; At Last. Pub. at $16.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 3984108 DUKE ELLINGTON: American Classics.** Duke Ellington, jazz pioneer, wrote some of the greatest standards of the last century. Here on 17 tracks they're given a new twist by the virtuosity of saxophonist John Harle. Includes Caravan, The Mooche, Sullen Sunset, Minnesotan; Isthian, Sonnet for Caesar; In a Mellotone; Don't Get Around Much Anymore; and more. EM Classics. *Deep Purple; and more.* Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 4686489 LOUIS ARMSTRONG ‘LIVE.’** On the Small Screen. Twenty track compilation of Armstrong recorded in 1949 and originally shown as part of the “Eddie Cochran Floor Shows.” Songs include Sleepy Time Down South; Them There Eyes; Swing That Music; Aunt Hagar’s Blues; Rockin’ Chair; and more. Star Line Productions. *$14.95.*

**CD 5724910 THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE 1950’S.** Experience the sounds that defined ’50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much content here that any fan’s hunger will be satisfied with classics from all the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, and so many others. Includes a 62-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams. *$14.95.*

**CD 3998517 FATS WALLER: Live at the Yacht Club.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow, Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; Gershwin – All the Things You Are; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 3998554 MILES DAVIS QUINTET LIVE 1967.** These six tracks come from a live broadcast on April 7th, 1967 at the University of California and feature Gingerbread Boy; Stella by Starlight; Dolores; Round Midnight; So, What; and Walkin’. Enlightenment. Pub. at $16.99. *Equinox.*

**CD 393428X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1958-1960.** Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitar master with eight of his classic albums in one set: Montgomeryland; Kismet; The Montgomery Brothers; Five Others; A Good Git-Together; The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Guitar of Wes Montgomery; Movin’ Along; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. *Equinox.*

**CD 3914410 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Trio Recordings 1949.** Garner was one of the most distinctive jazz pianists of the post-war era. This 50 track, two-CD collection focuses on a series of six sessions he recorded in 1949. Songs include Surrender Dear; I Only Have One Life; This Can’t Be Love; I Hear A Lullaby. Pub. at $16.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 466471X THE MARTHA TILTON COLLECTION 1937-1952.** Fifty tracks from the big band vocalist includes: It’s Wonderful; Feelin’ High and Happy; A Little Kiss at Twilight; I Have Eyes For You; The Angels Sing; I Should Care; This Time I Saw You; I’ll Always Love You; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 3795922 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Albums Collection.** This wonderful collection of 85 tracks contains original LPs from 1956-1961. Tracks include I’ll Never Smile Again; The Way You Look Tonight; Mack the Knife; Ol’ Man River; Misty; Sweet Lorraine; You Are My Sunshine; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 379444x CHARLES MINGUS: The Rare Albums Collection.** In this collection of four CDs are 39 tracks from eight albums from one of the most inspirational and innovative composers and jazz musicians of the 20th century. Album titles include: The Young Father; Mingus at Antibes; Reincarnation of a Lovelord; Mingus Plays Piano; Town Hall Concert; Right Now; and Mingus at Monterey. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. *Acrobat.*

**CD 3937758 ZOOT SIMS: The Rare Albums Collection.** Collects sixty-one tracks from 8 of Zoot’s rare albums on four CDs. Songs include Tangerine; Zoot Case; Tender Concoct; Just You, Just Me; Halley’s Comet; Everything I’ve Got; Lucky Day; You ‘n’ Me; Love for Sale; I Don’t Know; and many more. Eqinox. Pub. at $14.99. *Equinox.*

**CD 3954537 HAROLD LAND: The Early Albums.** This set compiles eight albums from the jazz star: Jam Session; Harold in the Land of Jazz; For Reaf!; The Fox; West Coast Blues!; Eastward Ho; Harold Land in New York; Heaven Send You; and You ‘n’ Me. Forty-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. *Equinox.*

**CD 466527X THE EDDY DUCHIN HITS COLLECTION 1932-42.** This 71 track, three-CD set consists entirely of recordings credited to Eddy Duchin. This 70 chart positions, it includes some hit songs like Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Let’s Fall in Love; I Won’t Dance; Lovely to Look At; You Are My Lucky Star; I’ll Sing You a Merry Christmas; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. *Equinox.*

**CD 3988562 MILES DAVIS SEXTET: Fillmore West San Francisco 1970.** Eight tracks from a performance at San Francisco’s Fillmore West on April 9th 1970 include Directions; Miles Runs the Voodoo Down; Thieves! That’s What I Call Ballad; Easy, Spanish Key, Sanctuary; and Bitches Brew. Equinox. Pub. at $32.95. *Equinox.*

**CD 6795757 CAL TJADER: The Classic Fantasy Collection 1953-62.** Nine of Cal’s classic albums of Latin, jazz, and big band, brought together on four CDs. This multi-talented performer shines on every track of The Cal Tjader Trio; Vibist; Ritmo Caliente; Tjader Plays Mambo; Cal Tjader Quintet; Latin Kick; Cal Tjader - Easy, Spanish Key; and Latin Cor Cal Tjader. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. *Equinox.*

**CD 3998984 THE MILES DAVIS COLLECTION, 1945-48: Before the Cool.** This 49-track, two-CD set comprises Davis’s studio and performance recordings in 1945-1948, in which he is the only trumpeter, from his studio debut in 1945 through to the end of 1948. Tracks include Billie’s Bounce; Now’s the Time; Moose the Moose; Bird Feathers; Drilling on a Reed, Good Morning; High; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. *Acrobat.*

**CD 6908896 PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow, Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; Gershwin – All the Things You Are; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. *Equinox.*
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**CD 471606X ROSCOE MITCHELL: Conversations.** The saxophone legend returns with two CDs from a two day recording session with Craig Taborn and Kikuo Baku. This adventurous and emotional compilation includes ten tracks, including Knock and Roll; Ride the Wind; Distant Radio Transmission; and more. Wide Hive. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 3822028 WEATHER REPORT: Last Train to Clover Five.** This 1978 radio broadcast was recorded on June 28, 1978 at Shinjuku Koseinenkin Hall, Tokyo. Seven tracks are collected on two CDs, including Elegant People; A Remark You Made; Brainstorm; and more. Guinness. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3959473 ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: The Best of the Columbia & RCA/Vik Years (1956-1959).** Seventeen tracks collected on 2 CDs incorporate some of the best of this jazz-ensemble: A Night in Tunisia; Moonin’ with Hazel; Along Came Marion; Cranky Spanky; The Sacrifice; Cubano Chant; Couldn’t It Be Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 3712921 DAKOTA STATION: The Complete Early Years 1956-58.** This two CD collection contains all of Station’s Capitol singles and the tracks from the first four albums of her career, The Late, Late Show; In the Night; Dynamic; and Crazy He Calls Me. Collects 55 songs on the jazz legend. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3914402 DIANE SCHUUR: Running on Faith.** Collects 13 tracks from the American jazz artist, including Walking on a Tightrope; The Danger Zone; All Blues; Way Over Yonder; Sweet Soul Sweet Chariot; Let It Be; and more. Jazzheads. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 4750631 L OCKDOWN SESSIONS: Littlefield Concert Hall.** The music was recorded live at Mills College on March 18th and 20th, 2018. The CD compiles four tracks, Rub; Nononinaah; Wha Wha; and French Heartache, each produced in its entirety by Robinson Mitchell. Wide Hive. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 2959666 ARCHIE SHEPP: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD set chronicles the early years of Shepp’s musical career, as an originator and pioneer of the early 1960s free-form movement. Collects 43 tracks, including Ito; Peace; When Will the Blues Leave; Sound Barrier; Harborme; Consequences; Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3794583 THE FREDDY MARTIN HITS COLLECTION 1933-55.** This great, just about alphabetically, Martin’s records which are listed as hits by the generally recognized sources, from 1933 through 1955. Seventy-five tracks include Bless Your Heart; I Saw Stars; Be Still, My Heart; Reckless; Beside a Moonlit Stairway to the Stars; Who Ya Hunchin’; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3937631 THE RALPH MARTERIE SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-62.** Comprises selected A & B sides from this trumpeter and bandleader from his Mercury and United Artists singles during the ’50s. Fifty-two tracks include I Only Have Eyes for You; Glue Gown; Peanut Vendor; The Moon Is Blue; Dry Martini; Skokian; Kiss, Crazy Baby; Chicken Boogie; Tricky; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6723698 CHICAGO: Down Home Blues.** Features 14 tracks recorded in Chicago during performances from the golden era of down home blues from the Windy City. Five CDs overflow with rare and previously unreleased tracks, including multiple cuts from Roosevelt Sykes, Ramblin’ Man, O. Brown, Leroy Foster, Pete Franklin, Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore James, and more; while a detailed 87-page booklet explores each featured artist. Wienerworld. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**CD 4648048 EAR WORMS: The Duke Robillard Band.** Features thirteen tracks from the CD Duke Robillard Band, including Trying to Steal Her Love; On This Side of Goodbye; Living with the Animals; Careless Love; Everything I Have to Cry Some; I Am a Lonesome Hound Dog Man; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**CD 2903563 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02.** These thirteen tracks recorded in 1958 are stand-out hits for this jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; Moment Worth Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Right Groove; For All We Know; The Duke; Walk a Train, Two Part Contention; I’m in a Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames and St. Louis Blues. Two CDs. Recordings. Pub. at $21.99 $15.95

**CD 4669417 LARRY CARLTON & D. WALKER @ BILLBOARD LIVE TOKYO.** Features nine tracks that include Burnable; Nite Crawler; March of the Jazz Angels; Soul Food Cafe; A Place for Skipper; 10PM; The Wal’s Gone Dry; Feel Like Makin’ Love; and My Baby by My Side. 335 Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4689941 LOL COXHILL & FRED FRITH: French Gigs.** The duets collected on this CD were originally recorded from the late ’70s to the early ’90s. Six tracks. Reims; Limoges 1; Poitiers; Limoges 2; Munchen/London; and Amsterdam. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3866270 CONCERT IMPRESSIONS: The Stan Kenton Orchestra.** These are eleven richly recorded treasures selected from 2004 and 2007 special concerts at London’s Blackheath Concert Hall, including Fringe Benefit, Artistry in Percussion; Chiaspa; Malaga; Body and Soul; Inner Crisis and more. Tantara. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3950452 LOCKDOWN SESSIONS: An International Down Home Blues Revue.** A compilation of music that all jazz enthusiasts will enjoy. Eleven tracks, including The Summer Knows; The Fortune Teller; Parral; Sunday; Sunday; democracy; The Barker; Senza Fine; and more. Cellar Live. Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4676346 TOM KEENLYSIDE QUARTET: Fortune Teller.** A compilation of music that all jazz enthusiasts will enjoy. Eleven tracks, including The Summer Knows; The Fortune Teller; Parral; Sunday; Sunday; democracy; The Barker; Senza Fine; and more. Cellar Live. Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3945464 ELLA FITZGERALD: Swingin’ in the Starlight Hour.** She was sometimes referred to as the First Lady of Song and the Queen of Jazz. You’ll see why with the ten songs collected here, including Love Come Back to Me; Basin Street Blues; Starlight Star Bright; Stairway to the Stars; Who Ya Hunchin’; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3987132 JEFF HEALEY: Among Friends.** Features 16 tracks from this Canadian folk and jazz artist including Would Do Anything for You; Bright Eyes; Lost; Star; Country Fare; You; Limousine Blues; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3717372 HORACE PARLAN: The Classic Blue Note Collection.** This four CD box set collects all of Parlan’s solo albums from the 1960s. Tracks include On the Spur of the Moment; Jam Blues; Up and Down; Head! South; Speakin’ My Piece; Lady Bird; and many more. Fifty-three tracks, Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4664284 BOBBY WIENS: Talking Drums.** What began as a canceled Master’s recital due to the COVID-19 pandemic turned into something far more valuable. Eight tracks include My Baby by My Side; Peace; The Burninator; Senza Fine; and The Wright Groove; For All We Know; The Duke; Take the A-Train; Two Part Contention; I’m in a Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames and St. Louis Blues. Two CDs. Recordings. Pub. at $21.99 $15.95
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- **CD 6908918 SHAPES OF THINGS**: The Best of the Yardbirds. A definitive collection of the very best recordings from the British soul/R&B legends; this two-CD set collects 40 tracks, including Shapes of Things; Over Under Sideways Down; Evil Hearted You; Got to Have Your Own. Pub. at $14.95
- **CD 3773230 THE BEST SOUL ALBUM**: 100 Hits. Collects 100 top soul hits by the original artists on five CDs including Everyday People by Sly & The Family Stone; Lady Marmalade by LaBelle; Love Really Hurts Without You by Billy Ocean; Ain't No Stoppin' Me by Otis McDonald & Whitehead; Piece of My Heart by many. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99
- **CD 4652819 HEADIN’ FOR THE CHRISTMAS BALL**: Collects St swing and R&B Christmas crossovers on one CD. Songs include Jingle Bells by Knucklebone’s O’Too & the Brigadiers; Christmas in New Orleans by Louis Armstrong; Sleigh Ride by Leroy Anderson and His “Pops” Concert Orchestra; Washington; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.95
- **CD 2947439 ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1955-62**: Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues, R&B, and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (as with Me Henry); Good Rockin’ Daddy, All I Could Do Was Cry, At Last; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
- **CD 4689771 THE ELLIE ECKSTINE COLLECTION 1947-1962**: This great 74-track, three-CD set comprises a selection of 51 essential sides from Eckstine’s reign on the MGM, RCA and Mercury labels during these years. Songs include Bewildered; Foofus Rush In; Temptation; Sitting By the Window; My Foolish Heart; This is the Inside Story; I Wanna Be Loved; Foolish Heart; Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99
- **CD 3580889 JOHN LEE HOOKER: Alone, Volumes 1 & 2**: Collects 17 tracks on this two CDs from blues singer including: I Miss You So; Jesse James; Dark Room; Boogie Blues; Boom Boom; Hoochie Blues; I Wish You Could Change Your Ways; and many more. Fat Possum. Pub. at $12.95
- **CD 2927462 HOWLIN’ WOLF**: The Complete RPM & Chess Singles As & Bs 1951-62. Chester Burnett was one of the most influential figures in Chicago Blues through the 1950s. This massive set captures 80 tracks, including Moanin’ at Midnight; Come to Me Baby; Riding in the Moonlight; Spellbound; I Can’t Believe You; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99
- **CD 5795729 SAM COOKE**: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62. Explore the solo output of a pioneering soul singer with nearly 60 tracks, representing the A & B sides of his singles on Specialty Ken., RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Cupid; and Twistin’ the Night Away. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
- **CD 3735117 BLUES KINGS OF BATON ROUGE**: Collects 53 tracks featuring blues legends like Slim Harpo; Lazy Lester; Lightnin’ Slim; Ralph Neal, Smokey Babe, Tabby Thomas, Jimmy Anderson, Whispering Smith, Silas Hogan, and Pete Williams, James Chatham, and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99
- **CD 3757331 DAVID BYRNE: Live from Austin, TX**: This show, captured on November 28, 2001, features 13 songs, including Like Humans Do; Desconocido Spy; (Nothing but) Flowers; God’s Child; Marching Through the Wilderness; and more. New West Records. Pub. at $9.95
- **CD 478094X JAMES COTTON: Dealin’ with the Devil**: Collects 13 tracks, considered the best of the blues artist including I Need You So Bad; The Creeper; V8 Ford Blues; Knock on Wood; Jelly Jelly; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99
- **CD 3848809 AL GREEN: Greatest Hits**: This ten-track collection Tired of Being Alone; Call Me; I’m Still in Love with You; Here I Am; Love and Happiness, Let’s Stay Together; I Can’t Get Next to You; You Ought to Be With Me; Look What You Done for Me, and Let’s Get Married. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $14.99
- **CD 3950352 BIG MAMA THORNTON: The Singles Collection 1951-61**: Collects 72 tracks from the rhythm and blues singer and songwriter from this era including: Partnerships Blues; I’m All Fed Up; No Joby for Me; Mischievous Boogie; Hound Dog; They Call Me Big Mama, I Smell a Rat; Just Like a Woman; Sad Is the Road, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99
- **CD 3945618 LAURA NYRO: The Nights Before Christmas**: Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Fillmore East, New York City on December 22, 1970. Sixteen tracks, including: Hark! A Herder; Brown Earth; Christmas in My Soul; It’s Gonna Take a Miracle, Poverty Train; and more. Unicon. Pub. at $14.99
- **CD 4678273 THE DUKE ROBILLARD BAND: Blues Bash!**: This album was recorded in March 2020 and is sure to be enjoyed by any and all blues fans. Ten tracks, including: Do You Know Me; I Need You So Bad; The Creeper; V8 Ford Blues; Knock on Wood; Jelly Jelly; and more. Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99
- **CD 2903632 JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years**: Features eight of Hodges’back; Not So Dukish; Back to Back; Side by Side; Gerry Mulligan Meets Johnny Hodges; Blue Hound; Johnny Hodges with Billy Strayhorn and the Orchestra; Sandy’s Gone; and Mess of Blues. Five CDs include 70 tracks, Enrollment. Pub. at $14.99
- **CD 2953471 PAUL BUTTERFIELD: Live, New York 1970**: Features a live performance of The Butterfield Blues Band at the A&R Studios in New York City, December 1970. Ten tracks on 2 CDs includes Born Under a Bad Sign; Play On; Drinnin’ Blues; The Boar; Love March; Back Together Again; and many more. Read Records. Pub. at $12.99
- **CD 3914461 GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS: Gold**: This three CD set collects 51 songs, including Where Peaceful Waters Flow, Midnight Train to Georgia; I’ve Got to Live My Imagination; So Sad the Song; Bitter Love; Ain’t No Greater Love; and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99
- **CD 384899X MISSISSIPPI FRED MCDOWELL & JOHNNY WOODS**: Mama Says I’m Crazy, Eleven tracks of Mississippi blues, Back to Back; Going Down; Goin’ Away, Mama Says I’m Crazy; I Got a Woman; Red Cross Store; Going Down to the River, Standing at the Back Door; and many more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99
- **CD 3892712 RONNIE EARL AND THE BROADCASTERS: Beyond the Blue Door**: An incredible musician, Earl plays with more emotion than anyone else who plays blues, as these 15 tracks illustrate: Brand New Me; Baby How Long; Down in My Own Tears; The Sweetest Man; Wolf Song; Peace of Mind; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain. Records. Pub. at $16.99
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**CD 4719395 LOUZIANA RED & SUGAR BLUE.** Twenty-one tracks document the evening in London when Louisiana Red was joined by Sugar Blue Lampkins, Baby Sweet Elesse, King Bee; Pretty Woman; Soon Forgotten; Ride On; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4652959 THE LOUIS JORDAN TRIP: COLLECTION 1951-1957.** This 52-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from the 40 odd releases Jordan had during this era. Songs include You Will Always Have a Friend, Locked Up; Come and Get It; Walk up Jacob; I Can't Change but Love, Baby; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4690761 DOWN HOME BLUES: Miami, Atlanta & The South Eastern States.** This three CD set with 83 tracks, and sounds ranging from guitarist Frank Edwards, the gifted rack mounted harmonica player who recorded in the 1940s, to the sharp-sounding 1960s harmonica sounds of Willie Brown. Included is a 78-page booklet on the territory and this music by a well-known blues researcher. Wienerworld. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

**CD 4696395 DOWN HOME BLUES: Classics 1943-1953.** This four-CD set presents 100 tracks from the finest exponents of Down home blues from down the South to the industrial North. Performers include Lil’ Son Jackson, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Willie Lee, Junior Wells, Jimmy Reed, Big Joe Williams, Elmore more. Secret Records. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**CD 3874877 TELEMAHIE: Icon.** Twelve songs are collected here, including Need You Love”; Behind the Groove; New Wood Yo; Love; Aladon’s Lamp; Fire and Desire; and more. UMG Recordings. $6.95

**CD 2811502 BOTTLENECK GUITAR: Selected Sides 1926-2015.** This deluxe, four CD box set features 88 tracks, including Packin’ Funk Blues by Leadbelly, Traveling Riverside Blues by Robert Johnson, Down in New Orleans; James; Wild Cow Blues by Big Joe Williams; You Got to Take Sick and Die Some of These Days by Muddy Waters; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3856743 ELECTRIC BLUES 1970-2005. PART 4.** Every significant artist, every significant recording from the 1930’s through 2005, including T-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, George Thorogood and Freddie, B.B, and Albert King, Jeff Beck, Freddie Mac, Charlie Musselwhite So, Johnny Winter and Stevie Ray Vaughan and more. Sixty-five tracks on 3 CDs. Also includes a 160-page booklet. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**CD 3978175 MARIA MULDAUR: Sweet Lovin’ O’ Soul.** Twelve tracks are featured from her this year including I Am Salin’; Sweet Lovin’ O’ Soul; Lookin’ the World Over; She Put Me Outdoors; I’m Goin’ Back; Take a Stand; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3978167 LONG JOHN BALDRI: The Best of Long John Baldry.** Featuring ten tracks from the British Blues pioneer including: Good Morning Blues; I’m Shakin’; Easy Street; Midnight Special; Gallows Pole; Black Girl; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 2959933 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** This CD contains Butterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Heartache; Fool in Love; ‘It’s Alright; Go!’ Down; Just When I Needed You Most, Good to Yourself, New Walking Blues and Soulful Love. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). M/G Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 3849074 T-MODEL FORD: Bad Man.** Lace up your boots, put some gin in your glass, and get ready for a good time with blues performer T-Model Ford and these ten tracks that include Ask Her for Water; Everything’s Gonna Be Alright; Yes, I’m Satisfied; I’m Sombody’s Knockin’; Let the Church Roll On; Black Mammy; Backdoor Man; The Duets and Sallie Mae. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3914518 JACKIE WILSON: Gold.** Collects 60 tracks on three CDs from the American soul singer, including (You Love Keep Lingers Longer); Higher & Higher; I Get the Sweet Feeling; Don’t Burn No Bridges; You Got Me Walking; 3 Days, 1 Hour; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4648000 JEFF HEALEY: The Best of the Stony Plain Years.** Features twelve tracks that include: The Little Things; The Wild; Star Dust; Sheik of Arab; Guitar Duel Stomp; Sing you Sinners; Some of These Days; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3950387 THE FIVE KEYS COLLECTION 1915-58.** This 85 track, three CD set comprises The Five Keys’ A & B sides for both Aladdin and Capitol during these years, which encompassed their R&B and pop chart reigns, the repertoire ranging across new compositions and imaginative interpretations of American standard classics. Titles include With a Broken Heart; Hucklebuck with Jimmy; Hold Me; It’s a Groove; Do Anything; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4657430 PINETOP PERKINS: Chicago Boogie Blues Piano Man.** Eleven tracks collected from live performances at Lakewood Theatre, Maine in 1985 and Soto Sound, Chicago 1991 including For You My Love; Hold My Hand; Bandit; Hoochie Coochie man and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95


**CD 4654744 RONNIE EARL & THE BROADCASTERS: Rise Up.** Features 15 tracks including I Shall Not Be Moved; Take Me Home, Love; In the Dark; Albert’s Stomp, Mess Around; Black Lives Matter; Navajo Blues; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4652905 THE FOUR KNIGHTS: COLLECTION 1946-59.** This extraordinary 58-track, two-CD set comprises A and B sides of the band’s singles on the Capitol and Coral labels during this era. Songs include Oh Happy Day; (Oh Baby Mine) I Got So Lonely; If I May; That’s All There Is to That; Just in Case You Change Your Mind; A Few Kind Words; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4700104 THE LARKS COLLECTION, 1950-53.** This 48-track, two CD set comprises tracks & B sides of the singles for the Arista and Lloyds labels, plus recordings as the Selah Singers on Jubilee, the 4 Barons on Regent, and The Southern Harmoniers on Apollo, and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4652893 MEMPHIS SLIM: Kansas City.** Collects 10 of Memphis Slim’s greatest hits: Kansas City; The Comeback; Sassy Mae; Gotta Find My Baby; My Gal Keeps Me Crying; Mississippi Mama; Mother Earth; and Life is Like That. NVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6638775 GET UP OFF YOUR KNEES: From Bed Springs to Bloomers.** When blues music began to soar in the 1920s, many of the greatest names listened to the undercurrent of sexuality. In this huge 99-track collection, these sensually driven tracks are represented, performed by Leadbelly, Blind Boy Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Elmore James, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $17.95

---
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**CD 3967093 STEVIE WONDER: The Definitive Collection.** A wonderful collection of music from the iconic singer-songwriter, including Delivered To You, Superstition, I Just Called To Say I Love You; Part-Time Lover; Higher Ground; I Wish; and more. Universal Music. **$11.95**

**CD 3717518 THE TEXAS ALEXANDER COLLECTION 1927-51.** Collects 66 songs on three CDs, comprising all the recordings Alexander made at various sessions in New York, Fort Worth, and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Leave Camp Moon Moans; Section Gang Blues; The Risin' Sun; Tell Me Woman Blues; Stealin' To Her Man; and more. Acrobat. **$19.99**

**CD 3771211 THE PAPA CHARLIE JACKSON COLLECTION 1924-34.** One of the most prolific recording artists from the minstrel, vaudeville and medicine shows to become a successful recording artist during the 1920s. This three CD set comprises almost all his recordings released on the Paramount, Vocalion and Okeh Labels during this era. Some titles are Saty Dog Blues; Coffee Pot Blues; Drop That Sack; and more. Seventy-two tracks. Acrobat. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3702715 BILL DICEY: Fool in Love.** Enjoy the cool sounds of Bill Dickey's harmonica and vocals in the 9 titles included in Fool in Love; Whoopin' and Holler'; Americanea; Steppin' with the Devil; Too Poor to Die; Wheeling & Dealing; Raining In My Heart; Lighnin' Bug; and Sail On. JSF Records. **$16.99**

**CD 3868958 PEPPERMINT HARRIS: Texas 1946.** A byproduct of that era, this CD of blues singer whose stylings bridged the gap between the country blues and R&B. Here are twelve tracks comprising his hits including Sinner's Prayer; Cherry Red. **$11.95**

**DVD 2888432 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987.** Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes Sound the Bell; Don'T Take Advantage of Me; Middle of the Blues; Midnight Special; You Lie Too Much; Sugar Sweet; Love Life; Money; Jumpin' Jack Flash; and Prodigal Son. 59 minutes. MVD Visual. **$14.95**

**DVD 3950862 BIG FISH BLUES.** Reveals a genre and a host of incredible performances by Little Victor. From its inception in 1927, this collection displays the creativity and recording techniques of the blues community of the 1920s. It reveals a generation of blues singers whose stylings bridged the gap between the country blues and R&B. **$14.95**

**DVD 3782471 SANTA'S TEN FAVORITE SONGS.** Celebrate the holidays with Bing Crosby’s Christmas songs by a variety of performers including The Little Drummer Boy by Harry Simeone Chorale; White Christmas by Bing Crosby; Oh Holy Night by Lee Greenwood; A Holly Jolly Christmas by Burt Ives; and more. **$11.95**

**DVD 3794990 THE BUTLER TWINS: Not Gonna Worry About Tomorrow.** The 1995 complete sessions of classic electric downtown blues from Detroit blues legends. Twelve tracks, including My Baby’s Coming Home; I Finally Found Me a Girl; Inner City Blues; Going Down a Levee; and many more. **$9.95**

**DVD 3782277 FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS.** Celebrate the Season with Frank. Includes 31 tracks on this 11 track collection. Includes Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Mistletoe and Holly; The Christmas Waltz; What ever Happened to Christmas; It’s Christmas; Jingle Bells; The Christmas Song; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Christmas Memories; and Silent Night. Capitol Records. **$6.95**

**CD 3982769 CHRISTMAS WITH THE RAT PACK.** The Rat Pack celebrates the holidays on 16 tracks of seasonal favorites. Dean Martin sings, Let It Snow! Let It Snow, Let It Snow; and I’ve Got Love to Keep Me Warm. Frank Sinatra sings, Jingle Bells, The Christmas Song; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 3782875 MERLE HAGGARD: Hag’s Christmas.** Join Merle Haggard as he celebrates the Holidays on this 10 track collection. Includes Silver Bells; Country Christmas; Mistletoe and Holly; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 3957055 BING CROSBY: Christmas by the Fire.** Celebrate the holidays with Bing Crosby and this collection of the legendary crooner’s most iconic Christmas songs on 10 tracks. Includes I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Kalikimaka; Silver Bells; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day; and more. **$14.99**

**CD 3739251 SANTA’S FAVORITE SONGS.** For Christian listeners, enjoy the cool sounds of Bill Dicey’s harmonica and vocals in the 9 titles included in Fool in Love; Whoopin’ and Holler’; Americanea; Steppin’ with the Devil; Too Poor to Die; Wheeling & Dealing; Raining In My Heart; Lighnin’ Bug; and Sail On. JSF Records. **$16.99**

**CD 3739247 GREAT SONGS OF CHRISTMAS: Classic Carols and Pop Favorites.** Twenty tracks of great holiday music performed by a variety of top performers including such songs as O’Came, All Ye Faithful by Percy Faith; God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen by Andre Previn; The Christmas Song by Johnny Mathis; Christmas by Peter Nero; and many more. **$9.95**

**CD 3785947 BLINK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** Features thirty unusual rockin’ Christmas tracks compiled by Little Victor—the man and mastermind by Black Shack record tracks. Includes White Christmas by James “Sugar” Boy Crawford; Santa Claus Boogie by The Voices; Cowboy Santa Claus by Bill Learcey, and more. Koko-Mojo. **$12.99**

**CD 4857160 CORKY NASH: Have Yourself a Jazzy Little Christmas.** Collects 12 hours of favorites, including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Silver Bells; Jingles Bell; Silent Night; Winter Wonderland; and more. LML Music. **$7.99**

**CD 3957004 BIG BAND CHRISTMAS.** Two CDs celebrate the season and toast the New Year with swinging instrumental renditions of Christmas favorites performed by a jazz horn ensemble. Includes Here Comes Santa Claus; Frosty the Snowman; Santa Baby; Deck the Halls; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Sleigh Ride; Melodies From St. Nicholas. **$9.95**

Christian - Gospel

**CD 3872971 BELOVED GOSPEL GREATS: Glory Glory Hallelujah.** Seventy-four gospel classics are compiled on three CDs, including Amazing Grace; Peace in the Valley; The Old Rugged Cross; Up Above My Head; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Move On Up A Little Higher; and many more. Saw the Light. Dynamic. **$29.99**

**CD 4666607 CHRISTMAS CLASSICS.** The five Christmas albums compiled here are sure to get you in the holiday spirit. Collects albums from Jim Reeves, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Johnny Cash and Andy Williams. Songs include Jingle Bells; White Christmas; Do You Hear What I Hear?, Silent Night, It’s the Most Wonderful Time of Year; and more! Sixty-nine tracks on 5 CDs. Legacy. **$9.95**

Holiday CDs & DVDs

**CD 3991006 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 HITS.** Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger, Coventry Carol, The Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me, Come Down, O Love Divine; All My Hope in God Is Founded; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Concerto; and much more. Demon Music Group. **$9.95**
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**CD 3775887 PEGGY LEE: Icon Christmas.** The incomparable Peggy Lee, with her sultry voice, rings in the holiday season on this CD. Includes favorites such as “Ring Those Christmas Bells;” “Winter Wonderland;” “Happy Holiday;” “The Christmas Waltz;” “I Like a Sleighride;” “The Little Drummer Boy;” Christmas Carolus and more. Universal Music. $3.95.

**DVD 5663953 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW.** Produced by the USO, this special one hour Christmas television show features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Horne, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley MacLaine, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 4670426 CHRISTMAS FIREPLACE VISION!** Press play and enjoy the magical experience of dancing flames anytime you want without the need to store wood or clean up ash. Relax and watch and enjoy the magic experience of dancing flames any time you wish.

**Blu-ray 3800768 COZY CRACKLIN’ FIREPLACE.** Wide-screen. Relax to this soothing fireplace in your own home-warm, glowing light and soft cracklin’ sounds create a peaceful atmosphere, helping you to unwind. No messy cleanup or safety hazards with this natural fire. Audio options include natural sound, classical and Christmas music. 65 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $3.95.

**DVD 2418864 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLEGE COLLECTION.** This two CD set comprises film, studio and “live” recordings from across her career, including the classics “Falling in Love Again;” “Lili Marlene;” “Naughty Lola;” “Black Market;” “Time for Love;” “Too Old to Cry” and more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95.

**CD 3957128 MUSIC OF THE NIGHT.** Fifteen of the most romantic songs from Andrew Lloyd Webber’s repertoire are celebrated in this enduring orchestral collection. Includes unforgettable arrangements from all his most renowned shows: “The Phantom of the Opera;” “Evita;” “Cats;” Jesus Christ Superstar; Sunset Boulevard and more. Mood Media. $4.95.

**CD 2941765 THE BEST OF BROADWAY PART II.** This CD comprises two complete film scores from the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movie musicals performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features: The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; The Sound of Music; All That Jazz; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Camelot; The Sound of Music; Wonderful World of Disney; The King and I; Gentlemen Prefer Blondes; The Merry Widow; and more. Fifty-one tracks. Acrobat.

**CD 3957083 ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber.** Ignite your senses with this powerful and passionate collection of contemporary stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as “The Phantom of the Opera;” Jesus Christ Superstar; Evita; and Cats as performed by the stars of London’s West End. Compiles 30 tracks on three CDs. Mood Entertainment. $4.95.

**CD 3937712 TAP YOUR TROUBLES AWAY! The Words & Music of Jerry Herman.** Twenty-nine tracks include It’s Today; Karen Morrow, You! I Like; by Jason Graae; Hello Dolly! (Mame by Angela Lansbury; I Won’t Send Roses by Rita Moreno; Time Heals Everything by Bernadette Peters; and more. Two CDs. MIL Music. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 6940935 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963.** This 10-track complete film score of plus bonus cuts including A Touch of Evil; The Music from Peter Gunn; Music from Mr. Lucky; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Experiment in Terror; Harari; The Pink Panther; 39 Steps; and more. Enigma Essay. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.

**CD 3866262 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS: Essential Collection.** This essential collection features 72 tracks on three CDs of songs from some of the greatest Broadway hits, sung by the original artists including: Oh What a Beautiful Mornin’ from Oklahoma; Almost Like Being in Love from Brigadoon; You’re the Top from Anything Goes; Baubles, Bangles and Beards from Kiss Me and so much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

**CD 3950433 MONSTROUS MOVIE MUSIC.** The Radio Symphony Orchestra of Cracow performs the soundtrack from four movie musicals: The Mole People (1956); Them (1954); It Came from Outer Space (1953); and It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955). Thirty-eight tracks. Monster Music. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6992138 OKLAHOMA! THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION.** Comprises the complete film album from the 1955 Broadway production and the original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs like Oh What a Beautiful Morning. Weighin’ in; We’re in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma; and more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

**CD 3983612 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN.** The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company & Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan. Conducted by John Graham-Hall, the cast includes: John Risebero; The Mikado; Pat Harrison; Mabel; The Yeomen of the Guard; and The Gondoliers. This two CD collection includes a bonus DVD containing performances of their greatest hits. H.H. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

**CD 2795957 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording.** Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 16 tracks, including How the West was Won; Home in the Meadow; The River Pirates; Cheyennes; No Goodbye; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 3820610 THE JAMES DEAN STORY.** Before the stars were over, Dean received a posthumous Academy Award and had been the subject of two bizarre documentaries, both called The James Dean Story. The soundtracks to both are gathered together here. Forty-five tracks, including From East of Eden; Rebel Without a Cause; and many more. Righteous. $5.95.

**#** and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 4728009 SYMPHONY NO. 1: Capriccio Italiano. Christoph Poppen conducts the Deutsche Radio Philharmonie in Tchaikovsky’s beautiful Symphony No. 1 in G minor op.13 and the melodic Capriccio Italian op.45. Oehms Classics. $5.95

CD 4727882 SACHIKO FURUHATA-KERSTING: Mendelssohn, Schumann, Liszt. Features the breathtaking music of Mendelssohn Variations сериозе; Schumann Faschingsschwan von Wien op.26 and Liszt Après une lecture de Dante Fantasy quasi una fantasia. Performed on piano by Sachiko Furuhat-Kersting. Oehms Classics. $5.95

CD 465773X MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte. Three CD set of the Italian opera which translates to “So do they all.” Lella Cuberli, soprano, as Fiordiligi; Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano, as Dorabella; Ferruccio Furlanetto, baritone, as Guglielmo; and Kurt Streit, tenor, as Ferrando. Warner Music. Pub. at $35.99 $5.95

CD 3972283 MY PLAYLIST FOR SEWING & KNITTING. These classical works are stitched together for a tapestry of music to sew and knit into. Lay out a pattern for a New Dress with Warman and thread The Sewing Machine with Ibert. From the sublime Fantasia on Greensleeves by Vaughan Williams these works are the perfect accompaniment to needlework. Naxos. $5.95

CD 4727940 PRELUDE & FUGUE: Bernd Glemser Plays Bach and Shostakovich. A cluster of pieces including Shostakovich’s Preludes in E minor op.87 No.4; Fugue in E minor op.87 No.4; and more. Also in this collection are Bach’s Prelude in G major BWV 866; Fugue in G major BWV 860; from The Well Tempered Clavier by J.S. Bach. With Bernd Glemser, piano. Oehms. $5.95

CD 4727878 A FRENCH RECITAL. Presents a fascinating collection of three French composers’ works for piano and cello. Includes Debussy’s Sonata for Cello and Piano; Dutilleux’s Trois Strophes sur le Nom de Sacher; Franck’s Violin Sonata in A Major; arranged for cello and piano, and Debussy’s Scherzo. With Sebastian Barbaud, cello. Oehms Classics. $5.95

CD 3972725 MY PLAYLIST FOR GARDENING. These cultivated classical pieces are the perfect accompaniment to working amid the flowers and foliage. Hear the sun rise in Grieg’s Morning Mood from Peer Gynt, watch the sparkling sun rise in Grieg’s Morning Mood from Peer Gynt. Also in this collaboration between composer David Amram and artist Robert Bateman, you will learn to “New Dress” and “Old Dress.” Together to create a musical tapestry of pieces to enter right into your heart. Twenty-seven tracks are included including these works: Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique; Schumann’s Kreisleriana; Schumann’s Kreisleriana; Mendelssohn’s Reformation; and many others. With Andris Nelsons as Sir Richard Cholmondeley, John Cameron as Claudio Donati, Rafael Frubuch De Buenos, conducts the chorus and orchestra of the Paris National Opera. Warner Classics. $7.95

CD 396432X SCHUBERT: Songs of Departure and Voyage. Franz Schubert was one of the first composers to treat these typical Romantic Viaje motifs in his songs. Includes: Willkommen und Abschied; Die Sternen; Nachtstück: Das Zugenglocklein; Der Wanderer; Wandersleben; Nachtmahl; Der Letzte; Erfehlend; Der Neugierige; Der Preisgeldes Barthelemy; Der Einsame; Der Schiffer; and more. With Christoph Prégardien, tenor and Michael Gees, piano. Warner Music. $4.95

CD 3991032 RELAXING CLASSICS. 100 Hits. Collects 100 beautiful masterpieces from Mozart, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Chopin, Elgar, Grieg, Debussy and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 4727868 GEORGIAN MINIATURES. The composers in this recording musically reminisce about their beloved Georgian country. Includes Naxos’s Chamber Symphony No.3; Bardanashvili’s Concerto quasi una Fantasia for piano; and Zinzade’s Khevsurian Chamber Orchestra. A two CD set of the Italian opera which translates to “So do they all.” Lella Cuberli, soprano, as Fiordiligi; Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano, as Dorabella; Ferruccio Furlanetto, baritone, as Guglielmo; and Kurt Streit, tenor, as Ferrando. Warner Music. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

CD 396425X SCHUBERT: Songs of Departure and Voyage. Franz Schubert was one of the first composers to treat these typical Romantic Viaje motifs in his songs. Includes: Willkommen und Abschied; Die Sternen; Nachtstück: Das Zugenglocklein; Der Wanderer; Wandersleben; Nachtmahl; Der Letzte; Erfehlend; Der Neugierige; Der Preisgeldes Barthelemy; Der Einsame; Der Schiffer; and more. With Christoph Prégardien, tenor and Michael Gees, piano. Warner Music. $4.95

CD 3991032 RELAXING CLASSICS. 100 Hits. Collects 100 beautiful masterpieces from Mozart, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Chopin, Elgar, Grieg, Debussy and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 4727868 GEORGIAN MINIATURES. The composers in this recording musically reminisce about their beloved Georgian country. Includes Naxos’s Chamber Symphony No.3; Bardanashvili’s Concerto quasi una Fantasia for piano; and Zinzade’s Khevsurian Chamber Orchestra. A two CD set of the Italian opera which translates to “So do they all.” Lella Cuberli, soprano, as Fiordiligi; Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano, as Dorabella; Ferruccio Furlanetto, baritone, as Guglielmo; and Kurt Streit, tenor, as Ferrando. Warner Music. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

CD 396432X SCHUBERT: Songs of Departure and Voyage. Franz Schubert was one of the first composers to treat these typical Romantic Viaje motifs in his songs. Includes: Willkommen und Abschied; Die Sternen; Nachtstück: Das Zugenglocklein; Der Wanderer; Wandersleben; Nachtmahl; Der Letzte; Erfehlend; Der Neugierige; Der Preisgeldes Barthelemy; Der Einsame; Der Schiffer; and more. With Christoph Prégardien, tenor and Michael Gees, piano. Warner Music. $4.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/845

**CD 4577298 JUANA MARQUILIS:** Piano. Presents pianist Juana Marquilis as he performs Berg’s Sonata op. 1, Brahms’ Variations on a THEME by Paganini in A minor op.13; Beethoven’s Variations on an Original Theme in C minor; and Bach’s English Suite No. 3 in G minor. EMI Classics. $9.95.

**CD 4754974 LEONCAVALLO PAGLIACCI.** Around 1869, Leoncavalo decided to write an opera as one act and composed in the verismo style. Leoncavalo claimed that he took the inspiration for Pagliacci from a real-life incident from his childhood. Performed by the Budapest Opera Chorus, the Budapest Opera Orchestra, United Classics. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95.

**CD 3953087 ANDREAS VON LUKENS CALMANN.** Conducts the Sofia Philharmonic and the Orchestra Larpapa.

**CD 4727851 CANTATA “AUS DER TIEFEN” BWV 131/“HIMMELSKONIG, SEI WILKOMMEN” BWV 182.** Bach. The cantatas in this collection are two of Bach’s earliest works Cantata 131 “Aus der Tiefen” and Cantata 182 “Himmelkonig, sei willkommen”. Thomas Gropper conducts the Arcis-Vocalisten ensembles. Oehms Classics. $6.95.


**CD 4528077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION.** He was one of the finest tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from all across his all-too-brief career, admired by his peers and fans around the world. With Jane West as Anne Trulove, Jon Garrison as Tom Rakewell and John Cheek as Nick Shadow. Naxos. $5.95.


**CD 4728017 SYMPHONY NO.9 FROM THE NEW WORLD/POHADKA OP.16 FAIRY TALE.** Bernard Haitink conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in Josef Suk’s Pohadka Symphonic Suite in E major op. 16, and Antonin Dvorak’s Symphony No. 9, op. 95. “From the New World” symphonic suite. Ozark. $9.95.

**CD 4713206 DOMENICO CODISPOTI: Cesar Franck.** Presents piano, pianist Domenico Codispoti, presents three works by Cesar Franck. Includes Violin Sonata in A Major; Prelude, Fugue et Variation Op.18; and Prelude, Choral et Fugue. Piano Classics. $5.95.

**CD 393165X BELOVED OPERetta FAVORITES: Lover Come Back to Me.** Collects 67 tracks of operetta favorites on three CDs including Sullivans In a Morning Sunrise, Everybody’s Got a Dream, The Desert Vagabond, Tramp, Tramp, Tramp; Beyond the Blue Horizon; Love Me Tonight; Drinking Song, Serenade; Why Do I Love You? and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.
CD 3913821 SHARON ISBIN: Affinity. Grammy Award winner Sharon Isbin performs nine works specifically composed for her. The performers are Isbin (guitar), Colin Davin (guitar), the Maryland Symphony Orchestra, and Elizabeth Schulze (composer). 20HO Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 384904X STEWART GOODYEAR–BEETHOVEN: Diabell Variations. 2-CD set. Includes the thirty-three variations on a waltz by Anton Diabelli, OP120 on this 34 track CD. Marquis. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


CD 3749363 A-Z OF CONDUCTORS. By David Patmore. Four CDs present selected recordings of conductors including; Arturo Toscanini conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra; Richard Strauss conducting the Berlin Staatskapelle; Leonard Bernstein conducting the New York City Symphony Orchestra; and more. A guide with more than 300 biographies of conductors is included. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95


CD 3964329 THE BEST OF ROSSINI. This two CD compilation is made up of a good cross section of Rossini’s work with selections from some of his best known operas. The Barber of Seville; The Thieving Magpie, and William Tell. Also includes the choral works Petite Messe Solennelle and Stabat Mater. Also includes a few selections from his Sins of old age. EMI Classics. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

CD 4657780 VERDI: Rigolotto. Featuring Sheena Poole as Marguerite, Daniel O’Hara as Gilda; Samuel Ramey as Sparafucile; Mignon Dunn as Maddalena; and Ann Murray as Giovanna. Accompanied by the Philharmonia Orchestra, and John O'Conor as Master. EMI Records. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

CD 3966256 TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture. Presents Tchaikovsky’s great masterpieces. Includes Romeo and Juliet (Fantasy Overture), None But the Lonely Heart; Capriccio Italian; Op. 45; Lansky’s aria from Eugene Onegin; and 1812 Overture, Op.49. Featuring tenor Plácido Domingo and The Cleveland Orchestra. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

CD 3962624 THE WAGNER OPERA EXPERIENCE. Presents the powerful and passionate music of Richard Wagner. Two CDs. Each opera includes some selected music. Experience Tannhäuser; The Flying Dutchman; Lohengrin; Tristan und Isolde; Die Meistersinger; Die Walküre; Gotterdammerung; and Die Zauberflöte. Warner Classics. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


CD 3964116 ESSENTIAL HANDEL. This two CD collection presents a sampling of Handel’s most famous works. Includes: The Coronation Anthems: (The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba); Water Music Suite No.1 in F. (Air); Messiah (Ev’ry valley shall be exalted); Harp Concerto in B flat Op.4 No.6 (Andante assai allegro); Oboe Concerto in F flat (F Major); Concerto grosso in G minor Op.6 No.6 (Musette); and more. EMI Classics. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3749452 ETERNAL STRINGS. Presents a beautiful collection of memorably works for string orchestra. 11 track CD. Includes Beethoven’s Adagio for Strings; Glass: Violin Concerto, Mvt. 2; Pavia’s Symphony No. 3, Mvt. 2; Dvorak’s Serenade in E major, Op. 22; Penderecki’s Polish Rhapsody; Chaconne; Gordon’s 3rd Symphony; and more. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3964372 THE BEETHOVEN EXPERIENCE. Two CDs on 24 tracks present this outstanding Beethoven collection which includes Symphonies Nos. 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Warner Classics. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

CD 3849058 STEWART GOODYEAR–LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: Favorite Piano Sonatas. This 2-CD, nineteen track set features Goodyear performing on his piano favorite Beethoven sonatas including; I Adagio cantabile; Rondeau; Rondo; Allegro assai; and more. Marquis. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2974355 ROSSINI: Guillaume Tell. This production of Guillaume Tell is performed in its original uncut version. With Andrew Foster-Williams as Guillaume Tell; Michael Spyes as Arnold Melchial; and Judith Howarth as Mathilde. Antonio Fogliani, conducts the Virtuosi Brunensis, 4 CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $7.95

CD 3810690 GAETANO DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammmermoor. widescreen. Patrick Fournillier conducts the Orchestra e Coro del Teatro Carlo Felice in this beautiful production. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

CD 3810739 TANHAUSER. Widescreen. A German production of an opera parody based on the opera of the same title by Richard Wagner. With German in English subtitles. 85 minutes. Phoenix. $5.95

CD 3810712 THE GIACOMO VARIATIONS. Widescreen. We meet Casanova whoseisky played by Hollywood heartthrob John Malkovich and baritone Florian Boesch in various encounters, bursting with desire and passion for numerous women. Casanova has to confront his biggest fear: to die, before discovering what he has lived for. Includes a documentary and interviews. In German and Italian with English subtitles. 174 minutes. Arthaus Musik. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

CD 3810094 GALA REOPENING OF THE TEATRO LA FÉNICE. Fullscreen. Riccardo Muti conducts the Orchestra e Coro del Teatro Carlo Felice in this beautiful event at La Fenice at this gala event. Pieces performed were Beethoven’s Overture “Die Weiβe des Hauses;” Op. 124; Stravinsky’s Symphonie de psaumes; Caldarà’s De Deum; and Wagner’s Kaisersmarck- und Mühlenmarch, featuring Ciofi, Richarz, Poggi, Indrio, Minguard, Sacca, Portusi, and Reveng. English subtitles. 66 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

CD 3810682 THE INFERNAL COMEDY. Widescreen. Based on the real-life story of Jack Unterweger, a convicted murderer, pardoned and celebrated author and journalist, notorious womanizer, and prime example of reintegretion, who gradually was suspected of killing a growing number of prostitutes. Includes a documentary on making The Infernal Comedy. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 374938X BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 1-6. Widescreen. Grammy Award winning pianist and conductor Daniel Barenboim plays the first six of Beethoven’s thirty two piano sonatas. Includes Sonatas No. 2; Op. 2, No. 3; Op. 3; No. 4; Op. No. 5; No. 7; Op. No. 9 in C minor; No. 10 in F major, and No. 11 in F major, Op. 10 No.2; 147 minutes. EuroArts. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

CD 3810720 TAN DUN: The First Emperor. Widescreen. Tenor Plácido Domingo leads an all-star cast in this stunning opera by Academy Award-winning composer and conductor Tan Dun. This production was one of the most highly-anticipated cultural events of the 2006-2007 Metropolitan Opera season. 177 minutes on two DVDs. EMI Classics. CDs: Naxos. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95
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**Blu-ray 4665593**

**GIUSEPPE VERDI:**
Falstaff. Widescreen. This imaginative staging directed by the Italian director Davide Michieletto moves the action of Verdi’s late, great masterpiece from a fictitious London to an old people’s special care home, the Casa Verdi. A place rich in memories of great days past and intimacy of a real-time present. In Italian with English subtitles. 125 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95

**Blu-ray 4665569**

**MUSSORGSKY:**
Khovanschina. Widescreen. Dmitri Tcherniakov’s production emphasizes the timeless quality of this sorcerer tale of intrigue and power struggles reminiscent of a Greek tragedy, reflecting Mussorgsky’s own maxim. “The past is a record, live at the Nationaltheater, Munich, July 10 & 14, 2007. 174 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95

**Blu-ray 4665534**

**GARRICK OHLSSON:**
Chopin Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 2. Garrick Ohlsson joins Antoni Wit and the Warsaw Philharmonic to play both of Chopin’s piano concertos. This concert is followed by the documentary film The Art of Chopin. It not only tells the story of his brief life, but also brings together some of the world’s greatest pianists. Featuring excerpts from a collection of 150 minutes. Ideale Audience. $5.95

**Blu-ray 2974401**

**VERDI:**
Simon Boccanegra. Widescreen. Presents a monumental production of Verdi’s overwhelming with Danielle Calleja leads the Orquesta Sinfonica del Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. With Leo Nucci as Simon Boccanegra, Roberto Scandiuzzi as Jacopo Fiesco, Simone Piazzola as Paolo Alberini, Tamar Israël as Amelia, and Francesco Mincucci as Count Rodolfo. In Italian with English subtitles. 397 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

**Blu-ray 3810674**

**GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL:**
Admeto. Widescreen. Axel Köhler has brought Admeto into the modern era in timeless style by the skilful application of innovative theatrical directions. Koenigs’s production at the Halle Opernhaus revisits a work that encompasses comedy, tragedy and almost absurd grotesqueness, coughing it in the background metaphor of a modern hospital. Over three hours. Arthaus Musik. $7.95

**Blu-ray 466557**

**NOBUYUKI TSUJI** at WHITE NIGHTS. Widescreen. The blind Japanese pianist Nobuyuki Tsiji is playing for the first time ever under the Russian conductor Valery Gergiev at the Mariinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg. He interprets works by the Russian composers Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff and Shostakovich, including Tchaikovsky’s famous Piano Concerto No. 1 and Shostakovich’s Piano Concerto No. 14. 110 minutes. EuroArts. $7.95

**Blu-ray 297438X**

**VERDI:** Il Corsaro. Widescreen. In a period notable for its skirmishes between Christian pirates and the Ottoman Empire, the action centers on complex love affairs all of which end badly. Bruno Rüggeri as Corrado; Irana Lungu as Guilara; Silvia Dalia Beneist as Gulnara; and Luca Salis as Seid. Carlo Montanaro conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma, in Italian with English subtitles. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**Blu-ray 2974329**

**RICHARD STRAUSS:** Also Sprach Zarathustra, Till Eulenspiegel, Macbeth. Widescreen. Andreas Neumann conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in all in Richard Strauss program. Selections include Zarathustra, Einleitung (Sonnenaufgang), Augen Auf, Der Finsternicht, Giselle, Der Weg der Wahnwissenden, Einleitung (Sonnenaufgang), Der Muck, Till Eulenspiegel, Juxtile Streiche Op. 26. This collection includes 14 extraordinary performances. 80 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

**Blu-ray 2974320**

**RICHARD STRAUSS:** Also Sprach Zarathustra, Till Eulenspiegel, Macbeth. Widescreen. Andreas Neumann conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in all in Richard Strauss program. Selections include Zarathustra, Einleitung (Sonnenaufgang), Augen Auf, Der Finsternicht, Giselle, Der Weg der Wahnwissenden, Einleitung (Sonnenaufgang), Der Muck, Till Eulenspiegel, Juxtile Streiche Op. 26. This collection includes 14 extraordinary performances. 80 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

**Blu-ray 2974329**

**RICHARD STRAUSS:** Der Rosenkavalier. Widescreen. This most successful opera of Richard Strauss is a story of love, lust and human frailty. With Cheryl Barker as Octavian Rofrano; Manfred Hemm as Baron Ochs; Corrado; Irana Lungu as Guilara; Silvia Dalia Beneist as Gulnara; and Luca Salis as Seid. Carlo Montanaro conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma, in Italian with English subtitles. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**Blu-ray 2974312**

**RICHARD STRAUSS:** Ariadne auf Naxos. Widescreen. Christoph von Dohnányi conducts the Orchestra of the Zurich Opera House in Richard Strauss’ Ariadne auf Naxos. Emeli Sande plays the title role alongside Elena Mosuc as Zerbinetta, Roberto Scarra as Tenor/Bacchus; Michael Volle as Musiklehrer; and Michelle Batter as Pamina. In German with English subtitles. 72 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $39.99 $3.95

**Blu-ray 2974363**

**SPIRA MIRABILIS.** This documentary focuses on an extraordinary new project drawing together some of Europe’s finest young players and offering a new approach to classical music making. Spira Mirabilis performs Robert Schumann’s “Spring,” Symphony No. 1, op. 38. In Italian with English subtitles. 88 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $39.95 $3.95
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Blu-ray 2974228 LA BOHEME: Giacomo Puccini. Widescreen. This dramatic and thought provoking new version of La Boheme superposes the modern over the traditional. With Diego Torres as Rodolfo, Vasilij Ladjuk as Marcello, Marita Solberg as Mimì, and Jennifer Rowley as Musetta. Eivind Guilleljen conducts the Norwegian National Opera Orchestra. In Italian with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Electric Picture. $19.99
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More Music

CD 3749584 STRIKE UP THE BAND. Presents on 10 tracks a collection of great American military band music brought to you by the finest musicians in the world. Includes Gereshwn’s Strike Up the Band; performed by the USAF Heritage of America Band; Watch on the Rhine; performed by the U.S. Army Band; Sousa’s The Fairest of the Fair; performed by the U.S. Navy Band and more. Shawnee. $4.95

CD 3865953 DESTINATION LUST: The World of Love, Sex and Violence. It’s no surprise that sex, violence, and unbridled lust are at the heart of countless classic recordings, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics rendered by a phalanx of busty actresses, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and grinding bands, including That Makes It; Charge it; I Want A Lip; Teach Me Tiger; and more. Adults only. Bear Family Productions. $11.99

CD 3797633 SPIRIT OF THE ANZACS: Deluxe Edition. In 2015 it was the 100th anniversary of the ANZAC’s landing at Gallipoli. Music icon Lee Kernaghan teams up with a host of local artists to honor the landmark occasion. This Deluxe Edition features a total of 20 tracks plus special packaging that includes many of the letters, stories and images behind the songs, all encompassing a 64 page booklet. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 3749460 HAIL TO THE CHIEF: United States Marine Band. Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 songs associated to presidents throughout history. Includes Featuring the United States Marine Band; Strike Up the Band; Hail to the Chief; America the Beautiful; and more. Universal Music. $11.99

Vinyl Records

★ VINYL 3875202 ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME LIVE, VOLUME 2. Presents a collection of performances from artists who are legends in this ten track vinyl album. Includes Whole Lot Of Shakin’ Going On by Jerry Lee Lewis, Big Rich by Johnny Cash and the Rock Hall Jam Band; Green River by John Lennon; Friends: Let’s Stay Together by Paul McCartney and the Rock Hall Jam Band; and more. TIME LIFE. 12½x12½. $29.99

★ VINYL 3848795 AL GREEN: Greatest Hits. This ten-track vinyl record collects Tired of Being Alone; Call Me; I’m Still In Love with You; Here I Am; Love and Happiness; Let’s Stay Together; I Can’t Get Next to You; You Ought to Be with Me; What You Done for Me; and Let’s Get Married. Fat Possum Records. 12½x12½. $19.99

★ VINYL 3852776 JESSIE MAE HEMPHILL: Run Get My Shotgun. This ten-track vinyl collection the blues by Jessie Mae including Run Get My Shotgun; Shame on You; DC 9; Go Back to Your Used to Be; Holy Ghost; Married Man Blues; Train Train; Nothing That You Say; Peace; God and Eagle Bird. Fat Possum Records. 12½x12½. $11.99
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★ VINYL 3884949 IGGY AND THE STOOGES: Ready to Die. This 10-track vinyl collection from the punk rock band includes Burn; Sex & Money; Job; Gun; Unfriendly World; Ready to Die; DD’s; Dirty Deal; Beat That Guy; and The Departed. Fat Possum Records. 12½x12½. $19.99

★ VINYL 3736570 THE BEACH BOYS: The Hits. Presents a classic vinyl album of the Beach Boys’ greatest hits on 14 tracks. Includes Surfin’ Safari; Fun Fun; Catch a Wave; Summertime Blues; Dance Dance Dance; Surfer Girl; Be True to Your School; I Get Around; Surfin’ USA; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up; Ten Little Indians; American Band; and more. Time Life. 12½x12½. $21.99

★ VINYL 3816101 THE BEACH BOYS: Summer Fun. This 180 gram vinyl collection 13 songs from the popular band, including Surfin’ Safari; Surfin’ U.S.A.; America; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up; Ten Little Indians; American Band; and more. MCF. 12½x12½. $29.99

★ VINYL 3881652 THE RAT PACK. This remastered vinyl collection 14 songs, including I’ve Got You Under My Skin by Frank Sinatra, Volare by Dean Martin, Come Rain or Come Shine by Sammy Davis Jr., Ain’t That a Kick in the Head by Martin, Three Coins in the Fountain by Sinatra, and more. MCF. 12½x12½. $29.99

★ VINYL 3732840 DEADPOOL 2. This vinyl collection 12 songs from the blockbuster movie, including Dream a Little Dream of Me; That’s What I Like; Ciao Bella; Ashes Ashes; Ashes in the Wind; Peace; Dance Dance Dance; Surfer Girl; Blowing in the Wind; Summer Fun; and now the theme of Deadpool. Fat Possum Records. 12½x12½. $29.99

★ VINYL 368895X CARPENTERS. This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group. Tracks include Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday, Supersar; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12½x12½. $39.99

★ VINYL 3689069 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just Your Fool; Circus; Corsair; Take Me; Waiting on a Friend; Little River; Your Love; Everybody Knows about My Good Thing; Blue & Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12½x12½. $39.99

★ VINYL 3727412 POWER OF PEACE: The Isley Brothers & Santana. This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Santana covers songs first made familiar by the Chamber Brothers You Are Ready and Love; Peace, Happiness; Looking At The Ground; Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (the Ecology); Leon’s Let The Rain Fall on Me; and more. Universal Music. 12½x12½. $39.99

★ VINYL 3688968 CARPENTERS: Close Your Eyes. This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including We’re Only Just Begun; Love is Surrender; Baby It’s You; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music. 12½x12½. $39.99

★ VINYL 3848841 THE BLACK KEYS: Thickfreakness. Featuring eleven tracks, including She’s a Man, this song this rock band’s vinyl album includes Hard Row; Set You Free; Midnight In Her Eyes; Have Love Will Travel; Hurt Like Mine; Everywhere I Go; No Trust; If You See Me; Hold Me in Your Arms; and I Only Alone. Fat Possum Records. 12½x12½. $39.99
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